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(]) 1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3----------------- x-

4 In the Matter of s s

s

5 METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY a Docket No. 50-289
: (Restart)

6 (Three Mile Island Unit 1) :
a

7------ ------------x

8
Harrisburg II Building

9 333 Market Street
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

10
Saturday, November 14, 1981

11

12 The reopened evidentiary hearing in the above-

13 entitled matter convened at 9:02 a.m., pursuant to notice.
,

; ()
14 BEFORE:

15 GARY HILHOLLIN, Special Master,
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

18
On behalf of the Licensee, Metropolitan Edison Company

17
ERNEST L. BLAKE, JR., Esq.

18 BONNIE GOTTLIEB, Esq.,

DEBORAH B. BAUSER, Esq.
19 Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge

1800 M Street, N.W.
20 Washington, D. C. 20036

!

|
21 On behalf of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania:

|

| 22 R OBERT A DLFR , Esq.
; Assistant Attorney General

23 505 Executive House
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

O 24

25
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O ' 23 css 2 sss
2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN. The hearing will come to order.

- 3 Ms. Bradford, you may resume your

4 cross-examination.

5 MR. BLAKE: Mr. Milhollin, I have just one

6 preliminary matter. Based on the estimates that I have
1

7 gotten f rom the parties of cross-examination for Mr. Ross, I

8 have contacted the next witness, who would be Mr. Miller,

9 and told him that he will not come on until next Tuesday.

10 It appears from the estimates that I have that Mr. Ross will

11 at least fill out today. To the extent he does not, I see

12 that as an incentive to the parties today, knowing that when

13 Mr. Ross completes today we will be done for today.

O 14 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well.

15 While we are on that subject, maybe I should tell

16 you that if the hearing -- well, it now appears that our

17 hearing is going to be longer than the two weeks we had

18 originally sched uled. If that should be the case, and it

191ooks as though that is going to be the case, we will

20 con tinue dut; nq the first week in December.

21 MR. BLAKE: That is presumably on Tuesday,

22 December 1.

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes, we will begin on Tuesday

() 24 December 1 and we will continue on the 2nd, tue 3rd, the 4th

25 and the 5th. And if necessary, we shall have the same

O
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() 1 schedule during the following week. If we go beyond th e

2 following week, it will become extremely inconvenient for me

(]) 3 to continue.

4 MR. ADLERa Did you contact the room people for

5 that following week?

6 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Yes, we have arranged for the

7 honor suite for that week, except for one day which I think

8 we can taka care of.

9 MR. GOLDBERG Judge Milho111n, if you are

10 finished with that, the staff has two preliminary matters.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well.

12 MR. GOLDBERG: The first is that we served on the

13 Aamodts today the copies of the October '81 RO and SRO NRC

O
14 exams.

15 JUDGE MILHOLLINs The masters, you mean.

16 MR. GOLDBERGa Yes.

17 The second item which you asked me to bring up

i
'

18 again today on Saturday is the scheduling of Mr. Monty

19 Davis. As I reported to you, while he will be available

20next week, he would have a significant conflict the week of

21 December 1 through 5.

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: How much notice would you need

23 for him next week?

24 (Counsel for NRC staff conferring.)

25 MR. GOLDBERG I guess one to two days, just

!

|
|
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{} 1enough time for him to essentially prepare his --

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Could you refresh my

3 recollection . Is 1.a p a.r t of your direct case?

4 MR. GOLDBEBG No, he is either a Board witness or

5 a Special Master witness. He is not part of the staff

6 direct case. And I am not suggesting that he is necessary.

7It is just that if the Special Master determines that he

8 would like to hear his testimony, then he has a problem with

9 the week of December 1 through 5.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All right. Does any party wish

11 to call Mr. Davis?

12 MS. AAMODTs I believe, Mr. Milhollin, that we

13 have that in our plan, to examine Mr. Davis. I would have
I

\ 14 to look at that, but I am almost positive.

15 MR. BLAKEs He is identified by the Aamodt's in

16 their trial plan on page 7.

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Perhaps we could discuss that

181ater on tod a y .

19 Are there any other matters which the staff has?

20 MR. GOLDBERGs No.

21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Mr. Blake, I have one

22 preliminary matter. When will the pass-fail information

23 that you promised me be available?

() 24 MR. BLAKE: They are still working on the chart

25 and we were working on it last night. I will try to get an

O
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() 1 estimate for you during the day today.

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well.

[}
3 Whereupon,

4 MICHAEL J. ROSS,

5 the witness on the stand at the time of recess, resumed the

6 stand and, having previously been duly sworn by the

7 Chairman, was examined and testified further as follows:

8 CROSS EXAMINATION -- RESUMED

9 BY MS. BRADFORD:

10 0 Good morning, Mr. Ross.

11 A Good morning.

12 0 Mr. Ross, if we can just take up where we left off

13 yesterday, I believe we were talking about the exam review

%) 14 a nd you had told me that on other occasions -- correct me if,

I believe you told me that normally TMI sits15 I am wrong --

16 three to four candidates for an NRC exam; was that correct?
i

17 A It varies, but that would be something that we

18 could justif y as normal.

19 0 Okay. And you e.lso said that in your experience

20 it has taken one and a half to two hours to review those

21 exams.

22 A A normal exam, that is correct.

23 0 When there are two exams given, how long would you

(~))I

( 24 say it takes to review those exams?|
|

25 A About the same time. It would be in that case

O
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1 three and a half to four hours.

2 0 Okay. Which exam did you take -- I believe I did

3 ask you that and I believe your response was you took the A

4 exam) is tha t correct?

5 A If we are talking about the April exam, I took the

6 A battery, yes, ma'am.

7 Q Okay. And were you in a smoking or nonsmoking

8 room?

9 A I was located in a nonsmoking room.

10 Q In your testimony on page 3, you discuss the

11 review that you did of the exam during the second -- the

121ast two days of the exam. Was there anyone else who helped

13 you with th a t review from the company?

p/ 14 A Yes, there were -- there were. There were twom

15 training garsonnel involved also.

16 0 And who were those people?

17 (Pause.)

18 MR. BlAKE: Mr. Ross, you may use the names of

19 training personnel.

20 THE WITNESS: Okay. The training personnel was a

21 Mr. Brown and a Mr. Boltz.

22 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming)

23 0 On the day that you took your exam, Mr. Ross, were

() 24 you called out of the room at any time?

25 A Yes, ma'am. I think you asked me that yesterday

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1and I think I stated I was called out of the room for a

2 short period of ti m e . I also stated that being called out
;

() 3 of the room -- I was in the doorway. I did not leave the

4 premises.

5 Q On the day that you reviewed the exams, where did

6that review take place?

7 A Ihat review took place in one of the instructors'

8 offices that was located immediately adjacent to the

j 9 nonsmokers' room.
|

' 10 0 I have here a diagram, Mr. Ross, and maybe you can

11 help me.

12 (Counsel hands document to witness and pa r tie s . )

13 (Witness reviews document.)
O

14 MS. BRADFORD: I would like to mark this TMIA
\

15 Exhibit 61. 'x
'

- 16 (The document referred to was
\

marked TMIA Exhibit No. 6117 -

.

18 for identification.)

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Are you referring to a diagram j

I
! 20 which is one page in length, a single-page diagram?

i
t

21 MS. BRADFORDs Yes.
l

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Which has on it words such as ]

23 " smokers room," " nonsmokers room," "Boltz' office,"

) 24 " Newton 's of fice," and so forth? ,
-

|

25 MS. BRADFORD: Yes.

l

{
|
|
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1 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well.

2 MS. BRADFORD: I would like to ask that this be

3 moved in to evidence at this time.

O
4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Hearing no objection, it is

5 received into evidence.

6 (The document referred to,
;

7 previously ma rked for identi-

8 fication as THIA Exhibit No.

9 61, was received in

to evidence.)

11 BY MS. BRADFORDs (Resuming)

12 0 Mr. Boltz --

13 JUDGE MILHOLLINs And we will bind it into the

14 transcript at this point.

I
15 (The document referred to, TMIA Exhibit No. 61,

16 f ollows: )

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

O 4

25

O
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(]) 1 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Go ahead.

2 BT MS. BRADFORD4 (Resuming)

3. O Mr. Ross, I'm sorry. Is this diagram a true
)

4 representation of the training f acility as it was in April

5of 1981?

6 A It appears to be. I cannot vouch for dimensions
- . ~

7 or anything like that, but it appears to be accurate.

8 Q Would you locate for me on the diagram, Mr. Ross,

-9-the room in which you reviewed the exam?~ - ' ~

10 A The review took place in what is marked as "BB's

11 office."

12 0 Are there any windows in that room?

13 A My recollection is there is one window -in that

O 14 room that looks immediately into the smokers room.

'' '

15 0 Was that window open? -

16 A I really do not recall.

17 Q Could you see into the smokers room through that

i 18 window?
|

19 A I do not recall.

20 0 Do you remember what furnishings were in that

21 room, Mr. Ross?

22 A Which room?

! 23 0 In the room marked "BB's office" on that diagram.

() 24 A I have a vague recollections desk, bookshelves,

25 that type of t h ir. g .
|

|

|
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O ' 3uoct "1tnottt". "sa 1= "r so tz i= ta t

2 right?

3 THE WITNESS: Correct.

4 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming)

5 0 In relation to the door, where was the desk in

6 this room?

7 MR. BLAKE Are we talking about Mr . Boltz'

8 office?

9 MS. BRADFORD: Yes.

10 THE WITNESS: The desk would be located, my

11 recollection, on the wall that is next to Newton's office as

12 you look at the diagram.

13 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming),

| O 14 0 Was it in the center of that?

15 A I do not know that it was in the center. I

16 recollect that it ran a good portion of the wall a rea ,

17 though.

18 0 Now, you have told me that Mr. Brown and Mr. Boltz

19 and yourself were in the of fice. And who else was there?

20 A There were people at various times. Some ICE

21 inspectors passed through, various people. But the

22 gentleman we conducted the review with was Mr. Wilson of the

23 N RC .

24 Q Were there any other NRC personnel who were there
|

25 f or any length of time?

ALDERSON REPORT NG COMPANY,INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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() 1 A None that I can remember as full-time.

2 0 Were you -- were all of you seated at the desk

3 when you were reviewing these exams?
{}

4 A My recollection is some of us were sitting on the

5 desk, some were sitting on chairs. It was kind of spread

6 out within the circle of the room.

|
' 7 0 For the time that you were in Mr. Boltz' office,

8did you elect one position around the desk and pretty much

9 stay there?

10 A No, I do not think that is the case, because Mr.

11 Wilson lef t many times throughout that to check different

! 12 rooms. But he would come back. There was no prescribed

13 seating or anything like th a t , just moved around in the

O
i 14 room.

!

| 15 0 Do you recall where Mr. Wilson wa s located , a t

|
|

16 this desk or table , for any length of time? I under stand

17 you just told me that he moved frequently.

18 A I do not recall the exact location for Mr.

19 Wilson.

20 0 From Mr. BB's office, could you see into the

21 smokers room ?

22 A It is hard for me to recollection, but the

23 distance is so short from the door, you could reach from the

() 24 doorway of BB's office, you could actually touch the doorway

|

25 of the other door. It is a very short distance there. So I'

O
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r~g 1 -- I think if you were sitting a little out of the doorway
V

2 you could.

3 0 Are you saying out in the hallway or back from the

O
4 door into the room?

5 A I think it is possible to see partially over

6there. I am not absolutely sure. I never tried it.

7 Q Witat portion of the room was visible from there,

8 to your recollection ?

9 A Again, I never really tried to look into the room
|

10 and I do not have any recollection of what was visible.

11 0 When you were reviewing the exams, did any of the

12 examinees come into Mr. Boltz' office?

13 A I do not recall anybody specifically coming in

14 right at the time.

15 0 When you took your exam, I believe you told me

16 yesterday that people spoke to the proctor and asked him

17 questions. Was there anyone to answer the questions of the

18 exam ~~ exaninees in the smokers room on the day that you

19 were reviewing the exam?
|

20 A I cannot answer that. Mr. Wilson made frequent

21 trips and I do not know for sure there was not anybody else

22 in the room that day.

23 Q By " frequent," at wha t intervals approximately?

24 A It is hard for me to put a fixed time on the()
25 intervals. It was frequent. He was up and down. I

()
l
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() 1 couldn't say it was five or ten minutes or anything.

2 0 Was it more than five or ten minutes or --

3 A I -- it would be hard for me to say. Many times.
[}

4 I would hate to quantitate it.

5 0 Did you review -- which exam did you review first,

6 Mr. Ross?

7 A I think that particular morning we reviewed the

8 questions only and not the answer keys of the exam in

9 progress, to make sure the questions was accurate. I am not

10 absolutely sure, but that is my recollectio n. Because they
!

11 vanted to make sure if we had any changes to the exam

12 question ph rasing we did it early in the morning.

13 0 Why was that?

()'

14 A So that you did not have confusion on the exam,
.

15 walking in halfway through the exam and putting u'p , " change

16 question 3 to read as follows." It just destroys an exam.

17 0 And that is the normal process?

18 A It is the process that has been used many times at

19 our site, that is correct. And I feel it is normal for

20 other sites also.

21 0 And the point of that is so that while the exam is

22 ongoing , if there are changes which could affect the exam

23 they are made immediately, is that so?

() 24 A Or as soon as possible, yes.

25 0 When the A exam was being conducted, were changes

O
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() 1 made on the A exam?

2 A Yes, some changes were made on the A exam.

3 0 And you -- you say you reviewed the B exam first.(}
4 Was that the morning of the 23rd of April?

5 A It was the third day, if that is the 23rd.

6' Q I believe it is.

7 On the -- an NRC exam in your experience, are

8 thare a certain percentage of questions which are generic or

9 a part of the whole industry?

10 A I think the answer would have to be yes. Reactor

11 theory is kind of a generic thing.

12 Q And on those questions, are they adjusted to make

13 them site-specific?

O
14 A It would depend. If they were looking for a

15 specific term that was unique to us, it would be adjusted.

16 But normally it would be a standard question and answer..

17 Q And then on that exam are there a certain number

18 of questions which are specific to the site ?

19 A There may or may not be. They may ask for a

20 coefficient value that is specific to your site or they may

21 n o t .

22 Q Were there any such questions on the April '81

23 e xa m?

24 3R. BLAKE. Es. Bradford, may I ask for a

25 clarification? Are we talking about just the subpart of the

( ;
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() 1 exam on reactor theory at this point?

2 MS. BRADFORDs No. I am talking about --

{]} 3 MR. BLAKE: In general on the NRC exams?

4 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, in general.

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Your question is whether there

6 are site specific questions on the NRC exam, is that right?

7 MS. BRADFORD4 Yes.

8 THE WITNESS The answer is yes.

9 BY MS. BRADFORDs (Resumino)

10 0 In your experience, are NRC exams usually

11 constructed so that there is a fairly constant mix of

12 those?

13 A It would be hard for me to sa y there is a fairly

O
14 constant mix. What I have ceen, there is both. You see

15 some specific, you see some nonspecific. I cannot put a

16 quantitative number on it.

17 0 Okay. On the B exam -- I withdraw that

18 question .

19 (Counsel for THIA conferring.)

20 0 Do you remember how long it took to review the B

21 exam ?

22 A Not the B exam by itself. My recollection is we

23 worked about three or four hours that particular day in

() 24 review of exams, and we ended up doing two exams that day.

25 Q You did both A and B on the third day of the

O
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Q 1 exam?

2 A No. I do not know if we did A and B.

3 0 I see. You are saying the RO and the SB07

4 A Yes. We did a couple of exams. I am not sure we

5 completed all of B. In fact, I know we did not complete the

6 B because the SRO exam for the B section was not given until

7 the next day and we would not have seen that yet. So we

8 would have worked on the B exam questions first and probably

9 did some A exam review of the answer key at that point.

10 0 When you review an exam and the person onsite

11 makes suggestions , and in this case there were three people

12 -- yourself and Mr. Brown and Mr. Boltz -- do you make

13 suggestions and is there discussion on the particular

O 14 change?

15 A That depends. If we saw an answer that we did nt

16 agree with, the basic procedure would be we would tell the

17 examiner we did not agree with his particular answer and he

18 would ask us to show him some documentation that supported

19 our concept of the answer. That could be an operating

20 procedure, that could be a tech manual. It could be

21 something, but we would have to supply some thing .

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You said a tech man?

23 IHE WITNESS: Tech manual, input, some thing .

() 24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All right.

25 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming)

O
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() 1 0 So when you came to Mr. Boltz' office to review

2 that exam, did you have many of these materials with you?

3 A We did not. The materials were located someplace
)

4 within the training area and we did not have them with us or

Sin our possession.

6 0 So that as each change was made, would you have to

7 go search for the materials that would -- that would support

8 tha t change ?

9 A Yes, unless there was something that was fairly

10 obvious in concept, we would have to do that.

11 Q And if -- if a question was changed, would the

12 answer automatically be changed? You did not have to go in

13 to get involved in that?

O 14 A Would you repeat that, please?

15 0 I am just trying to understand the process. If

16 you changed -- suggested a change in a question, then the

17 NRC reviewer would change the answer to bring it into

18 com pliance with the question. You were not requested to do

19 that , is that true?

20 A let me answer your question in two parts. No, I

21 was not requested nor allowed to make any changes; and

22 secondly , I do not know that he made the changes either. We

23 requested changes. I never know for a fact that any changes

( 24 were made.

25 0 Are you familiar -- or have you heard talk in the

O
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(]) 1 plant that you changed or broadened the answer key?

2 A I will start by saying I am familiar in that the

3 ICE people did investigate me for that allegation, so I am

4 f amiliar with the allegation.

5 Q All right. Then -- I am just trying to relate

6 this with your last answer. Do you indeed, during the

7 review, re vie w the answer key?

8 A Certainly we do.

9 0 And if we can go back a little further, are there

10 some instances where you will change a question and you

11 assume that the answer key will be broadened to fit that

12 change that you have made in the question?
t

13 A We would assume the answer key would be changed,

14 not necessarily broadened by the terms that you use as

15 broadened. We assume it will be changed, but we have no way

16 of knowing that.

17 0 Fine. Do you remember how many changes you made

18 on the B exam, or suggested excuse me.--

19 A The number I do not remember. No t an inordinate

20 num ber. There were not a lot of changes.

21 G In your recollection, was it more or about the

22 same as normal? You said yesterday that you had re viewed

23 four to five other exams.

() 24 A I perceived it as normal for what we had seen in

25 the past.

O
s
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() 1 0 Can you remember when you suggested a change did

2 each one require discussion with'the -- with the NRC

3 reviewer?

4 A When we suggested a change there was a discussion

5 for each item. They wanted to know why we thought the

6 change was applicable to be made.

7 0 Did each reviewer, company reviewer, have a copy

8 of the exam, the master copy?

9 A No, I do not think so. I think we working off of

10 cne exam and one answer sheet.

11 Q So you all worked together on one question, is

12 tha t true?

13 A That is my recollection, yes, ma'am.

O
14 Q And then when someone flagged a question there

15 would be some discussion and you would have to show proof

16that tha t change was possibly necessary?

17 A We would be asked to justify why we requested a

18 change .

19 (Counsel for TMIA conferring.)

20 0 Did you review exams on the following day?

21 A That would be the Friday?

22 0 The 24 th, yes.

23 A Yes, I believe we reviewed early in the mornino

() 24 that day.

25 0 And do you remember which exam you reviewed that
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/~T 1 day ?
U

2 A I am not absolutely sure. I kind of feel that we

3 reviewed the answers from the B exam given on the ROg
V

4 yesterday and then the SB0 B exam. That is my

5 recollection. It is a little hard for me to be absolutely

6 sure of that.

7 0 On the Thursday, then, while you were reviewing

8 the RO B exam, the RO B exam was being administered; is that

9 correct?

10 A Right. And my recollection of that is we reviewed

11 only the questions at that time and not the answer key. We

12 did that separately. We come back and did the A and then

13 come back snd did the B.
e,.

l 14 0 You told me earlier that the reason for doing tha t

~

15 while the exam is ongoing is so that changes can be effected

16 immedia tely . To your recollection, were there any changes

17 immediately , put into effect immediately on the RO B exam?

18 ?. Yes, I feel there was some minor word changes that

19 we had requested because of terminology used at TMI.

20 0 Do you remember how many of those?

21 A Again, I cannot remember a quantitative number.

| 22 It was not a lot.

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: These were changes in the

() 24 answers or in the questions'

| 25 THE '"75: In the wording of the questions for
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() 1the exam in progress, sir.

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN Thank you.

3 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming)
[}

4 Q And on Friday morning, when you reviewed the SRO B

5 exam, do you remember if there were similar changes made?

6 A Again, I feel that there were changes made. And

7 again, I feel they were minimal and minor. I do not have a

8 knowledge of the exact change we made that day.

9 0 Was there a great difference between the A and the

10 B e xam, do you recall?

11 A I felt they were kind of parallel. I do not think

12 there was a great difference. They were separate exams.

13 Q But basically they covered the same material, the

O 14 same subject matter?

15 A Basically they covered the same subject matter

16 with dif ferent questions and different approaches.

17 Q On the -- first let me ask you this. The RO exam,

18 would you say that was more detailed than the SRO exam?
1

19 A The word " detailed" leaves me just a little bit
i

| 20--

21 Q I am trying to understand if the RO tests for

22 something other than that which the SRO tests for.

23 A If that is your question, they design the te sts

24 f or diff erence concepts or different parts and different

25 titles of the exam. One exam gives you a higher degree of

f
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1 knowledge and a more in-depth knowledge than the other of

2 the concepts.

3 Q And which one was that?

O
4 A The SRO is a more conceptual, detailed knowledge

5 than the RO exam, in my opinion.

6 0 And then would the RO exam demonstrate one's

7 ability to manipulate controls?

8 A Again, it is my personal opinion, but the RO exam

9 ir, designed to be more specific to operating systems and

10 concept specific than the SRO.

11 0 Is one exam longer than the other? That is, the

12 RO as opposed to the SRO?

13 A Yes, ma'am, it is.

14 Q Can you tell me which is which?

15 A The RO exam is required to be completed within a

16 nine-hour time period. The SHO exam is required to be

17 completed within a seven-hour time period.

18 Q So it is possible, then, that in reviewing these

19 exams you would spend a greater time on the RO just by

20 virtue of the f act it is longer, is that true?

21 A It is very possible.

22 Q And when did you finish grading the RO B exam --

23 excuse me. Not grading, forgive me. Reviewing the R0 B

24 exam?

25 A My recollection is the Friday before lunch. That

OV
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(]) 1 is my recollection. The SRO B exam?

2 0 No, the RO. That would be the one you did on

3 Ihursda y, I believe.

4 A Yes. I am not sure that we ever finished the RO B

5 exam on Thursday. I kind of feel we finished the RO B exam

6 on Friday, but I am not absolutely positive of that.

7 Q Just to refresh my memory again, how many hours do

8 you recall you spent on reviewing the RO B exam?

9 A That is a little fuzzy. My recollection is we

10 spent three to four hours each day of the two days. And I

11 am not sure exactly how far we got on each exam during that

12 particular da y.

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You say you spent three or four

O 14 hours each day on the work of reviewing exams in total?

15 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, that is my recollection.

16 (Counsel for TMIA conferring.)

17 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming)

18 0 When did you finish the RO -- the SRO B exam?

19 A To my knowledge, all review was done Friday about

20 -- before lunch. That is what I recollect, which means the

21 SRO B exam would have been the last one we did and it would

22 have been done about that time.

23 0 At that time do you recall someone making the

() 24 suggestion that you review the A exam?

25 MR. BLAKE You are asking at Friday at noon if

O
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1 someone suggested they go through the A exam?

2 MS. BRADFORDa I am asking when they completed the

3 SRO exam, the SRO B exam, did he recall someone suggesting.

O 4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 Suggesting what, again?

5 BY MS. BRADFORDs (Resuming)

6 Q Suggesting that you review the A exam?

7 NR. BLAKEs Ms. Bradford, in all due respect, I do

8 not know how that is even consistent with the witness'

9 testimony. He has already testified he talked about the A
i

10 exams and that probably sta rted on Thursday, and his

11 testimony is that they completed their exam, review of all

; 12 o f the four exams, about Friday some time a t lunch time.

13 MS. BRADFORDs I am sorry, I must have

() 14 misunderstood. I understood the witness to tell me that he

15 had reviewed the RO B exam on Thursday, which-ran over into
;

16 Friday, and reviewed the SRO B exam until possibly noon on

17 Friday.

18 BY MS. BRADFORDs (Pesuming)

; 19 Q Is that your testimony, Mr. Ross?

20 A I think to clarify that, we did review the R0 B'

I 21 exam first off Thursday morning, but it was just for content

j 22 of question matter and not the exam key. Then we went -- my

1
| 23 recollection is that during the RO B exam, the exam key, the

(]) 24 SRO exam key, then we came back and started with the B RO

25 exa m key , because those exams were in progress at that time,
;-

O
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() 1 the RO exam.

2 Q That is the RO B exam was in progress at that

[}
3 time, correct?

4 A Yes, ma'am, that is correct.

5 0 And the -- you quickly reviewed the RO B exam th en

6 for things that needed to be corrected immediately, is that

7 true?

8 A That is my recollection, yes, ma'am.

9 0 Okay.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLINs This was on Thursday morning?

11 MS. BRADFORDs Yes. I --

12 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming)

13 0 And then you moved on to the A exams; is that

O
14 correct?

15 A That is my recollection right now.

16 0 Okay. That is where my confusion was.

17 Do you know who made the suggestion that you

18 should review the A exams?

19 A I do not know tha t a suggestion was made. I

20 thought we were going to do that all along at some point.

21 Q Let me ask you this Had the A exams been

22 reviewed at all on the previous two days?

23 A Again, in that all the site licensed operators

24 were going to be involved in the exams, we had nobody that

25 was licensed to sit down and review it. So the question

O
V

,
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(~g 1 content -- and I do no t know anything, whether or not the
V

2 answer key content was reviewed -- was reviewed by the

3 training manager and my boss, basically, the director of

O
4 Unit 1, director of operations and maintenance, Unit 1.

5 They reviewed it for question content only.

6 0 Do you think that -- I do not understand "for

7 question content" or -- would you explain that to me? What

8 is the difference from a complete review and a review for

9 question content?

10 A I do not feel that and I do not know for a fact

11 that a review was done to see that the answer key matched

12 the question that was asked for, that particular day by

13 those individuals.

('

14 0 A re you saying, then, that the A exam while it was

15 ongoing was not reviewed for the things that would make it

16 site specific? Is that your testimony, Mr. Ross? .

17 A No, ma'am, it is not my testimony. My testimony

18 is it was reviewed by two other people to try to make it

19 site specific. But th ere were no licensed operators
:

i 20 available at that time to make sure it was in fact site
i

21 specific.

22 0 Is it -- do you know if there were any changes

23 made while the A exam was ongoing?i

(') 24 A I feel there were some exam changes made and I do
%J

25 not know where they came from.

O
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1 0 Do you feel that the A exam had been completelyfg
(.J

2 reviewed while it was ongoing?

3 A Well, this calls for a feeling on my part. I do
Oa

4 not know f or sure. I feel that it was reviewed

5 question-vise only.

6 0 What effect would that have on the exam? That is,

71f it were reviewed question-vise only -- and I -- I am not

8 quite sure I understand, still understand, what that means.

9 Would that have any effect on the possible changes that

10 might be made?

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Ms. Bradford, I am getting a

1211ttle lost. What is the point of all of this?

13 MS. BRADFORD: I am just wondering what ef fect --

() 141f the A exam was not reviewed completely on the day that it

15 was -- that it was taken, if that had any effect on the exam

16 itself, if there were things that should have been changed

17 tha t were not changed.

18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Well, I think he has already

19 testified that the questions were reviewed, at least in his

20 -- to the extent he can remember, the questions were

21 reviewed while the exam was in progress. And I heard him

22 say that he felt that the answer key was reviewed the next

23 day or later.

() 24 I am not sure what more we can get out of this

25 particular point.

O
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1 MS. BRADFORD: Okay. Then I will move on.

2 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming)

3 Q On Thursday you -- the answer key for the A exam

O
4 was reviewed; is that correct?

5 A That is my recollection right now, yes, ma'am.

6 0 Was any part of the A exam reviewed more than once

7 to you knowledge?

8 (Pause.)

9 A I do not undecstand the "more than once." A

,

10 couple of people looked at it, yes. I do not recall ever

11 comino back to the answer key and looking at it after we had

12 completed our review.

13 Q Wa s there a feeling that because it was reviewed

() 14 by persons who do not normally do that that that it might--

15 be wise to review it again?

16 MR. BLAKEs Does your question go to the form of

17 the questions on the A exam?

18 MS. BRADFORDs Yes.

19 THE WITNESSs Ms. Bradford, to review the answer .

20 key you must look at the questions. So -- but there is no

21 w ay you can change the questions after the exam papers are

22 already in. So all we really could hope to have any input

23 to was to the exam key if it was needed.

,( ) 24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Your testimony is that as f ar as

25 you know the exam key was not reviewed during the days when

O
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() 1 the exam was given, "the exam" meaning the A exam, is that

2 right?

'
3 THE WITNESS: That is my recollection. I have no

{}
(concrete knowledge of that because I was not in the room

5 when they did the review.
4

6 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All right.

? (Counsel for TMIA conferring.)

8 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming)

9 0 Mr. Ross, in your opinion was it appropriate for

10 M r. 'lilson to be reviewing the exam and out of the room

11 while he was proctoring the exam?

12 A Again, it is my opinion -- this has been

13 consistent with the way the other exams are given, and I

14 really do not know that anybody else was or was not in the

15 toom proctoring or what proctoring arrangement there was.

16 0 If the exam was unproctored, is it your opinion

17 t ha t that would have an effect on the integrity of the

18 exam?

19 A Again, you ask me for an opinion. My opinion is

20now, yes, we ought to proctor 100 percent. At the time that

21 wen t on , it was not unusual to have less than 100 percent

22 proctoring for short periods of time. The integrity of the

23 exam, I certainly hope it was not threatened.

() 24 (Counsel for TMIA conferring.)

25 0 When -- on the exam that you took yourself, the A

O
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(Q -
1 exam , you testified that there was almost 100 percent~g

2 proctoring; is that correct?

3 A Yes, ma'am.

O
4 0 And the proctoring -- did the proctor in the room

5 in which you took your exam, did he -- did he walk through

6 the room occasionally, did he walk around the room?

7 A I do not recall him making a patrol around the

8 roo m . He was up and about the room to answer questions and

9 other things.

10 0 Af ter the exams were over, in the following days

11 did you hear any talk around the plant, complaints that the

12 proctoring was insufficient?

13 A No, ma 'am .

() 14 0 Did you hear any complaints about the exam at

15 all ?

16 A Yes, I heard many complaints'about the exam.

17 0perators tend to be very vocal about the exams and the

18 dif ficulty of exams.

19 Q Could you tell me, is it your answer, then, that

20 they were complaining about just the exam in general? Were

21 there an y specifics ?

22 A They felt the exams were extremely difficult.

23 Q Did you discuss the -- your part in broadening the

() 24 answer key with anyone outside of Mr. Boltz' office?

25 A Yes, I discussed with our people that we did

O
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(]) 1 review the answer key and we tried to make it as fair to all

2 parties as possible. I am sure I discussed it many times. .

3 Q Did you discuss it with people who worked for

4 you?

J 5 A That is my recollection, discussed it in our

6 offices, in our areas that we were responsible for.

! 7 Q Do you recall talking to a number of people who

8 had taken the NRC exam in the shift supervisor's office on

9 April 23 or 24 concerning your broadening of the answer

10 key ?

11 A I do not recall specifically that day, but I am

12 sure we talked about the exam within that time frame.

13 Q Was this a meeting, at a meeting? Had you called
O

14 a meeting?'

15 A No, I feel it was probably a shift cha'nge or

16 something like that. I do not recall any meeting being

17 called for that.

18 0 Can you recall who was there?

19 A No, ma'am, I do not recollect the incident

20 its elf . I surmise that we had discussions there.

21 (Counsel for TMIA conferring.)

22 0 Can you recall who those discussions were with?

23 A As I have stated, I do not recall the specific

() 24 day . It would have been with people who work for me.
,

25 0 Can yor. tell me what the mood of the operators was

O
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1 af ter the April exam?
)

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN Excuse me. Mr. Ross, you must

3 have given some thought to this conversation bef ore you,-

( ')'
4 appeared today. One could expect a person in your position

5 to have thought about that to a certain extent. And when

6 you thought about it you must have -- well, recreated in

7 your mind the situation to which this allegation ref ers. I

8 think we can call it an allegation.

9 Is it your testimony that you do not remember who

10 was there at the time? At this time you do not remember?

11 THE WITNESS: It is my testimony I do not remember

12 the specific date or time or people in the room. I remember

13 discussing the key and the review of the exams.

) JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 You remember discussing it in a14

15 general way, but you do not remember with :hom you discussed

16 1t?

17 THE WITNESS: No, sir, not to say that a certain

18 person was in the room, I would not --

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You do not remember the name of

20any person with whom you discussed it, but you remember

i
21 discussing it in general, is that right?

22 THE WITNESS 4 Yes, sir. I discussed it probably

23 with most of the shift supervisors and most of the shift

(]) 24 foremen. You know, it was very -- an item of great interest

25 to all of them . So my recollection would be I would have

(~)
%J
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ts
(_) 1 talked to all of them about it.

2 JUDGE hILHOLLIN About changing the answer key,

(} 3 rou mean ?

4 THE WITNESSs About reviewing the answer key and

5 making it more specific to us, fair to us, fair to everybody

61n volved .

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: But -- all right. I am just

8 trying to make sure I understand wha t you a re saying now.

9 You are saying you do not remember who was there at the --

10 a t the time which has been pointed out by allegations which

11 we know exist in the documents, is that right?

12 THE WITNESS: That is correct, sir. I cannot tell

13 you if there were six people in the room and it was this six
7

14 peo ple. I can tell you that conversation probably took

15 place and I can tell you basically what I thought I said.

16 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming)
-

17 0 I do not believe you answered my question. What

18 was the mood of the people, the operators, after the exam,

19 the April '81 exam?

20 A Well, the mood of the operators, I think it would

21 be fair to describe, is they were bitter. They thought the

22 exam was extremely hard and felt that they really did not

23 have to take this exam.

24 0 Why was that?

25 A Their perception of this exam was basically the

O
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/~ 1 f act that we were volunteered for this exam and we were(T/
2 discriminated against.

3 0 By whom, Mr. Ross?

4 A I am not sure. I feel they perceived our upper

5 management was part of this. I am sure that they feel the

6 NRC was part of this.

7 0 Do you share that feeling?

8 A I do not share the bitterness. I share the

9 feeling that we should not have been required to take the

10 exam, although looking back on it I am sure it was the right

11 thing to do.

12 0 Had you ever expressed that opinion to any of the

13 operators? That is, that you felt you should not have been

14 required to take the exam?

15 A I cannot say for sure. I expressed my feeling

16 that the exam was not a requirement for us. I also shared

17 the feeling with them that I felt that the only way to get

18 confidence back in our operation was to take the exam and to

d19 score high on it.

20 Q Did you discuss this with the opera tors bef ore the

21 exam?

22 A I am sure that I must have. I do not hold sitdown

z3 meetings or groups. I am in the plant all the time. I see
:

() 24 all shif ts and I talk to all shif ts, and I have trouble with

25 saying that on this date I had a meetino with these people.
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() 1 Q Is it -- do you feel that -- that you discussed

2 this with several people?

("} 3 A I feel it is very possible I discussed it.

4 Q Hould you say all of the operators at one time or

5 another?

8 A I would not say all. I would say a large number.

7 Q So is it the feeling of discontent concerning the

8 exam .both before and af ter was pretty general? Is that your

9 testimony?

10 A Explain to me wha t you mean by " general"?

11 Q I mean were a majority of the operators feeling

12 tha t they had been, I believe you said, discriminated

13 against , or they were being discriminated against?

O
14 A Yes, ma'am, I believe that is accurate.

15 Q Do you feel that affected the way in which they

16 sight ha ve a pplied themselves to studying for that exam?

17 A Definitely not. The operators studied. They

18 studied in home sessions. My feeling was they applied

19 themselves very, very hard. They did most of the work

20 outside of work in preparation.

21 (Counsel for TMIA conferring.)

22 Q Mr. Ross, did you ever say in the plant, in the
,

| 23 shif t supervisor 's of fice, I took care of that job, in

b) 24 ref erence to the broadening of the answer key?s

25 A I am told I did. It is possible I said that. I

O
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' 1do not recollect specifically.
s

2 0 If indeed you had said it, what would you have

3 meant by that?

4 A I think my inference there would be I did review

5the key and the key was going to he fair. It was a move to'

6 try to show some interest on our part and make the operators

7 feel tha t not all was lost. You know, we had something, we

8 had looked at it. We still feel it was a fair exam, the key

9 was fair.

10 (Counsel for THIA conferring.)

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: While we are on that subject, I

12 take it, then, that you -- your testimony is you made the

13 remark or you did not make the remark?

14 THE WITNESS 4 I feel I could have made the4

15 rem ark . Again, I do not remember specifically saying those

16 word s. I would have said something -- I do use that slang

| 17 when talking to my operators at times.

18 BY MS. BR ADFORD: (Resuming)

I
19 Q Do you think it is possible that someone who heard

|
20 you say th a t , make that statement, would interpret it to

21 mean that, I broadened the key to make it easier?

22 A Again, that would be a personal observation. I

23 f eel it would only be possible for someone who did not know

O 24me.

25 Q In the meetings or the occasions you had to

b
v
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() 1 discuss the exam with opera tors , was there anyone there that

2 you did not know?

{} 3 A Again, I do not recall having specific meetings to

4 discuss the exams. When you say "know," there is a lot of

5 people in the plant I know. There is a lot of people that

6 have not worked with me for 10 or 12 years , like the crews

7 that work with me now have worked with me for 10 or 12

8 years.

9 0 Was there anyone who did not know you very well?

10 MR. BLAKE: Was there anyone who did not know Mr.

11 Ross very well, is that the question?

12 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming)

- 13 0 Who might have heard the statement that he made.

14 A It is possible. We do not hold closed sessions.

15 We do not lock the doors. There are other people in the

16 a rea. It is possible that someone who did not know me very

17 w ell --

18 0 And then they might have misinterpreted that

19 statemen t, is that what you a re sayino?

20 A Again, you are asking me for an opinion . It is

21 possible .

22 (Counsel for TMIA conferring.)

23 0 Are you aware tha t Mr. Maines was an NRC proctor

() 24 during the April '81 exam?

25 A Is the question am I aware he was ?

NJ
.
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1 0 Yes.

2 A Yes, ma ' am, I stated that.

3 0 'Jere you aware that Mr. Maines toured the plant

| ()
; 4 while he was supposed to be proctoring the April exam?

5 A I am aware he toured the plant. I am not aware

; 6 that he toured it while he was supposed to be proctoring. I

7 do not know the proctoring arrangement tha t was set up.

8 Q Do you know when he toured the plant?

T
* 9 A I am not sure. It was either Thursday or Friday.

'
to O Do you know who a rranged that tour?

11 A My recollection was he had two tours. Something

12 was wrong there. I as asked to give him a partial tour and

13 I arranged part of that. I am not sure exactly what day

) 14 that was.

15 Q Did you know at that time that he was -- he had

16 come onsite to proctor an exam?

17 A I assumed tha t wa s why he was there, but I did not

18 know it was an indoctrination trip or something for him. I

19 had no knowledge of his specifics or his assignment.

20 Q At the time he -- you arranged the tour for him,

21 M r. Ross, was an exam going on?

22 A If it was Thursday or Friday, I am sure that there

23 was an exam going on.

24 JUDdE MILHOLLIN: Excuse me. Your answer is --()
25 the question was, at the time you arranged the tour. You

O
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(]) 1mean to say that while the tour was going on?

2 MS. BRADFORD: Yes.

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Was there an exam going on at

4 the same time? The answer, I assume you meant to say yes to

5that question, is that right?

6 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

,7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All right.

8 BY MS. BRADFOBD: (Resuming)

9 Q Had Mr. Maines ever been onsite before?

10 A I am not certain. I do not believe that I have

11 ever met Mr. Maines before.

12 Q Did he come with Mr. Bruce Wilson?

13 A Yes, I believe he did.

14 0 Were you aware of that at the time of the exams?

15 A Yes, ma'am.

,
16 Q Would you in that case have thought that it was

i

17 possible that he was coming to proctor the exams?

18 A Yes.

19 Q When you arranged the tour for Mr. Maines, did you

20 not question that, whether he was -- had come on site to

21 proctor an exam?

22 A The proctoring arrangements I really had no input

23 to , nor did I question then. It was an NRC-mandated

() 24 arrangement, so as a result I would never question what his

25 role was.

i

1

i
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1 (Counsel for TMIA conferring.)

2 Q Did you -- were you not curious? You did not ask

3 him at all?,

4 A No, ma'am, I was not curious. I was worried. I

5 also was taking exams or had taken exams.

6 0 And you were worried about the results, is that

7 true?

8 A I think that is normal for anybody.

9 Q If you were taking an exam and a proctor was

10 absent f rom the room for a good portion of the time, do you

11 think that would be fair to you?

12 A 'Jas the question f air to me?

13 0 Right, as an exam candidate.

- 14 A Again, you are asking for a personal opinion. In

15 retrospect, I think it is better to be 100 percent

16 proctored, obviously,' from the experience we have had. I

17 would not feel it was unusual, with my past experience, to

18 have the guy go out of the room for one minute and come back

19 int o the room. I would not think that that would be

20 unusual.

21 Nor would I think tha t the operators would conduct

22 themselves in anything other than a normal exam atmosphere.

23 0 How about for one or two hours, if the proctor was

(]) 24 missing from the room for one or two hours? Do you think

25 tha t would be fair to you as an exam candidate?
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() 1 A Again, you are asking me for an opinion and I will

2 say it would be better to be 100 percent proctored.

3 Fairness, knowing now what I know, it was not fair now. But

4 in those days that was the procedure and nobody thought it

5was unusual.

6 0 Mr. Ross, did -- were you interviewed by the NRC

7 at any time?

8 A Yes, ma'am.

9 Q Was it concerning the allegations that you managed

10 to get the proctor out of the exam room while the exam was

111n progress?

12 A Yes, it was.

13 0 Did ICE investigate you for the purpose of
,

U 14 determining whether you broadened the exam key?

15 A Again, my understanding of what they investigated

16 me for was broadening the key and interfering wi th the

17 process of the exam.

18 0 Did you hear rumors around the plant that you did-

19 these things?

20 7 Not until I was called down to be interrogated.
,

-

! 21 Q And from whom did you hear these rumors?
|

22 A I stated I did not hear those rumors until I was

23 called down to be interrogated by ICE.

() 24 0 So the first time you heard that allegation was

25 f rom the NRC investiga tors?

O
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- 1 A Yes, ma'am.

. hat was your reaction, Mr. Ross?2 0 Okay. W

3 A I couldn ' t believe it, that was my reaction. I

O 4 couldn't believe I would be investigated for that.

5 (Counsel for THIA conferring.)

6 0 Were there rumors af ter you were investigated by
|

7 IEE?

8 A Rumors to what, ma 'am ?

9 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Her question is rumors in the

10 plant. Is that righ t?

11 MS. BRADFORD: Yes.

12 MR. BLAKE: Rumors in the plant regarding?

13 MS. BRADFORDs The allegation.

() 14 JUDGE MILHOLLINs The allega tions about which the

15 NRC or according to which the NRC was investigating Mr.

16 Ross.

17 IHE WITNESS: I cannot answer that. I am sure

18 there was talk, absolutely. But I have no distinct

19 knowledge of a rumor.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 The question is whether you

21 heard a rumor.

22 THE WITNESS: I didn ' t hear no rumors, but I did
,

1

23 not think anyone would want to talk to me a bout that

() 24 particular item of my own people. They just would not want

25 to talk about it.

O
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() 1 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming)

2 0 Were you ever questioned by the company regarding

Gthese allegations?

4 A I do not recall being questioned by the company

5 regarding these particular allegations.

6 0 Were you questioned by the company?

7 A Yes, ma'am, on other subjects.

8 0 What were those subjects?

9 A Well, as I already have said, some of the

10 questions raised were, did we have any knowledge of cheating

11 by Mr. Hukill.

12 0 And that exam -- that investigation by the

13 company , when did that take place, Mr. Ross?

O
14 A I cannot give you a specific date, but it was

15 af ter ma jor events were over and my recollectio'n of that

16 --

17 0 Major events? Was that in September or --

18 A That was after the discharge of the operators,

19 that arrangement there.

20 0 So it was after July?

21 A Some time af ter, ma 'am .

22 Q Who in the company questioned you, Mr. Ross?

23 A Mr. Hukill questioned me at great length, and also

G
\m/ 24 expressed the enforced views of our company on exams.

25 0 After the ICE investigators talked with you, did

O
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() 1 anyone from the company talk to you?

2 A I believe I talked to one of the company lawyers

3 thereaf ter, but I do not recall at.that time if we went over

4 the IEE investigative thing.

5 Q Did anyone accompany you to the ICE

6 investigation?

7 A The one for -- which particular investigation?

8 0 The investigation about the allegations that have

9 been made against you?

10 A No, ma'am. I went alone.

11 Q Was there a time when you vent were--

12 investig ated by IEE and someone did accompany you?

13 A Yes. Yes, ma'am.

14 O And when was that?

15 A That was right at the beginning of the operator

16 cheating scandal, and Mr. Hukill accompanied me to be

17 interviewed at my request.

! 18 C Did you ever request that -- or inquire whether

19 the company would supply private counsel for you?

20 A I do not believe that I have ever asked that

21 question for myself. I have ashed the question about

22 operators in response to some input.
!

23 Q For -- was this as a result of discussion with the

() 24 operators?

25 A The operators knew there was a big investigation.

()
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1 Of course they want to know, jeez, do I need private

2 counsel. That was the first question. We made some

3 inquiries of our legal people on site, what were the

O 4 arrangements at that time. But I do not ever recall making

5 it for myself.

6 Q And was it possible for -- that the company would

7 arrange private counsel for the operators?

8 A I am not fully aware of all the details of that,

9but my understanding is, yes, it is possible they would

10 arrange some counseling for them.

11 Q Did you have any conversations with Mr. Hukill in

12 July before the NRC interviewed you concerning cheating?

13 A I am sure I did. We were concerned about the

() 14 allegations being placed on our -- on our people.

15 Q Did anyone else speak to you from the company

16 concerning the event at that tim e ?

17 A Before I went down to ICE, I do not recall anyone

18 else from the company discussing anything with me.
i

19 (Counsel for TMIA conferring.)

20 Q Can you remember what Mr. Hukill discussed with

21 you?

22 A In reference to my being interviewed by ICE?
,

23 0 Yes.

24 A He just said there were going to be interviews and(}
25 we had the right to take a company official with us if we so

Oo
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1 desired, or we also had the right to keep them out if we so
)

2 desired.

3 0 Did you discuss anything else with Mr. Hukill?

O
4 A I am sure I did. I was worried about the people

5 involved. We had minor discussions and nothing in detail on

6 wha t was goina on, you know.

7 Q Was that after the Mr. O and Mr. W had signed

8 statements that they had indeed cheated on the exam?

9 A My recollection of that is that we were

10 interviewed before they signed statements. I am not

11 absolutely positive, but that is my recollection right now,

12 m a ' am .

13 0 When you were informed that there was a

) 14 possibility that Mr. O and Mr. W had cheated on the exam,

15 wha t was your reaction, Mr. Ross?

16 A Utter disbelief. I was shocked, felt it was

17 unf ounded and felt that we would put it away in five

18 min utes. It is just something we do not understand here.

19 0 Did you receive that information when you went to

20 the first interview with ICE? Was that the first time that

21 you heard about Mr. O and M r. W possibly having cheated?

22 A No. I had heard, I believe from Mr. Hukill, that

23 there were two people involved and there were allegations

() 24 made, and I do not remember what day. I think it was the '

25 day before I went down. And then I was called down myself.

O
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1 I still- did not believe it at that time, that there was any

2 f oundation a t all to those rumors.

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Ms. Bradford, where are we going
,_
(' 4 with this line of inquiry as to when he found out about the

5 rumors -- about the chea ting and so forth? What is the

6 relevance of this information?

7 MS. BRADFORD4 I want to know how Mr. Ross reacted

8 when he discovered that they might -- the operators might

9 have to take anoth er exam. The -- also, I wanted just to

10 know how the other operators felt about Mr. W and Mr. O.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: It seems to be taking us a long

12 time to get thin information. Go ahead.

13 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming)

() 14 0 Mr. Ross, you said you could not believe that Mr.

15 W and Mr. O had cheated on the exam. Was that the general

16 f eelin7 among the operators?

17 A Yes, ma'am.

18 0 Were you then shown the two exams of Mr. O and Mr.

19 W ?

20 A During the course of the IEE interview they did

21 show me excerpts of the exam.

when the -- when the other22 0 When did you --

23 operators realized that the -- that Mr. W and Mr. C had

24 cheated and had indeed admitted to doing so, how did ther(}
25 react?

DU
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1 A Still some disbelief that they would be involved

2 in anything like that.

3 0 Did any of the operators say that they felt the

O' 4 company was responsible for Mr. W and Mr. O's cheating?

5 A I do not recall a specific individual. That was

6 said , I am sure, the inference being that it was an exam we

7 did not have to take.

8 Q How did the operators react to the news that they

9 would have to retake the exam?

10 A They were less than happy, for sure. I think we

11 went through a couple of phases. They were very unhappy at

12 the beginning and they realized there was no way out except

13 to take the exam and do well. So I think the mood has

O) 14 changed or did change when they realized we had no way but(_

15 to go take the exams, and I think their mood changed at that

16 point.

17 JUDGE MI1HOLLIN: Do you think the company had a

18 choice in this matter of whether to be re-examined? You

19 said bef ore that you perceived the operators were unhappy

20 because they were taking the exam which they did not have to

21 t ak e. If the company had refused to have its orerstor

22 re-examined , do you think the NRC would have compelled the-

23 company to have them re-examined?

24 THE WITNESS: Personally, I do not. I feel the(}
25 NRC would have required the examinations and did require

l

0
%
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1 examinations in the second case, second exam. I feel they

2 would have eventually required it in the first case.

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: What two cases are you talking

]\ 4 about, first and second cases?

5 THE WITNESS: Well, the April exams, the

6 operators' perception of that was that that was a

7 company-mandated exam.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN Yes, I realize that.

9 THE WITNESS: I still feel that the NBC would have

to come back and said, you must take it anyway, in April had we

11 not volunteered to take it.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes. That was my question.

13 THE WITNESSa I still feel we would have taken the

() 14 exa m in April.

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So you personally were not

16 surprised, we can infer, then when the company decided to

17 have its operators re-examined?

18 THE WITNESS: No, sir.

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 All right.

20 BY MS. BRADFORDs (Resuming)

21 Q Mr. Ross, did you participate in any discussion

22 concerning wha t actions should be taken with regard to W and

23 0?

24 A Yes, ma'am, I did.

25 0 With whom did you have this discussion?
1

O
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1 A I had those discussions with my immediate

.O
2 superiors and up to and including the president of our

3 com pany, Mr. Arnold.

O 4 Q When did this discussion take place?

5 A Again, I do not know the exact date. But it was,

6 I f eel, prior to the actual action taken.

7 0 And what was your recommendation?

8 A My recommendation was they be removed f rom all

9 nuclear activities, not be allowed to participate in nuclear

10 activities, and to stay within the company in some other

11 f unction, possibly out of nuclear activities.

12 Q At that time did you believe that Mr. W and Mr. 0

13 had chea ted?

O 14 A At that 11 e 1 kne they hee chea ted.

15

16

17

18

19
!
'

20

21

22

'
23

0 2'

25.

1
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(]) (Counsel for TMIA conferrinc.)1 '

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Do you still have that view' . of

3 the company's -- the proper company reaction to the
[}

'
4 conduct?

5 THE WITNESSa That is a personal opinion. I still

6 feel when you have employees with 35 years' experience,

7 there is a possibility of putting them to use in some o ther

8 facility other than a nuclear facility.

9 BY MS. BRADFORDs (Resuming)

10 Q Mr. Ross, on page 5 of your testimony -- it is

11 about a fourth of the way down the page -- you make the

12 statement, "I cannot say that I have ever heard rumors about

13 cheating." Can you recall wha t rumors you have heard? And

' 14 please be specific

15 A Well, I cannot be specific. You have a lot of

16 people -- you hear things. I can say that I never heard

17 anything that made any sense, either things -- nothing that

18 I ever felt would warrant any investigation.

19 0 What things? Are you talking about crib sheets or

20 _ _

21 A No, I never heard anything about crib sheets. I

am talking about things, about someone poking some other guy22

23 trying to get an answer worked out, and just the amount of

() 24 sweat he put into it, and, you know, trying every way he

25 could , every angle, asking, you know, questions of the
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() examiner in a different examint to see if he would getI

2 something f rom it. I have heard things lik e that, but

3 nothing I could ever put my finger on and say, "Geez, we had{)
4 a problem."

5 0 Have you heard the rumor that Mr. U called Mr. KK

6 during the April exam and asked him an exam question for Mr.

7 0?

8 A I did not hear that until the ICE people showed up

9 to investigate that. That was my first knowledge of it.

10 0 When was that? Was thtt in September?

11 A The date of the ICE examination, when they came on

12 site, it was the same date. During the course of those

13 interviews, they told me there was an allegation made to
,e

# 14 that also, and I was asked did I know anything about it.

15 Q Did Mr. Toole ever tell you that about this

16 incident?
17 A He did talk to me about this incident. I do not

18 recall it being before the ICE people arriving, though.

19 0 Do you have any areason to believe that Mr. KK
'

20 would make any unfounded allegations?

21 A No, ma'am.

22 0 Do you know Mr. I very well?

23 A Yes, ma'am.

()'
24 Q Do you have any reason to doubt his honesty or

25 sincerity?
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Il 1 A No.
V

2 0 Is it the policy of the training department to

3
(~%

encourage people to acquire their own exams from the NRC
G

4 through the Freedom of Information Act?

5 A I would not say it is a polic2 that was written.

O I would say it is something that we or the training

7 department likes to maxe people know is available to them,

8 because if you fail a section, yoiu would like to knov

9 exactly what you did wrong.

to JUDGE MILHOLLINs Do operators routinely obtain

11 their examinations by this means?

12 THE WITNESSs Yes, sir, they do,

13 BY MS. BRADFORDs (Resuming)

14 0 Are they then requested to olve a copy of thosew

15 exams to the training dep artment?

16 A That I cannot answer. I think that would depend'

17 on the individual. I do not think ther is a specific

{ 18 policy, "Givt me a copy of your exam." I think that would

19 depend on the individual or what was going on. I have no

|
20 knowledge of anybod y saying, "You must give a copy of that

21 to the training depa rtmen t. " That is not our policy at

22 all .
I

23 0 But is the request ever ma.e?

() 24 A I cannot say for sure. I would assume sometimes

| 25 it is made in the case of a perso who fails rather badly.

|
!
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1() 0 Would you sa y the examiners who come at and
3

%)
2 administer the exam, are they -- are they always different

3 examiners, or is it po ssible that it is f requently the same

4 person?

5 A That is hard for me to answer. There are one set

6 of examiners, I understand, for a region. We do not always

7 see the same examiner for every exam.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN Excuse me, Mr. Boss. How many

9 NBC exams are we talking about? For example, in your case,

10 how many NBC exams could you have requested before you took

11 tPis one? How many have Iou taken in the past.

12 THE '4ITNESS: Me personally, sir?

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes.

f}k 14 THE WITNESS: I took my first NRC exam ~t 1969,>

15 personally. And I took my senior RO exam sometime in 1973.

16 And I took the April exam and I took the October exams.

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: But from '73 to '81 you had not

18 taken an NRC-administered exam; is tha t right?

19 THE WITNESJ: That is correct, sir.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So with respect to yourself

21 personally, you could have obtained only your own two exams;

22 1s that right?

23 THE WITNESS: Oh, yes, sir, that is correct.

() 24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: But if there were enough people

25 that pooled their exams, that would make it possible to have

'

(
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1 a considerable number available, is that right, since people(])
2 would have taken the exam in different years?

3 THE WITNESS: Yes.

4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: If we could assume that there

5 are 15 people, each of whom took the esam on a different

6 year, then that would mean 15 exams would be available, is

7 that right, if they pooled their exams?

8 THE WITNESS: I think it is possible. However, in

9 the case of myself, I know some exam material is not even on

10 file, like the '69 exams and the '73. So I do not know if

11 you could ever get exams that far back.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You mean whether you could get

13 them from the NRC?

( 14 THE WITNESS: Yes. I think there is a cutoff, and

15 I am not sure of time limit, that they retain those exams.

! 16 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Does the training department

17 keep copies of these exams?

18 IHE WITNESS: To my knowledge, n es .;

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Do you know whether there are

20 flies on these exams kept somewhere in the vicinity of the

21 reactor by anyone?

22 THE WITNESS: To my knowledge, there is no

23 specific file kept saying, " Gee z , these a re the past NRC

() 24 e xa ms . " But in my case, I have my past NRC exams available,

25 and I use them as references.

A

|
|
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(]) 1 JUDGE MILHOLLIN All right

2 BY MS. BRADFORDs (Resuming)

3
C In your experience dealing with the training

4 department, you just said that there are a limited number of

5 examiners for this region. Is there a possibility that an

6 examiner will come to a site more than once?
7 A I think there is a definite possibility that an

8 examiner comes to the site more than once. When I said

9"limitad number," I do not have a knowledge of how many

10 numbers there are for each region.

11 0 Is there -- is there -- I withdraw that question.

12 Mr. Ross, are you familiar with a letter from Mr.

13 Hukill, which was sent, I belive, to all of the operators?

14 It has already been entered in this as TMIA's Exhibit 60. A

15 copy of this letteer is attached to Mr. Hukill's testimor.y,

16 1f you have read his testimony (handing document to

17 witness).

'8 (Witness reviewing document.)

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Ms. Bradford, while the witness

20 1s being handed this document, I take it from your cross

21 examination plan you are just about finished; is toat

22 righ t ?

23 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, sir.

() 2* JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All ri g h t .

25 THE WITNESS: I am aware of this letter, yes,

()
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1

(]) ma'am, I sa familiar with it.

2 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Resuming)

3

(J}
Q On the second page of that letter, on the first

%
4 line, which says, "This review has indicated that because

5 the results on the written aximination are not by themselves

6 a sufficient basis for determining if an operator is

7 qualified, an attitude has tended to develop which views the

8 examinations ac unrelated to determining an operator's

9 qualifications."

10 Would you agree with that statement?

11 A Not in tottlity; I would not agree with it. He is

12 concerned about the a*titude that he perceleves is being

13 created, and I certainly do not fet2 that the operators

14 totally feel that an examination is not a requirement in

15 lieu of qualifications, nor do I. It is not the only

16 measure of their qualifications, but it is very indicative.

17 0 And so are you saying that, in your opinion, an

18 attitude has not tended to develop which views the

19 examinations as unrelated to determining th e opera tor's

20 qualifications?

21 A In my opinion, the operators themselves, if you

22 would really ask them, would say, "Yes, I realize tha t the

23 guy who does better on an NRC exam will be a better operator

() 24 in 90 percent of the cases," so that statement I think--

25 Mr. Hukill's point there -- and I am taking out of context

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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0 ' net he wrote -- is ne i= coaceraea ta t tai etituae cou14
-

2 be developed and he wants to stop it right now.

3 MS. BRADFORD4 Thank you, Mr. Ross. I have nopJ
4 more questions.

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: This is a convenient time to

6 take a break. We will bree.k until 10:50.
.

7 (Brief recess.)

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Mr. Clevett, you may proceed

9 MR. CLEWETT4 I believe Mr. Adler is going to ?c

10 next.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 All right.

12 MR. ADLER: Mr. Clevett requested that I precede

13 him.

O 14 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All right.

15 MR. ADLERs I nave no objection to that.

16 BY MR. ADLER:
'

17 0 Hello, Mr. Ross. It seems we have had quite a few

18 of these discussions.
19 A Good morning, Mr. Adler.

20 0 I have a few qaestions on the exhibit TMIA Exhibit

i 2161 that was the diagram of the training f acility. Can you

22 ide ntif y in this little map where the coffee machine was

23 during the exams?

O 24 A 1 am afraid there is not a merk there, sut if yo,!

25 f ollow the path from Newton's office, just Lefore you leave

O
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1

(]) what looks to be a trailer boundary there, wo uld be th'e a re a

2 where the coffee pot was.

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Could you be more specific about

4 the trailer boundary? What is that?

O THE WITNESS: If I might point, it may be better.

6 MR. ADLER: The problem with pointing is hov the

7 reporter gets it in the record. Maybe we could insert it in

8 the reporter's copy tht is going to be bound into the

9 t ra ns crip t.

10 MR. BLAKE: Why don 't we start with the point, and

11 then we can describe where it appears?

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: It seems to me that our powers

13 of description should be adequate to describe where it is.

14 You say starting from Mr. Newton's office, which direction

15 do we go?
!

16 THE WITNESS Go along the checked line toward the

17 office, that is south and next to the restroom.

18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Whose office is tha t, by the

19 way?

20 THE WITNESS: It is one of the in structor 's

21 offices. I am not sure whose that is.

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All right. Where is it on that

23 line ?

(]) 24 THE WITNESS: Right at the end of Newton's office

'

25 vall, if you follow that line all th e way down, it would be

i
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\

1(} right in this area here,and I am pointing right now, sir, to

2 try to help you a litcle bit (indicating).

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So if we follow the wall thatf-
V)

4 forms part of Newton 's office dcwn, parallel to the checked

5 line, we come to a corner.

6 THE WITNESS: Yes. The coffee machine or coffee

7 pot would be located in that area, sir.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Then the corner of t! 9 wall

9 turns to the left. Was the coffee machine in front of that

10 corner, near that corner?

11 THE WITNESS: It was to the Newton side of that

12 corner, is my recollection.

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So it is in the area of the

14 corridor which turns to the lef t as we come straight out of

15 Mr. Newton's office and go toward the restroom; is that

16 right?

17 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

18 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

19 Q Judge Milho111n asked my second question. Do you

20 know where Mr. DD's office was in the training complex?
,

21 MR. BLAKE: DD is Mr. Hustead.
i

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIV, Do you kuov whether the office'

23 n ex t to th e .estroom was Mr. Hustead's office?
'

(]) 24 THE WITNESS: I believe th at is his office, yes,

25 sir.

O
I
4

1
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C 1 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

2 0 Mr. Ross, if you were to review copies of the

3 April examinations, say, over the lunch period, would you be

4 able to recall which questions you suggested changes in in

~ both the questions and the answer keys? I realize it will

6 be difficult to do it on the s,ot.

7 A I might be able to do that, yes, sir.

8 0 Okay. I believe I would like to try that. I vill

9 provide Mr. Ross with copies of all four exams that were

10 provided to us by the NRC and see if he can make that'

11 recollec tio n .

12 A Mr. Adler, if I can go back, I think I am a liLF'.e

13 confused here on the drawing. My recollection is next to

14 the restroom is Mister -- I guess I can use his name -- CC's
,

15 office.
16 MR. BLAKE: That is Mr. Brown.

i 17 THE WITNESS: I guess there is a little bit of

18 office area on the other side of his office; that would be

19 Mr. Hustead 's of fice , and I am not sure it shows it exactly

20 right. There is a little confusion in my mind there; I just

21 v an t to point that out.

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So the comparatively large ares

i 23 on the side of the restroom nearest the smoker's room is

() 24 improperly shown on the diagram; is that right?

| 25 THE WITNESSt That is my recollection. I believe

O
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1 that is actually two offices; I am not sure.
(}

2 JUDGE M'lHOLLIN: I see. And the two offices are

3 shared -- I am sorry, the two offices belong to Mr. Husteadg
~J

4 and Mr. Brown?

5 THE WITNESS: M r. Brown, yes, sir.

6 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Which one of the two offices is

7 nearest the restroom?
8 THE WITNESS: Mr. Brown's.

9 BY MR. ADLEF: (Resuming)

10 Q So Mr. Hustead 's and Mr. Brown's office are

11 adjacent; is that your testimony?

12 A Yes, sir, I believe they are adjacent to aach

13 other.

() 14 0 There is a line that goes restroom-Brown-Hustead?

15 A That is my recollection, yes, sir.

16 0 Thank yor. Ms. Bradford asked you about the

17 rumors discussed on page 5 of your testimony. Approximately

18 how frequently would you say you* heard these rrmors? Was it

19 once a month or once a year; just ballpark'?

20 A 'If I had to put a quantitative number, it would be

21 11k e yea rly . It is not something you heard everyday or

22 something that was repetitive or detailed ; nothing like

23 tha t.

() 24 Q Did you ever consider reporting these rumors to

25 your superiors?

ALDERSoH REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1(l A I never considered it. And I never really felt
v

2 that I had anything or -- had anything that vias really worth

3 reporting or worth pursuing. I never could put my finger on
pJ

4 anything that was real. Everything seemed like a joke or no

5 truth or no sub stance to it. And I cannot ci e you

6 quantitatives. I did not hear a specific rumor. You hear

7 things in a power plant. They talk a lot.

8 0 Did you ever consider that the rumors were of a

9 sufficient concern to you i, hat you ought to recommend or

to take preventive measures to prevent cheating?

11 A No, sir, I never did.

12 O Were you aware of the incident involving Mr. VV

13 where Mr. VV turned in work produced by Mr. O on one of his

14 taken assignments?

15 A Tes, I was.

16 0 When aid you first learn of that incident?

17 A Sometime af ter the incident, I imagine that was in

18 79 som e tim e , I was aware of it. I was involved in some

19 discussions regarding disciplinary action on that particular

20 i tem.

21 0 And I tske that your knowledge of this incident

22 did not cause you to believe that preventive measures were

23 necessary to prevent other similar occurrences?

24 A That is correct, sir. It was explained as rather

25 the gentleman giving the work did not even know what it was

O
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1() being used for.

2 C In your earlier testimony this morning regarding

3 your knowledge of the Mr. O and Mr. W incident, you

4 expressed your disbelief in the fact that you did not

5 believe it could possibly be true. Is that an accurate

6 recollection?
7 A Yes, sir, it is.

8 0 Would you characterize your response to the

9 potential incident involving Mr. O and Mr. W as similar to

10 your response to earlier rumors that you discounted and

11 dis believed ?

12 A No, not exactly. Earlier rumors was nothing that

13 ever pointed to a specific, "This was a cheating incident.

14 This was something going on," where in the case of 0 and W

15 1t was very specific, "We have a cheating incident." My

16 response wss utter disbelief.

17 0 Mr. Hukill provided some extensive information on

18 shif t staffing since the April incident. I just ha ve one of

| 19 his opinions that I would like to get your concurrence or

701ack of concurrence with. Mr. Hukill stated taat if you

21 have inadequate operators, licensed operators, to shift five

22 complete shif ts, tha t he would not recommend sta rting up the
|

I

23 p la n t . Would you concur with that recommendation from a

() 24 perspective of saf ety?

25 A From a perspective of .ca f e ty , I would not think
|
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I() there would be -- it would be detrimental to safety. Many
,

2 power plants are in a four-shift rotation today. I think it

3
r' would be less than desirable for a leng-term arrangement. I
\ -

4 think it does not build tr- proper time off for your

5 operators and the proper training time.

6 MR. GOLDBERGs Excuse me. I want to clarify the

7 record abut something. My understanding-of Mr. Hukill's

0 testimony was that his concern about starting with the five

9 sitif ts was not a safety-related matter but because if there

10 were sickness, I think as he pointed out, I think they would

11 be required to substitute for the sick operator and then

12 they might wind up short and perhaps have to stop

13 operation.

14 But I am not so sure it was tied in directly to

15 safety, as was suggested in that question.

16 MR. ADLER: We can read the transcript. Mr. Ross'

17 answer renders that moot, in any case.

18 BY MR. ADLER: (Fesuming)

19 0 As of the week of the April examinations, to the

20 best of your recollection, when were the oral examinations

21 scheduled?

22 A My understanding of that for the April exams --

23 a nd I as working off of some old memory here tha t date--

() 24 was to be establihshed, and that date was to be within 60

25 days of startup as kind of a target date we were looking at

O
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.

() to make sure everybody was still current. That is myI

2 understanding right now.

3 0 Mr. Hukill stated sometime in the
{}

i 4 September-to-October time frame. Is that accurate?

6 A I bel?. eve that is accurate. I believe that is

6 what the basis was for that.
7 Q And were the operators aware of the f act that the

8 orals would not be for a number of months?
9 A Yes, they were.

!

10 0 Do you know whether many operators took time off

11 or requested time off immediately after they took the

12 exams?

13 A Are you talking about the April exams?

O' 14 0 I am sorry. The April exame.

15 A I do not remember a trend or a pattern of time off

16 after the April exams.

17 0 Would you have required someone to be in training

18 1n a training shif t immedia tely after taking the exams, the

19 April exams?

20 A Yes, sir. Let me just qualify that, though.,

21 A fter we received the results, we set up prograns for

22 selected people. When I sa y "the re sults ," we had results

23 that said that a gentleman had failed a section or had

() 24 f ailed parts of an exam. We had set up those people to go

251nto a training classroom a tmosphere.

O
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1 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I do not think that is the(])
2 question.

3 HR. ADLER: No, it is not. I will clarify it.,

4 BY MR. ADLERa (Resuming)

5 Q Let us say an operator took an exam on Tuesday or
,

6 an exam on Tuesday and Wed n e sda y . Would he normally have

7 been in training on Thursday and Friday, studying?

8 A Okay, now I do understand your question. I do not
.

9 know without looking at the schedule. It would depend on
|

10 how a guy's schedule fell. We had a real scheduling problem

11 to both man the plant and take the exams. As such, our

12 schedules -- and I am sure we have them someplace -- were

13 jusbled around . It is possible a guy could be assigned to

14 training. It is also possible a certain individual could be

15 assigned to training because we perceived he was weak in an

16 area.

17 0 Do you have that information readily availible, or

18 is it back at the plant?

19 A I do not believe I have it with ma, sir, no.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: If a person were assigned to

21 training on the day after he took his NRC exam, what would

22 be the purpose of the assignmen t?

23 IHE WITNESS: The only thing I could say, Judge

() 24 Milhollin , is we probably had some people assigned to

25 training before the exam. As such, the schedule carried'

O
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1() through. They were not being used up on shif ts for some

2 So if he had been assigned down there, say, thereason.

3 week before, the next .*eek he probably would not have been

'used. He took the exams and just maintained that schedule.

5 That is the only thing I can tell you about tha t.

6 JUDGE MILHOLLINa What would he normally have done

7 in training the day after taking the exam?

8 THE WITNESS: It depends on the day. He could

9 have been preparing for his next exam, could have been

10 closing out old training handouts or old training

11 assignments. There is a number of things he could do.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Were there other exams scheduled

13 after the April NRC exam?

O 14 THE WITNESS: No, but the exams were given in four

i 15 parts, so it it possible he could have taken an RO exam on

16 Wednesday and had an SRO on Thursday or something. I do not

17 know where you are headed with that, Mr. Milho111n.
i

18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 My question isa What would be

19 the need for training af ter taking the NRC exam? I think

20 you said , "Perhaps preparing for the next exam." And then I

21 asked you what other exa=s thet2 were scheduled. And your

22 answer was --

23 IHF WITNESS: Only those exams at that minute were
,

() 24 scheduled.

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So if the person had completed
%

|

|
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.

( his NRC exams, there would be no further exams scheduled, to1

2 your know1adge, for that person?

3 THE WITNESS: that is correct. I then went on to

4 say he cou1d have been comp 1eting training-type handouts or

5 wha t have you, over there, finishing a pecoram that was laid

6 out.

7 JUDGE HILHOLLIN: By " completing training-type

8 handouts," what do y ou mean?

9 THE WITNESS Training assignments that he had and

10 did not get properly done perhaps in the time frame even

11 though he had finished what he needed to take the exam. He

12 may have been c1osing out what he needed to complete a
4

13 particu1ar procram we had laid out for him.

O 14 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Are you speaking of homework

15 assignments or what?

16 THE WITNESS: Could have been homework

17 assignaents, coud1 have been anything. Could have been

18 OJT-type assignments where a guy has to go and pick up so
1
' 19 much information and write it down. On -the -j ob -t ype

20 training.
!
' 21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN I see. How would that have been
1

22 conducted? With an instructor, you would say?

23 THE WITNESS: Well, yes. There is a couple ways.

O 24 The instrectors cou1d h ve seen he191 g him with it.

25 Or he cou1d have, in the OJT program, it isj

O.
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|

1 basically a self-taught program: You go in to the plitnt, you

2 get the information, you answer the questions on the

3 handout. The questions are reviewed by an examiner and
O

4 returned to you with comments.

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I see.

6 MR. ADLER: Titd g e Milhollin, 1 am not going to ask

7 the last question on item 5 in my crosr examination clan,

8just for your informatio:1. And I believe item 6 f.as been

9 covered.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I am sorry, you say you are not

11 going to ask question 57

12 MR. ADLERa The last sentence in number S. And I

13 believe that all of number 6 has been covered adequa tely.

14 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All righ t.

15 BY MR. ADLER2 (Resuming)

16 0 Ms. Bradford asked you about exam review during

17 the first two days of the exams, while you were taking the

18 exa ms. Can you recall who on behalf of Licensee reviewed

19 those exams during the first two days?

20 A Yes. Mr. Toole and Mr. Newton did the question

21 reviews.

22 0 And you did not feel that either of them had

23 adequate f amiliarity with the specifics of the plant to

24 adequately review-the answer keys, "you" being Met Ed

25 management?

O
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1Q A I think that is accurate. Their job descriptions

2 did not require a detailed knowledge of the licensing-type*

3 q ue stion s.

O
4

Q Is it correct to say that neither of them are

5 licensed on TMI-1?
6 A Yes, sir. That is correct.

; 7 Q I would like to turn to the allegations regarding

8 hourself and the allegations tha t you deliberately kept

9 proctors out of the room and that ycu deliberately broadened

10 in the answer key. Do you know from your reading of the ICE

11 reports the sourceo of that allegation?

12 A No, not realy. I have not put together who the

13 source really is.
,

14 MB. ADLER: Judge Milhollin, I am a bit confused

15 at this point. Are we allosed to give out his letter

16 designation? I believe that that was one of the items

17 excised from one of the NRC reports. Perhaps Ms. Swartz or

!
18 Mr. Goldberg could --'

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I a n. n o t sure if I understand

20 your question.

21 MR. ADLER: Obviously, I cannot divulge his name.
i

f
22 Can I divulge --

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: By "his name," are you speaking*

| O 24or --

25 MR. ADLER: The individual who initially raised

!

O'

4
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() the allegation.I'

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes, that is true, you cannot

3 men tion his name.
)

4 ER. ADLER: But I can --

5 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Are you concerned about being ;

6 able to mention his letters?
7 MR. ADLERs Yes.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: My understanding is that the i

9 1etters can be mentioned. Is that not correct? Well,

10 perhaps I should ask what the parties' views are on that

11 subject.

12 (Pause.)

13 MR. ADLER: Apparently, it was a mistake that the

O 14 NRC excised his letter designations. I can use it
'

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You can use his letter

16 designation, but not any identifying characteristics.,

i

17 MR. ADLER: Yes, sir. Thank you.'

18 BY MR. ADLERs (hs muming)

19 0 Mr. Ross, do you know Mr. YY?

20 MR. BLAKE: Mr. Ross does not have in front of him

21 on his key an ideneification of those letters, if that is

22 the nature of your question.

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Well, let me ask a question. I

( ) 24 assume that Mister -- well, I guess we are back to --

25 MR. ADLER: A ppa ren tly , the Licensee does not
:
I
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() 1 know.

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Pardon me?

3 MR. ADLER Apparently, the Licensee is not
[}

4 supposed to know who he is, and Mr. Ross is in no case

5 suppsed to know who he is.

6 Is that correct, Mr. Goldero?

7 MR. GOLDBERGa Yes, that is correct.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: That is right but --

9 MR. ADLER: That makes it very difficult to pursue

10 my next line of questions.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: My understanding is that the

12 record of the interview with Mr. YY is included in the IEE
13 report. So it would be possible to ask the witness -- and I

O 14 think it is reasonable to assume that the witness, in

15 preparing his testimony, encountered tha t particular part of

16 the IEE report. So you might be able to question him

17 concernino the content of that interview in the IEE report.

18 Was that your intention?

19 MR. ADLER: NO, sir, My intention was to attempt

20 to refresh his recollection regarding who was present during
!

21 that the alleged conversacion, arhaps by reconstructing; --

22 shif t complement and so forth. And it appears that that

23 vill not be possible

() 24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: It would be possible to ask the

25 witness whether particular individuals other than the one we

O
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2 have may indicate that certain individuals said they were

3q present during that interview, and those individuals are not
O

4 the same ones as the individual we are talking about. It

5 would be possible to ask him -- well, I do not want to

6 suqqest a line of questioning to you. But it would be

7 possible to ask about that.

8 HR. ADLERs Ferhaps it would be most efficient,

9 rather than my taking the time now, to get back to that

10 maybe af ter Mr. Clevett's cross examination , if that would

11 not he objectionable.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All right, I think that may be

13 the best way to proceed.

14 BY HR. ADLER: (R estming )

15 0 Do you work closely with Mr. Shipman?

16 A Yes, I do.

17 g As ; understand it, he works directly below you

18 organizationally ; is that correct?

19 A That is correct. Mr. Shipman is an operations

20 engineer.
'

21 0 When did you first learn of the incident involving

22 Mr. Shipman at the coffee stand? Are you f amiliar with tha t

23 incident ?

O 24 A 1a. 1 1 earned of that the first time efter his
,

25 interview with "r. Hukill. It was sometime later.

O. V'
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Q 1 0 So your testimony is that you worked with Mr.

2 Shipman closely. Would you say on a day-to-day basis?

3 A les, I woulde

4 0 And he never informed you of this incident?

5 A No, sir.

6 0 Do you know Mr. John Wilson?

7 A Yes, sir.

8 0 How long have you known Mr. Wilson?

9 A It is a recent knowledge -- knowing cf him. I

10 would say a year to two years probably is accurate.

11 0 Do you see him frequently at the plant?

12 A Not in my normal course of job function.

s3 MR. ADLERs Thank you, Mr. Ross. I have no more

O-
'

14 questions at this time except for the leftover questions

15 regarding Mr. YY and the examinations which I'will provide,

16 you, Mr. Ross, before the lunch break.

17 BY MR. CLEWETTs

18 0 Mr. Ross, I just have a very few questions of

39 you. In earlier testimony you had said that you asked

20 whether the company would provide legal counsel for

21 operators in response to some input, I Delieve. Wa s that

22 your testimony?

23 A Yes, sir.

O 4 0 Whet wes the aetore or enet tanot thet reo
|

| 25 described?

C)
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1 A Basically, when operators found out that there was

2 an investigation going on, they inquired should they have

3 their own counsel, and if so, what arrangements could be{;

4 made.

5 Q So, in other words, you conveyed that request up

6 the chain and got an answer for them?
:

7 A Yes, sir.

8 0 You mentioned earlier referring to your old NRC

9 test from a number of years bef ore in preparing for the

10 April examination. Did you happen to refer to any more

11 recent tests of other operators?i

12 g go,

13 0 Do you 6.now whether it was common for other
,

k 14 operators to do that?i

15 A To my knowledge, it was not the normal thing to do

! 16 something like that. They were not readily available.

17 0 To your knowledge, was the April NRC test based in

18 any large degree on the OARP training?

19 A Yes, it was.

i
20 0 Was your or was the certification of the

21 individuals to sit for the April NRC examination, to your
,

|

22 knovidge, based in any large degree on he'. they had done on

23 the OARP training?

() 24 A I think it would be accruate to say it was based

i 25 on how they had done on previous exams and their general

}
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1

({} performance in training. So, yes, it would be that also.

2
Q But not to any greater degree than earlier

3 training exams?
O,,

4
A I would not think it would be to any greater

5 degree.

6 0 Did the operators, to your knowledge, find the

7 OARP training to be particularly difficult?

8 A Again, that calls for an opinion. I think th ey

9 found it rapid and detailed.

10 (Pause.)

11 Q I beleeve on page 9 of your testimony you refer to

12 the individual's attitude as being one aspect of your
.i

13 consideration of whether they should be certified. Have you

14 ever heard stories to the effect that operators were

15 engaging in catcalls on the paging system or this may have

16 been referred te as " mad bomber whistles" over the paging

17 system?

18 MR. BLAKE: Objection. Is that going to be tied

19 somehow into the issues at hand here? I see no nexus.

20 MR. CLEWETTs It bears directly on attitude.

21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Attitude toward wha t , M r.

22 Clevett?
,

23 MR. CLEWETT: Attitude in general toward the

() 24 individual's job.

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I would say it is no tied

l
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1

({} specifically enough to this particular proceeding. I would

2 say that attitude is important, but the evidence on attitude

3 which we are concerned with is only the evidence which hasg3,

%)
4 arisen or which can be fairly brought to follow from the

5 cheating incident. So I have to sustain that one.

6 MR. CLEWETTa All righ ty.
*

7 BY MR. CLEWETTs (Resuming)

8 0 Mr. Hukill indicated yesterday that a total of

9 seven operators have left the empicye of Metropolitan Edison

to ince the time of the April examination. Are you aware ofs

11 the reasons for any of those departures, Mr. Ross?

12 A I can tell you the reasons they gave me when asked

13 that questic

( 14 0 would you please do that?

15 MR. BLAKEs Can we just go down through the list

16 in the same way that Mr. Hukill did?

17 Do you have a pencil, Mr. Ross?

18 MR. CLEWETT: Certainly, yes.

19 MR. 3 LAKE 4 It wa s Mr. X --

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I assume that you are just going
!

21 to clarify the question?

22 MR. BLAKE: That is right. All I am doing really

23 1s identifying --

(} 24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN s The persons who left?
,

25 MB. BLAKE Right. X,V, 0 -- V as in " victor" --

[D
%./
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1() 0, W, SS, HH, and HN. Is tnat correct, Mr. Clevett?

2 MR. ClEWETT4 Yes, it is.

3 THE WITNESS Was that M5 or NN?
)

4 HR. BLAKEs N as in " November."'

5 THE WITNESS: In the case of Mr. X, his reasons

6 for leaving were basically he felt he needed the change. He

7 was unhappy with our progress at bringing the unit back on,

8 and he felt he maybe wanted to investigate some period of

9 straight day shift a little more organized, rather than

10 shift-type of environment.
I

11 In the case of Mr. V, as in " victor," he is still

12 in our employ as of today. We do have a resignation from

13 him. His reasons are a couple. He also wanted to get onto

O 14 a straight day shift type rotation. He wan ts to return to

15 his home. He has a job located in his home of record. And

16 he shares some of the same feelings. He feels the unit

17 ought to be returned to operation. He feel helpless in

18 getting the unit back to operation.

19 Mr. O and Mr. W, of course, they were terminated.

20 Mr. SS, pretty much th( same reasoning. He took

21 the exam the first time, and this was his first attempt at

22 the exam and had passed it. He felt that having to take the

23 other exam was a reflection on him personally. He also felt

() 24 he wanted to see the unit run just as soon as possible and

25 that there was -- we would just be in a process that would

O
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() I not lend us to a rapid return. That was his reasoning for

2 leaving.

3 Mr. HH wanted to go into a straight day shift typo
{;

4 of operation. He did not want to work shift work. And he,

5 too, felt some of -- how do I want to put it -- the

6 constraints of not being able to put the unit back in

7 service, plus he felt it would be a long-term arrangement to

8 get the unit back. So that was his reason for lea ving.

9 Mr. MM was a different case. His reasons for-

10 1eaving vece more personal, is my understanding, having to

11 do with marital and children type problems.

12 BY MR. CLEWETT (Besuming)

13 0 Thank you. In the certification process, did you

14 f actor in to your certification any measure of an

16 individuals' abiltiy to respond to emergencies as shown on

16 the simulator in Lynchburg?

17 A Yes, we did. Not only on the simulators in

18 Lynchburg. You can get a fairly good indication of how to

19 respond to an emergency based on his performance under a

20 stressful situati on. A lot of phones, a breaker trip, a

21 1oss of a particular bus. You can get a pretty good

22 indication of how he will perform.

23 0 You said the loss of a particular bus?

() 24 A Yes, sir. That is a power supply.

25 0 Thank you for thawt clarification.

O
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1() How many individuals did you have the occasion to.,

2 observe on this simulator?

3 A Over a period of time I travel with a different
)

4 crew each year when I go to the simulator so that I see each

5 crew on the simulator. I also attempt to go down for each

6 operator's initial certification on the simulator. I try to

7 see each new operator the first time.

8 Here of late I have not made that with the last

9 group. But every group prior to that I have seen on the

10 siculator, their very first certification.

11 Q In view of the fact tha t the April NRC examination

12 was based to a considerable extent on the OARP training, do

13 you think that that particular test and the test results

O# 14 from tnat test should have played a larger role than it did

15 1.the certification process?

16 A Mr. Clevett, I am a little confused. The,

!

17 certification process? Which exam?

18 0 It is my understanding from your testimony tha c

19 the content of the OARP training played a significant role

20 in the April examination, and I understand that as part of

21 the OARP training there were tests given of the operators.

22 And I am wondering whether you feel that the results of

23 those tests should have played a particularly emphasized

/'(,) 24 role in the certification process?

25 MR. GOLDBERG: I have an objection to the

O
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1() question. I think it mischaracterizes the witness'

2 testimony about the extent to which the April exam var based

3 on the OARP training. I do not think the witness testified{)
4 that it was to a significant extent or a considerable

5 axtent. Perhaps s- ould just have th e witness cla rify

6 exactly what extent it was. But that is not my recollection

7 of his prior testimony.

8 THE WITNESS: I agree with that characterization.

9 I said training as a whole, in cluding parts of the OARP,

10 were then input, the training people had input, how well our

11 people performed while in the complex. We used such things

12 as the ATTS exam, the OARP exams. The re were many, many

13 exams. So to take one -- but I think, as a general overall

14 training function, it was considered.

15 BY MR. CLEWETT: (Resuming)

16 0 And just to clarify the record, you do agree with

17 the characterization that the OARP formed a substantial

18 basis cc the April NRC examiration?

19 A I do,

20 0 As to those individuals who did not pass the ATTS

21 audit , how confident are you that the intensive training

22 after that audit qualified them to sit for the NRC

23 examination ?

() 24 A Well, I am fairly confident the program was

25 designed specifically for those individuals in the areas

O
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1 that they had shown weaknesses. Keep in mind many of them

2 were alet.cdy licensed opera tors. We were sitting for an

3 exam again.p)(i 4 0 In the intensive training after that ATTS

5 examinstion, was part of that training, to your knowledge,

6 revleving the forms in which the audit examination was given

7 with the answers supplied, if you know?

8 A When you say " audit exam," you mean the ATTS

9 exam?

10 0 Yes.

11 A Part of it probably wa s htat. It was not the

12 whole portion of it or a significant part of it.

13 0 But part of it would have been for them to review

14 the ATTS examinations with the answer supplied?

15 A Certainly.

16 JUDGE MILHOLLINs The ATTS examination was given

17 towards the first part of April; is tha' right?

18 MR. CLEWETT: Yes.

19 oUDGE MILHOLLIN: And the NRC examination was

20 given toward the latter part of April?

| 21 MR. CLEWETT Yes.

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So there would have been

23 approximately two weeks?

O 24 rar v1rsess 1 *nia xtnet te correct- =ir-

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: During which the intensive

(7.)
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() preparation occurred; is that right?I

2 THE WITNESS: It may have been three, but

3 approximately two weeks, yes, sir.{)
4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Did anyone who failed the ATTS

5 exam also fail the NRC exam ?
6 THE WITNESS: I would have to have a list, but I

7 k no w th a t to be true, yes.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Without looking at a list, do

9 you know whether there were a number of such people?

10 THE WITNESS: I can only think off the top -- I

11 can only think of one person. That is why I was so quick to

12 say "Yes."

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Can you give us his letter

14 designation?

15 (Pause.)

16 THE WITNESS: The letter designation would be R.

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: He is the only one you can

18 remember who f ailed both? There may have been others?

19 THL EITNESS: la.;ra may have been others, yes,
;

20 sir .

21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN All righ t. Go ahead.

22 BY MR. CLEWETT: (Resuming)

23 0 Regarding Mr. R, do you know how he did in the

() 24 intensive training in between the ATTS audit and the NBC

25 exa mina tion?
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1() A We are to]d he really applied himself and worked

extra hours in ordar to qualify himself for the next exam.

3 0 Do you recall his scores on the quizzes in the

4 intensive training?

5 A I do not. It is possible Mr. E is a new--

6 Licensee, by the way. It is possible he may not have got

7 all the OARP. He may have got through a session that had

8 nine weeks of the simulator. He was in a little bit

9 different program, so I am not even totally convinced he

10 completed the whole OARP,

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: This is before taking either the

12 audit or the NRC exam?

13 THE WITNESS Yes, sir. What I am saying is he

O 14 was already in a training status that had assignments

15 already out, so he would not have been in the operator

16 requalifica tion program. His training would have been a

17 little different than ours.

18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I see.

19 BY MB. CLEWETT: (Resuming)

20 0 Would part of the process tha t you followed in

21 determining whether a given indivudal should be certified

22 consist of discussions with the various shift supervisors?

23 A That is correct.

() 24 0 To what extent would you, in the ordinary course

25 of events, rely upon the judgment of the shif t supervisors

O
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O ' as to given individuals rather than assessing each and every

2 aspect of each and every individual yourself?

3 A I think the best way I cou1d characterize that, it

4 the gentleman's shif t supervisor said he was not ready to

U take the exam, he did not take it. I might veto the guy

6 separately, but if he was not ready by shift supervisor, he

7 does not go.

8 0 Did that ever happen?

9 A Ve have delayed exams f or people and .salc' them

10 back.

11 Q When is the last time you reall that happening?

12 A The October exams.

13 0 When is the last time you recall that happening

14 before the October exams?

: 15 A Th ere was an occasion where an employee was to

16 take an exam, who was no longer with us, and I cannot be

17 q ua n tita tiv e , the '79 era, where we held him back for

18 improper preparation.
|

19 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Who did you hold back from the

20 October exam?
.

21 IHE WITNESSs M r. JJ , as in " John."

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN Is he a new operator?

23 THE WITNESS He is a first-time licensee. I

O 2..ou1d not e,en qua11,y it --

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN I am sorry, that is what I meant
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I() to say- le has not previously been licensed.

2 *HE WITNESS: No, cir.

3 BY 5R. CLEWETTs (Resuming)

4 0 How long as a normal matter does it take for

5 someone who is new to the plant to become competent at

6 opera tin g the controls so as to be able to sit for the

7 control room operator test?

8 A I think that is an individual thing. The abr,olute

9 minimum time, in my mind, is nine months. But that -- the

10 gen tlema n must have some extensive background. When I say

11 it takes nine months to be able to to prepare himself for an

12 NRC exam, it means he has probably been with us and been in

13 the plant two and a half tu cnree years already and then he

O 14 gets nine months more. So you end up with a guy sitting for

15 an exam who has cver three years in the plant.

16 0 So is the three-year-figure a minimum from the

17 time a person would first walk in the door?

18 A It would depend on his entrance mode. If he

19 entered as an auxiliary operator, the three years is

20 definitely the minimum If he entered in the rating of a.

21 control room opers tor, he must have previous experience,

22 such as Navy nuclear power, of a utility; and then nine

23 months to a year would be the minimum for him.

() 24 0 And what would be the minimum time that it would

25 take for someone to be competent to tak e the senior rea tor
.

[)v
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I operator test?

2 A a g a l.n , that is pretty much of a judgment call. It

3

[}
depends on the individual. But we like to see as a ninimur

4 One year between a reactor operator license and the senior

5 reactor operator license.

6 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Are you going to tie these up

7 with what we are imamediately concerned with, these time

8 periods? If you say "Yes," I will believe you, but I am

9 beginning to get suspicious.

to MR. CLEWETT Vall, I will say "Y es. "

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Go ahead.

12 MR. CLEWETT: These questions, Judge Milhollin,

13 bear on the question of staffine the plant, with pa r ticula r

4 reference to the testimony that was heard yesterday on the'

15 question of the numbers'of people and the question of

16 replacing some sanior reacter operators or filling some

17 senior reactor operator positions with people who were nov

18 shif t technical advisers.
19 BY MR. CLEWETT: (Resuming)

20 0 Along this line, the final question that I wanted

21 to ask Mr. Ross in this regard was: How long in the normal

22 course of events would it take to train someone to become a

1 Z3 shif t ' i chnical ad vi.ser?

() 24 A I do not think that is a question that I have

25 expertise in . They do not report to me. Their training

A
U

1
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1 program is approximately a year, though.

2 (Counsel for the Aamodts conferring.)

3 JR. CLEWETTs I think that is all the questions I

O
4 have. Mrs. Aamodt would like to ask a few questions before

5 we turn to the Staff.

6 MRS. AAMODT4 I do this with fear and in

7 trepidation, but think that a couple of questions may be

8 important enough to attempt.

9 BY MRS. AAMODT:

10 0 Mr. Ross, I am Marjorie Aamodt. We have met

11 before.
12 A Good morning.

13 0 Mr. Ross, do you see your role in certifying the

14 operators to be competent at the controls as independent of

15; whether they are qualified to take the examination? I am

16 sorry, let me rephrase that.

17 When you make this certification, your

18 understanding of the requirement for NRC, is this that they

19are competent to take the NRC oal examination and written

20 examination or that they are competent to opera te the

21 plant?

22 A I think the answer to that is both.

23 0 It is both? So it is that they are competent th en
,

( 24 to operate the plant independent of the testing?

25 A That is correct.

O
!

|
|
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1() Q Whether they are competent to take the test. Now,

2 if a degreed engineer, such as an STA, comes in the door,

3 how long would it take him to become competent at the
{- )

4 controls?

5 A Again, I think thr. c depends on th e individual.

6 Some of our STAS have been with the plant quite a long

7 time. Some have been lead nuclear engineers within the

8 plant four and #1ve years at the plant. That gentleman

9 would have a much shorter time because of his f amiliarity

10 with th e pla n t itself than anybody else.

11 Q Would you estimate is the mininum amount of tiue

12 it would take such a person to become very f amiliar with the

13 controls?
O 14 A The word "very f amiliar" --

15 Q Can we change it to " competent," th en ?

16 A " Competent," I think, is a better word.

17 0 All right.

18 A The right individual could make that transition

19 depending on his background in a year.

20 0 Referring to the handbook that was uded in the

210 ARP program, is that used in your present requalification

22 programs ?

23 MR. BLAKE: Excuse me, can I have a clarification

() 24 o f "h a nd book " ?

25 MRS. AAMODT: The OABP handbook.

O
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() 1 BY MRS. AAMODT4 (Resuming)

2 0 Are you aware that there was such a handbook used

3() in the OARP training, Mr. Ross?

4 MR. BLAKE Ms. Aamod t, I have an objection to

5 Tour question unless you link it up to the issues at hand

6 here. I initially have to start by saying I do not know

I what the handbook you are talking about is, but it sounds to

8 se like something substantively dealing with training which

9 -- I do not see its nexus between -- nexus to the issues at

10 hand here.

11 BY MRS. AAMODT (Resuming )

12 0 Did you use --

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I will permit the question,

(:)
'

14 since I assume she is going to tie it up to the issues at

15 '
hand, and we will find out fairly soon whether that is going,

16 to happen. So the question is Are you familiar with the

17 handbook on the OARP prograw which was used in training? Is

18 tha t right, Mrs. Aamodt?
l

| 19 "RS. AAMODTs Yes, that is right.

20 THE 'JITNE3S The handbook is really a series of

21 books. And, yes, I am familiar with the OARP training
i

22 books.

23 BY MRS. AAMODTs (Resuming)

j () 24 0 Did you use them in your review of the

25 examination , the NRC licensing examination?

O
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1 A I de not recall using them specifically, although(])
2 I know we took excerpts of it, took a Xerox of a page and

3 also added a procedure attachment to it at times during the

4 review of the exam. We did not have the books in the room

5 and have them laid out or anything like tha t.

6 0 I do not believe I understood your answer. Did

7 you make changes to the handbook at that time when you were
.

8 reviewing the examination

i 9 M3. BLAKE: Judge Milho111n, I must express my own

to confusion.
11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I am confused also. I am not

12 sure what we are referring to anymore.

13 MRS. AAMODT: Let me go back then and ask the

14 questions piece by piece. I thought we had enough

15 understanding that we could go directly to the issue.

16 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You are asking whether he was

17 familiar with the handbook?
18 MBS. AAMODT: Yes.

|
'

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: He said the handbook consisted

20 of sections. And then you asked him whether he made changes

21 1n the handbook.
|

22 MS. AAMODT: I thought I understood him to say

! 23 that, and I was trying to clarify that. He said he took out

() 24 pages and made copies of them. And I believe that he said

25 that he changed them or amended them. And I was not sure

)
!
|

!
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(]) I whether I heard tha t correctly or not.

2 MR. BLAKE: I am afraid the confusion came from

3 the second, or poten tially f rom the second question, which
{. )

4 is, as I recall it: Did you use the OADP handbook in your

5 review of the NRC exam? The witness answered that

6 question: "To the extent we had to rely on materials." And

7 he, as I understood it, was referring to his review of the

8 'IRC exams for their accaracy with regard to site specifics.,

9 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I do not think he said that, did

10 he?

11 MRS. AAMODT: No, I do not think so.

12 Mh. BLAKE: But that is where I think we started

13 to get into the confusion.

O 14 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Well, all right, why don't you

15 pursue your questioning, Mrs. Aamodt? So now your question

16 is whether he changed the haadbooks?

17 BY MRS. AAMODT: (Rosuming)

18 Q Whether you made any changes in the pages of the

19 handbook?

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: When?

21 BY MRS. AAMODT: (Reruming)

22 Q During your review Of the NRC licensing <

'
23 examination , did you suggest or make any changes in pages of

(]) 24 the OARP handbook?

25 A I did not suggest any changes in the OARP handbook

()'
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1() itself. We suggested changes in parts of the OARP and gave

2 clarification of those changes, written since the OARP.

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Gave them to whom?O,
4 THE WITNESS: To the NRC.

5 JUDGE MIL 110LLIN: For what purpose?

6 THE WITNESSs Clarification of a question or

7 clarification of an answer key. This was rapportive of our

8 par ticular discussion.

9 -JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Review of the examination?

10 THE WITNE3S Yes, sir,

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All right.

12 BY MRS. AAMOOT: (Resuming)

13 0 Would the need for those changes made -- were the

14 need for those changes due to any changes in the way the

16 plant operated from the time the OARP program was given

16 until the examination was given?

17 A I would not say in the way it was operated. The

18 plant, of course, was in a shutdown condition all of that

19 time. But the OARP material had undergone some different

20 changes, and our procedures had undergone some changes. As

21 a result, the OARP handout itself may not have been 100

22 percent accurate.

23 Q Were the operators trained in those changes from

() 24 the time that the OARP program ended until the NRC licensing

25 examination was given?

O
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() 1 MR. BLAKE: Objection.. It sounds to me like we

2 are headed exactly where I predicted we would bes into the

3
(]) substantive training and whether or not the changes in the

4 plant and changes in procedures were adequately covered in

5 the training programs, all of which we ha ve been over

6 before. Unless -- I must maintain my objection to this line

7 unless it can be tied up to the issues at hand here, Judge

8 Milhollin.
9 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Well, where are we headed, Mrs.

10 Aamod t?
t

11 MRS<. AAMODT: What I do not understand -- perhaps

12 I can explain -- is how the examination was based p rima rily

13 on the OARP training and that -- and then there were a

O
,

14 number of changes that were needed on the examination in

15 order to make it relevant to way the plant was presently

16 o pe ra tin g . And that is my area of confusion as to why the
;

17 changes were needed. Was there a change in tra ining ? Did

18 the operators --

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Why was there a change needed in

20 the training materials or in the examination answers?

21 MRS. AAMODTs I am wondering why the changes were

22 needed in the examination answers if there was not a
a diff7rance indeed in the training between tha t23 training --

() 24 time. I am wondering how this was reflected in their

25 training. The changes that were made to the OARP, whether

O
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() they -- whether this was indeed a change that was made in1

2 their training, the changes that were made in the O ARP, or

3 whether --{}
4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Well --

5 MRS. AAMODT: I am not making myself as clear as I

6 shoulc.|

!

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I think you are saying you want

8 to find out if it was necessary to make changes in the

9 training program as a result of the examination; is that

10 right?

11 MRS. AAMODT: No. I am saying -- I cm trying to

12 find out whether this OARP handbook had been changed, what

13 used, had been continued to be used in the time betweenwas

14 the OARP training and the present, as was indicated in the

15 hearing; and if that was so, why those changes had not been

16 made prior to the time that the licensing examination was

17 reviewed.

18 JUDGE MILHOLLINs So your concern is whether the

19 training materials were properly kept up to date?

20 ERS. AAMODTs No. I am wondering whether the

21 changes that were made in the examination really did indeed

22 reflect any changes that were made in training
:

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN. Ah, so you suspect then that the

() 24 changes made on the examina tion may not have had any

25 justifica tion. Is tha t your concern?

()
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1

(]) MRS. AAMODT: That is my concern.

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Ah, okay. Well, I think that is

3 within the scope of this proceeding. But I do not think any

4 person, even with the most extraordinary imagination, would

5 have been able to figure that out before we had that

6 con ve rsa tion.

7 MRS. AAMODT Well, I am sorry. I think perhaps

8 the number of objections that seem to cha racterize --

9 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: If you can think of a specific

10 question which brinon out the facts which would help us to

11 determine whether the changes on the examination had any

12 justification, those would be proper questions.

13 BY MRS. AAMODT: (Resumino)

\- 14 0 I am wond e ring whether Mr. Ross knows whether the

15 OARP handbook was used in the requalification training

16 between the time of the OARP program and the time of the

17 licensing examination?

'

18 A I think it would be accurate to say at least
.

19 portions of it were. We did not go back. to the O ARP program

20 in total. The OARP programis a rather large program, and I

21 think there was like 13 or 14 volumes of material.
22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Your answer is some of it was

23 u se d.?

() 24 THE FITNESS: Yes, sir.

25 3Y MRS. AAMODT (Resuming)

O
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() 1 0 Were the licensing examination questions ti.s t

2 related to the OARP program, in your opinion, important

3
(]) questions about the OARP traininq7

4 A Again, it is an opinion. I feel some were and

5 some were no t.

6 0 But it is your belief that those changes in the

7 OARP program that you detected were necessary during your

8 review of the licensing examination were not made until that

U time?

10 A I do not understand the question, Mrs. Aamodt.

11 0 The changes that were made in the OARP training

12 materials, is it your understanding that there was no

13
-

changes made in those training materials until your review

14 of the licensing examination?.

15 A The O ARP material tha t I perceived the NRC had may

16 not have been the same as ours, is all i as trying to say.

17 I did not changa any of the OARP material at the time. In

18 addition --
.

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Let me break in. Why would

20 there have been a difference between what the NRC had and

21 what you had? The NBC forms the examination on the basis of

22 wha t the NRC has, and you train the operators to take the

23 examination on the basis of what you have. If they are not

() 24 the same, ten presumably the review of the examination is

25 designed to detect that fact; is that right?

O
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1 THE WITNESS: Tha t is correct, sir.

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Did you detect such a fact?

O rar "1r'zSS- o# ver 1 occ==1 ==- 41a- to

4 give an example, TMI underwent a very big change in

5 radiation protection procedures and how we do things

6 radiation-protectionwise. So some of our procedures have i

7 been changed and our people have been told and trained on it

8 if the OARP pogram had not been changed yet, the OARP

9 being a finished program sitting on the shelf.program

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So the conclusion would be that

11 the NBC's materials were no t up to d a te -- ra th e r , the

12 materials you had furnished to the NRC were not up to date?

13 THE WITNESS: Not totally up to date to the recent

O
14'

changes.

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Why don't you furnish the

16 changes to NRC when the changes occur?

17 THE WITNESS: I guess the best way I can answer

18 that is, as far as training we do not have or did not have

| 19 at the time a prescribed training manual. As a result, NRC

20 used various materials to make our exams. Today we do have

21 the beginning of a training manual that will be updated. We

l 22 have no mechanism there f or upda ting the NRC's material that

23 they have. We will now. We have our training book; we will

24 update it.

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I see. So the answer is the

O
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() 1 procedures then existing were not adequate in order to make

2 sure the NRC made up the exam from materials that were

3 cu' gent; is: that right?

4 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, that is right.

5 BY MRS. AAMODTs (Resuming)

6 0 How many months were the operators in OARP

7 training?

8 A I do not recall the exact amount of time, Mrs.

9 Aamodt. I am sure we have it.

10 0 Is it my perception that you felt the exam was

11 very difficult?

12 A It is an opinion. I thought it was difficult.

13 Very difficult, difficult, more difficult than we have taken

14 1n the past, perhaps.

15 0 Did you consider that the training was

16 insufficient to pass such an exam on the OARP training?

17 MR. BLAKE4 An exam on the OARP training? Are you

18 talking about the NRC exam?j
l

19 MRS. AAMODTs An examina tion by the NRC on the

20 0 AR P training.

21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I do not think the question is

| 22 a ny longer clear. Perhaps you could repeat it.

23 BY MRS. AAMODT (Resuming)

24 0 Why do you believe that it was difficult? Do you
;

| 25 believe tha t the training that was given in the OARP program
;

I
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O ' as adequate to pess an exe inetion hr the naC on that

2 training ? That is not the question I asked. Let me take

3Q that question back and reject that question. That is not

4 what I wanted to find out.

5 What I wanted to find out was: Was the training
,
.

6 given during the OARP program adequate to pass with

7 confidence an examination as given by the NBC in April?

8

9

10

11

12

13

O 14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

OV 24

25

O
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1 A Yes, I think it was.
{}

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Mrs. Aamodt, how much longer are

3 you planning to cross-examine the witness?

4 MRS. AAMODT: Just a little while. I am sorry

5 that was not as productive as I had hoped it would be. I

6 have some problems without having heard the testimony in the

7 hearing about the OARP training.

8 BY MBS. AA30DT4 (Besuming)

9 Q Did you have any concern af ter taking the

10 licensin g examination about others passing that examination?

11 A Are you talking about the April exam?

12 Q Yes, yes.

13 A I think it would be accurate to say we are always

G
k/ 14 concerned about whether or not our people pass the exam?

15 Certainly I was concerned..

16 0 You are aware of the term " midnight raids," I am

17 sure; is that right?

18 A I am and I am not. I know what it means to me.

19 0 Are you aware of the company policy -- perha ps I

20 should ask you what you mean by a midnight raid.

21 A I think everybody has a different meaning to it.

22 It is the appropriation of equipment moving from one

231ocation to another.

24 0 Is there a company policy regarding this kind of()
25 acquisition of materials?

O
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.

1 A I do not think th e re is a written company policy{}
2 on that at all.

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Mrs. Aamodt, where are we

O
4 going? What do midnight raids have to do with --

5 MRS. AAMODT: I am going to his perception of

6 unreasonable company policies and how that would alter his

t
7 be/tavior in acting in accordance with those policies.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I do not think that has anything

9 to do with cheating or its possible implications.

10 MRS. AAMODTs What I was hoping to prove was that

11 the attitude toward taking an examination, if one considers

12 it unreasonable and merely an unreasonable company policy,

13 may be quite different than your attitude toward taking an

( 14 examination that you felt was either required by the NBC or

15 not unreasonable, and I was trying to establish that Mr.

16 Ross made some matters of judgment as to whether it is
,

17 reasonable and it reflects this in his own behavior.
,

18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So you are suggesting that if

19 M r . Ross were to condone midnight raids, he would be more

2011k ely to condone other types of activities connected with
!

21 cheating. Is that what you are suggesting?

22 MRS. AAEODT: Well, perhaps I can just ack him the

23 question. I am suggesting that one's perception of whether
I

| (]) 24 something is a company policy or a requirement and also

25 one 's perception ss to whether one has the righ t to

|

i
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(N 1 interpret a company policy when you consider it unreasonable
%)

2 could have had an effect on 0 and W's cheating on the NRC

3 examination.

O
4 We have had testimony about the honesty and

5 reliability of 0 snd W, and I find --

6 JUDGE HII.HOLLINs I think that is too tenuous for

7 me to sustain.

8 3RS. AAMODTs All right. Okay.

9 BY MRS. AAMODTs (Resuming)

10 0 Is studying on shift a usual or unusual practice,

11 Er. Ross?

12 A I think it is a usual practice. A certain portion

13 of a person's training, if he is a new operator, is spent on

) 14 shif t specifically for that purpose. It is called

15 on-the-j ob training. So he does training while he is on

16 shif t . In addition, we do encourage our people to study.

17 Study can take a couple of forms, reviewing emergency

18 pro cedures, reviewing emergency plan s. We encourage that on

19 shift. I think it keeps them current.

20 Q You mentioned that the operators were studying off

21 shif t. Is that an unusual occurrence or were you short of

22 personnel on shif t so that this caused off-shift studying to

23 be needed?

('~)T 24 MR. BLAKE: Objection. Could we have just one

25 question at a time, please?

%
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~T 1 MRS. AAMODT: All right.
(G

2 BY MRS. AAMODT (Resuming)

3 Q Is it my understanding that the operators were

4 studying of f shif t to prepare for the April licensing

5 examination?

6 A Yes, ma'am, some of them did.

7 MR. GOLDBERGa I have an objection, Your Honor.

8 This material is already in the record, and I would Leassert

9 zy general objectien to the examination by Mrs. Aamodt who

10 is represented by counsel.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I was just about to say that you

12 a re cross-examining under a discretionary grant and I told

13 you last time that I think the last time there were multiple

( 14 cross-examiners that the discretion was going to be

15 withdrawn if I did not think the cross-examination was

16 productive.

17 1 vill have to admit that I do not think this is
,

18 terribly productive, so I am just letting you know that
i

I 19 within a short time I am going to withdraw the discretionary

20 g ra n t .

|

21 MRS. AAMODTs All right. I will keep that in
~

22 mind, Judge Milhollin. I was leading to a document that I

23 have in my hand.

() 24 BY MRS. AAMODT (Resuming)

I 25 0 Perhaps I should ask you, Mr. Ross, do you have

O*d
!
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1any number in mind as to the goal of the number of operators
)

2 you would like to have available to you for manning the

3 shif ts?

O
4 A Are you talking control room operators, ma 'am ?

5 0 Licensed operators.

6 A Yes, I do.

7 0 Could you give us that number?

8 A My goal ultimately would be -- you said licensed

9 operators or trainees?

10 Q Yes, licensed operators.

11 A Eventually my goal would be to have 18 licensed

12 operators in the RO classifications, and 12 licensed SRos or

13 designated shift workers.,

( 14 0 Has that goal changed at a21 in the time since

15 the , say, August 9 order, the Commission's August 9 order or

18the 1979 order? Has your goal changed over the past two

17 yea rs?
,

18 A My goal has definitely changed in the past two
,

19 yea rs. With the incidents at TMI Unit 2, I now perceive a

20 dif ferent arrangement in the control rcom and a different

21 number of people im the control room.
,

22 Q Are you aware of a commitment by management to the

23 NRC in June of 1979 to fully train 40 licensed operators for

() 24 TMI 1 restart?

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Mrs. Aamodt, I am not sure I see

n%J
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fT 1 the connection between this line of questioning and the
V

2 issues.

_ 3 HRS. AAMODT: The issue is manning the plant and

' 4 the number of operators that are needed to cover the

5 operating shif ts, and I have a document in my hand that vac

6 referenced by the Commission's August 9 order which began

7 this proceeding which says that the Licensee committed to

8 retraining approximately 40 reactor operators needed to

9 cover the operating shifts.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All right.

11 MR. BLAKE: Judge Aaaodt -- Judge Milho111n, I

12 must observe that staffing is indeed an issue here, but it

131s the adequacy of staffing as a result of the cheating

14 incident and impacts flowing therefrom. The particular'

15 letter to which M r's . Aamodt makes reference has been

16 ref erred to in her prior findings in this proceedino

17 earlier.

18 Staffing as a general proposition has been the

19 subject of considerable discussion earlier, and unless there

201s some link here to cheating and whether or not the company

21 has changed its policies or thoughts about adequacy of

22 manning as a result of cheating or the manpower it now has

23 available to it, I do not see the nexus.

24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Perhaps I could ask a question(])
25 or two here which I had planrad to ask anyway to help things

O
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1 along.

2 Mr. Ross, you, meaning GPU, promised, as I

3 understa nd, promised the Commonwealth that you would operate

O
4 with five shif ts; is that right?

5 THE WITNESS: That is correct, sir.

6 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Is that right?

7 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: How many candidates who you

9 planned to use on shift can fail the October exam without

10 preventing you from starting with five shif ts? I ask that

11 question because I am not sure any more wha t the number is.

12 We have had testimony that people have gone. We had

13 testimony by the staff on the subject but I do not remember

} 14 1t specifically enough to know how the f act of departures

15 will change the conclusions. That is why I ask you.

16 I assume you as the person in charge of this would

17 know that answer.

18 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. The October exams, we sat

1913 reactor operators for that exam. We would like to see a

20 pass rate of 10. That would give us two reactor operators

21 per shif t.

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I am sorry. You had 13 reactor

23 ope ra to rs?

(]) 24 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

| 25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: And 10 must pass?

(3J
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1 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.(}
2 JUDGE MILHCLLIN: My question is: How many can

3 f ail without preven tin g you from using five shifts?
,

4 THE WITNESS: Oh, without.

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 What I am asking you is how much

6 margin do you hate if your obligation is to start with five,

| 7 shif ts? How much margiu do you have with respect to the

8 candidates who are taking the exam? How many of them can

9 f ail without preventing you from starting with five shifts?

10 That is my question to you. That is simply a question of

11 arithmetic and I do not knew the answer to it. I am curious

12 to know the answer in view of the de partures which have

13 occurred .

14 MR. BLAKE: Judge Milho111n, I intercede with some

15 reluctance here, but are you not aware of the prepared

16 testimony of Mr. Hukill, or are you testing this witness on

17 the same subject?

18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Well, if he does not know, then
|

19 he can say he doesn't know, but I just wnnt to refresh Jy

20 recollection on that subject and I assumed he could do it

21 f or m e .

22 THE WITNESS: My understanding right now is we

23 plan in January to go back to a five-shift rotation. There

| () 24 are a couple of reasons for that. One, we feel it is going

25 to be necessary to keep high quality shif t, keep a lot of

O
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1 experience on every shift. Also during that time we{')
2 anticipa te being in the restart phase and we would like to

3 have more people and higher quality people on each shift, so4

f-
(/,

4 tha t fits in with what we are trying to do there. So we

5 anticipate being on fiva shifts in January.

6 JUDGE HILHOLLIN: That requires how many people?

7 THE WITNESS: It requires ten reactor operators

8 and six minimum SR0s, five minimum SR0s with five other

9 people having received SRO training.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All right. So how many can fail

11 the exam and still allow you to start?

12 THE WITNESS: Okay. As far as Ros, three could

13 f ail the exam.

/^(-) 14 JUDGE HILHOLLIN: All right.

15 THE WITNESS; And as far as SRos, we sat for the

16 exam 19 SR0s, myself included, and one operation engineer

17 included . At the worst case we would perhaps use some of

18 the operations people or the training people or perhaps even

19 a n ST A.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So your answer is there is no

21 specific number for the R0s.
i
;

22 THE WITNESS: It is hard to perceive the number or
,

~ what the complement would look like. We would have to wait
.

(])| 24 a id see the results of the exam. I know trat does not
1

25 a nswer you the way you would like it to be.

O
!
|
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1 JUDGE MILHOLLINs All right. All right.

2 BY MRS. AAMODTa (Resuming)

3 0 Are you not aware, 3r. Ross, from Mr. Hukill'sg-)
b

4 testimony, that one of those 13 control room operators has

5 recently resigned?

6 A I am aware he has recently resigned. He is still

7 with us today at this time, though.

8 Q I am confused by tha t.

9 A I guess momentarily I forget, so with him gone we

10 could have two more failures.

11 0 I see. All right.

12 I was trying to check with you as to whether the

13 cheating incident has changed your perception of the number

14 of operators needed based on what is possible.

15 A I would say that the cheating incident itself has

16 not changed my perception on manning. I still feel we need

17 qualified people in the same numbers. I perceive we still

18 need tha t.

19 0 I just want to ask you one more question, and tha t

201s on your certification of the operators. One of the bases '

| 21 for. certification you give is the attitude of the
1

22 operators. How do you make that judgment?

23 MR. BLAKEa Objection. He has several pages in

() 24 his prepared testimony on the question of certification and

25 how he a rrives at his judgments and what his input is to the

'

_

|
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1 certification process. It seems to me, in view of those{)
2 pages which are devoted to his input into the certifica tion

3 process, t.t a t the witness is deserving of a more specific

(a~s
4 question than how do you reach your judgmen ts.

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I agree. I think that question

6 is too general in view of the testimony which has already

7 been filed , which is quite specific in setting out how he

8 makes that decision.

9 HRS. AAMODT: I was leading someplace with that

10 question , which was to whether particular behavior indicated

11 an attitude that was not responsible and wh ether he looked

12 at that behavior.

13 JUDGE HILHOLLIN: You can ask him a specific

14 question about his testimony.

15 BY HRS. AANODT: (Resuming)

16 0 Has your opinion of 0 and W changed since the

17 cheating incident relative to their honesty?

. 18 A I think I would have to answer yes, it is clear to
l
i

! 19 me that they did in fact participate in cheating.

20 Q Did you ever ask them why they ch eated?

21 A I really did not get a chance to ask them anything
,

2211k e th a t .

23 MRS. AAMODT: Judge Milhollin, could I possibly

(]) 24 bring to you a problem that I have which comes over perhaps
,

25 f rom the other hearing, and that is relative to an issue

O
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(]) 1 tha t Mr. Clevett raised earlier and that I had attempted to

2 communicate to him but perhaps inadequately? And this was

3 the reason f or my questioning relative to his judgments on

4 attitude, and that was the behavior of the operators in a

5 manner which the Board of their tour of the plant considered

6 irresponsible, and tha t was the abuse of the paging system.

7 I was wondering whether Mr. Ross had knowledge of

8 any change in attitude on the part of the operators toward

9 their responsibility in operating the system since that

10 behavier was noted until the time that he certified those

11 very operators for the April licensing examination.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: That is not relevant to

13 enenting , of course. They could have a bad attitude and

14 continue to have a bad attitude and it would not have

15 anything to do with cheating and it would be beyond my

16 jurisdiction. As a ma tter of discretion I could, I suppose,

17 take up a subject which I thought for some reason, which I

18 cannet identify right now, might be worthy of taking up.

19 B ut I do not think that is one of them. So I find that that

201s outside my jurisdiction.

I 21 MRS. AAMODT: I thought it related to his

22 certification of operators. That was my last question that

23 was in that regard that I was asking it, him certifying

() 24 operators to take *he examination, how meaningful is it, you

25 are just thinking it is just --

f
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(~) 1 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Do you have more questions?
U

2 MRS. AAMODT: No, I do not have another question.

3 Perhaps I did --
/'
\_-)

,

4 MR. BLAKE: I would hate to leave the record open'

5here with the representations that Mrs. Aamodt has made

6 about operators disabusing the paging system. The paging

|
' 7 system at that plant is available -- it must be in order to

8 do business effectively -- all over the island. There is no

9 f actual data which suggests th a t the operators have misused

to that system at all.'

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Well, I can appreciate that

12 statemen t. I do not think there was much danger of my

13 assuming the fact that they abused it once or continued to

14 aDuse it since there was no evidence before me on that

15 point. I really do not think this is relevant.

16 HRS. AAMODT: All right. I was just thinking that

17 that kind of attitude could also lead to an attitude where
~ 18 you would attenpt to get around an examination process.

I

| 19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: It could if the operators

20 cheated at golf or poker. That might also indicate that

21 they might cheat on examinations. But I would be reluctant

|
22 to hear witnesses on the question of whether operators

Z3 cheated at golf or tennis or did other bad things.

24 MRS. AAMODT Could I just ask Mrs. Ross, though,()
25 whether he thought the attitude of the operators towards

O
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r~% 1 taking this licensing examination was important?
U

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I am sorry, did you have a

3 question f or the witness? I thought you said your

O
4 questioning was completed.

5 MRS. AAMODT: It was except that I feel frustrated

6 in this area of the attitude of the operators and perhaps

7 feel that we are overlooking the attitude of the operators

8 towards taking the licensing examination and how that muy
i

9 have contributed --

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You have not asked him about

11 that , Mrs. Aamodt.

12 MRS. AAMODT: I withdraw my other question and
,

13 then I will just ask this question.

14 BY MRS. AADMOT: (Resuming)

15 0 And that is did you feel that the attitude of the

16 operators toward taking the licensing examination was

17 important?

18 A I think operator attitude period is very

19 im portan t. I think it is important that they wan t to take

20 the exam, and I think when it case right down to taking the

| 21 exa m , they all wanted to do it and they all want to

!
,

Z2 succeed . That is why they studied at ?>me.
!

23 MRS. AAMODTs That is all I had.

(]) 24 Thank you.

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Before we break for lunch, I
,

!

O
|
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1would like to ask the staff whether it is going to have
3

2 cross-ey amination and how much.

3 MR. GOLDBERGa Yes, we will have

4 cross-examination. I would estimate now, before I have had

5 a chance to hear the testimony concerning additional

6 questions which the Commonwealth has, that at this time I

7 have about 20 minutes.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: The Commonwealth?

9 MR. ADLER: I was going to note that I will

to provide the necessary examinations to Mr. Ross over the

111unch break, and I do have that additional area of

12 cross-examination. It might take 10 or 15 minutes.

13 Do we have any idea yet from Mr. Blake regarding

( 14 witness availability?

15 MR. BLAKEs No. I committed to check over the

161unch hour.

17 MR. ADLER: I have perused my own

18 cross-examination plan for Mr. Miller, and it would be with

19 great trepidation that I embarked on cross-examination of

20 him , at least with the norma?, one-hour lunch break. It would

211nvolve a bit of reviewing of documents and so forth, so

22 perhaps if we do so, we could extend the lunch break.

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very . 11. I have questions for.

(]) 24 M r . Ross which probably should not take more than 20 minutes.

25 MS. BRADFORD: Judge Milho111n, I have three

O
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~s 1 follow-on questions for Mr. Rosri.
(G,

2 MR. GOLDBERGs May I suggest that we find out

3 first whether Mr. Miller will be appearing this afternoon

4 before we take an extended lunch break?

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: That may not be possible.

6 MB. GOLDBERGs Why can't we report back after an

7 hour with word as to whether Mr. Miller will be appearing?

e If not, then we can go on with Mr. Ross. If he will be

9 appearing, then we can further the break and Mr. Adler can

10 prepare his cross-examination.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well. Do we all agree? We

12 will reconvene for a report at 1:30.

13 (Whereupon, a t 12 :31 p.m. the hea ring was
.

14 recessed , to reconvene at 1:30 p.m. the same day.)'

15

16

17

18
!

19

20

21

22

i 23

24i

25

O
:
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION
[

2 (1:39)

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: The hearing will come to order.

4 Mr. Blake, you have, I believe, a preliminary

5 matter to announce.

6 MR. BLAKE Actually I have two matters which I

7 should address, Judge Milho111n. One is tnat I have

8 reported to you and the parties on Mr. Miller's a vailability

9 this af ternoon.

10 Second is that I have provided to you, in response

11 to your request for pass-fail and at least as an interim ,

12 s te p , excerpts from the discovery request which we provided

13 to all of the parties and to you and which I realize wa s a

14 large quantity of material. You did not bring it all with

15 you . These are excerpts which provide information on passes

16 and failures for thn ATTS, the Kelly and the April NRC exam,

17 which were provided in the course of discovery.

18 On those that I have given you there is a notation

191n the upper right-hand corner of what particulat distevery,'

20 request it was provided in. So I am not giving ycu anything

21 t ha t has not already been provided to all of the parties in

22 the proceeding, but it is at least an intorim step for you
i

| 231n terms of pass-f ail.

() 24 Jf,TDGE MILHOLLIN: Thank you. I have the documents.

25 (Pause.)

O
!
|
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I

1 I have a question about.the Kelly examination

2 results. Could you exp. lain what Category 4 is?

3 MR. BLAKE: I am informed that Ca tegory 4 is the

4 training program put together for new entries in the

5 licensed operator training program as opposed to

6 raqualifica tion of those who had previously been licensed.

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So I infer fron that that the

8 results which are tabulated , then, are -- I am sorry -- tha t

9 those results represent dif f erent examinations in the case

10 of Category 44 that is, that the R0s and SR0s were not given

11 the same examination as the examination given to --

12 MS. BLAKE4 No, that is not a necessary

13 inf erence. It may be that they in fact took identical exams

) 14 in some instances.

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN So that refers to their training

16 category.

17 MR. BLAKE: That is correct.

18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 The ATTS audit written

19 examination was the same for all operators regardless ofj

20 their training status?

21 MR. SLAKES That is correct. Lest there be any

! 22 sisunderstanding , there were two versions of the FO and two

23 of the SRO but not as a function of their training status,

() 24 only to have different exams administered on different days.

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 You are ref e rring to?

O
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|

1 MR. BLAKE: The ATTS.('s)%

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: But only one exam was taken by

3 each operator?

4 MR. BLAKE: That is correct. Well, except that an

5 individual who was going to be an SRO would take both an RO

6 and an SRO.

7 JUDGE HILHOLLIN: Yes, I understand that. And the

8 ATTS audit written examination which I have the results of

9 was given in early April "981?

10 MR. BLAKE. That is correct.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: And the F. Kelly examinations

12 were given in -- ?

13 MR. BLAKE: In April of 1980. Those are the ones

( 14 tha t were initially to be mock examinations for the then

15 anticipa ted NRC examinations in the spring of '80. And then

16 wit the push-back of the NRC exam, they became a

17 requalifica tion examination.

18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well.
i

19 Can you explain to me the numbers which are

20 cro ssed out with other numbers in above them in the F. Kelly

21 examination results? That is, there appear to be a number

22 of numbers which are changed. Could you ex plain that?

23 MR. BLAKE: I am not sure that I can with

(]) 24 con fidence , but I am informed tha t in instances where

25 regrading of the exam -- review of the exam indicated a

'
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(]) 1 different quantitative score to be more accurate, those are

2 reflected, both the initial and the re-review of the grading

3 of the exam as well.

4 (Counsel for Licensee conferring.)

5 MR. BLAKE: I am informed that it may in fact not

6 be a regradino of the exam but rather refect a check of the

7 arithmetic additions of the various grades within the exam

8 to compile what the final score would be. So it may be just

9 a check on the arithmetic rather than a substantive

10 regrading.

11 Over the lunch hour Mr. Ross has had an

12 opportunity to go through the four exams which Mr. Adler

13 pro vided to him before the lunch hour.

O 14 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: We agreed before lunch Mr. Ross

15 would be provided with copies of the ACB exams for RO and

16 SRO given by the NRC in April of 1981. He has studied those

17 examinations over the lunch break and is now ready to

18 respond to questions.

19 MR. ADLER: Judge Milho111n, perhaps I should

20 explain that my intention at this point is simply to obtain

21 the oral testimony of Mr. Ross as to what questions and
i

22 responses to the rest of his recollection he requested

23 cha nges to. As a service to the parties I have provided

( () 24 each party with one copy of each of these exams so that ther

25 can better follow Mr. Ross's testimony, not having expected

().
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() 1 the parties to bring them with the.

2 Whereupon,

3 MICHAEL J. ROSS,

4 the witness on the stand at the time of recess, resumed the

5 stand and was examined and testified further as followsa

6 CBOSS EXAMINATION - Resumed

7 BY MR. ADLER:

8 0 Are you ready to resume, Mr. Ross?

9 A Yes, I am.

10 0 Why don't we start with Reactor Operator A

11 examination ?

12 (Pause.)

13 MR. GOLDBERGa Excuse me, Judge Milhollin. I

14 think I am going to have a problem here. As I understand

1'5 1 t , the exams themselves are not in evidence yet, and unless

18they are put into evidence, I do not see how this is going

17 to be meaningful when someone reads the record.

18 MR. ADLER: That is correct. Eventually, and I

i 19 believe tha t perhaps the best way to put the exams in

20 evidence is to obtain masters and have the NRC oxaminers

21 agree that they are accurate copies and introduce them at

22 tha t time. I do not believe it is necessary at this point in

23 the record to have them introduced, nor do I believe Mr.

() 24 Ross would be the a ppropria te witness to do so.
.

25 MR. GOLDBERG: I do not have any problem with that

}
,
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(]) 1 if it is your intention to move them in at some later date.'

2 MR. ADLER: Yes, sir, it is.

3 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

4 Q Mr. Ross, why don't you go through the examination

5 for us and simply indicate which questions you had a problem

6 with and perhaps a brief explanation if you feel that is

7 appropriate.

8 MR. BLAKE: Is the question, Mr. Adler, which, if

9 any, having had now an opportunity to review these

10 examinations to refresh his memory, which, if any, of the
4

11 questions reflected on this exam does he recall there were

12 discussions surrounding the answer key or the NRC questions

13 themselves?
)

14 MR. ADLER: The question is intended to include

15 both.

16 MR. BLAKE: Okay.
4

17 MR. ADLER: The wording of the questions and the

18 answer key.

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: And you mean when you say "had a

20 problem with," you are not referring to his experience in

21 taking the examination himself; you are referring to his

22 experience in reviewing it with Mr. 'J11 son .

23 MR. ADLER: That is correct.

() 24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Okay.

25 THE WITNESS: Okay. The first thing I would say,

O
!
!
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() 1 as far as the wording of the questions on this particular

2 exam, I did take it, so I had no input into tne wording of

'3 3 the questions. As far as exam key questions we raise, I am
)

4 working off memory that is over a year old now, but I do

5 remember raising a question on B4. It had to do with the

6 main steam isolation valve design, and my recollection is we

7 provided them with some handouts from a tech manual or an

8 operating procedure , and whether or not they used it, I do

9 not know.

10 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

11 0 You provided handouts in April that you had not

12 provided at the time that you supplied information to ti.e

13 NRC prior to their preparation of the exam?

14 A That is m) understanding. I do not know it was in

15 the exam material they received or the training material

16 they had.

17 Q Was that new material or changed material or

18 either?
,

I

19 A I think it is an expansion of material that we had

20and I think it is new material. There was no change

| 21 specifically here in the equipment itself. But the
(
!

22 operators had been recently taught these valves and had a

23 dif ferent handout on it, a different training aspect to them.

() 24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I am trying to follow this as we

25 go along. Can you tell me the question again to which you

O
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n 1 are referring?
sse

2 IHE WITNESS: Judge Milhollin, it is B4 on the

3 Exas A of the reactor operator exam.

4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: And your testimony is -- you are

5 referring now to the answer key, is that right?

6 IHE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 And your testimony is that the

8 answer key which the NRC was prepared to use was not

9 adequate with respect to E4.

10 THE WITNESS: I am saying that we gave additional

11 inf ormation that was consisent with our training on tha t

12 one , is my recollection. They had an answer, and I am

13 working off memory now, that was very brief. I am saying

14 our people went on and explained different concepts, perhaps

15 went a little further than was on their key, and perhaps the

16 concept was a little more in additEon to their key.

17 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

18 0 Wa s tha t "B" as in Bob?

19 A "B" as in Bob, yes, sir.

j 20 MR. ADLER: I thought you said "E."

21 THE WITNESS: Oh, I am sorry.

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Let me make sure I understand

23 your response. With respect to question "B" as in Bob or

| () 24 B o y , Bu, you say that in your opinion the NFC answer was
i

25 first of all incorrect in the sense that people would be

O
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() 1 marked wrong who were correct.

2 THE WITNESS: Yes. On my exam, the exam I am

3 using, there is a marked-through line that says " Assume

4 actuation of the steam line rupture detection system." My

5 recollection is that change was made prior to the exam by

6 the examiners, and then during the course of the key, we

7 reaffirmed that our particular main steam isolation valves

8 do not shut on actua tion of the main steam isolation system ,

9 and we gave them some data at that time.

10 Some designs do have steam isolation valves that

11 shut on actuation of the steam line rupture detection system.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: '4 hen did this deletion occur,

13 before the examination was passed out to the examinees?

O 14 THE WITNESS 4 All right. My recollection is

15 som etime during the exam the B4 question itself was modified

16 as indicated there by that line, and then sometime during

17 the course of the exam review we gave them additional

181r; formation on the key.

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 And in your response to my

20 question , you said that the answer the NRC was prepared to

21 use to g rade this question was wrong.

22 THE WITNESS: Parts of it was correct, other parts
.

23 o f it was not specific to our site.

() 24 JUDGE HILHOLLIN: Would it have caused the grader

25 to mark as wrong answers vnich correct?

O
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1 THE WITNESS: That is my recollec tion , yes, sir.{}
2 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

3 0 I believe I heard you say that your operators gave

4 a broader answer than was given in the key.

5 A We surmised they gave a broader answer because of

6 recent training. We had just gone through a very extensive

7 training period on main steam isolation valves.

8 0 What is the next question number you have a

9 comment on?

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Well, I have a question. Are
i

11 you going to ask the witness to provide documentation on his

12 responses?

13 MR. ADLER: I thought you had requested the NRC

('
14 sta f f , you requested the NRC staff to give answer keys

15 bef ore and after they had been changed. I cannot recall
1

16 whether you requested material that was --

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes, I did request the NRC staff

18 to provide that information.

19 MR. ADLER: Did it include ma terial tha t was given

20 as a basis?

21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: No, I do not believe it did.

22 MR. ADLER: Well, obviously Mr. Ross does not have

'
23 1t now. It would have to be a request of counsel.

| (]) 24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: That is why I am asking you

25 whether you plan to request it.

O
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i

({} 1 MR.. ADLER: I am just trying to decide whether it

2 would be easier to get it all as a package from the NRC

3 staff or from Licensee.

4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Perhaps we could ask the staff

5that question.

6 MS. SWARTZ: The information that I had intended

7 to provide was the answer key. This was in response to what

8 I thought your request was, the answer key that the
,

9 examiners took up to the site with them and then the same.'

10 answer key af ter Licensee- people had gone over it.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: That was my --

12 .15 . SWARTZ: It would be two copies of the answer

13 k ey , but some information on it may be different.

14 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Also I asked you to identify if

15 you could --

'

16 MS. SWARTZ: Which reviewer had --

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: -- which reviewer had suggested

18 each change.

19 MS. SWARTZ: Right. Right.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I assume you were planning to do

| 21 tha t.

22 MS. SWARTZ: Right.
|

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Well, I might just as well ask

( (, ) 24 y ou , then, have you been able to do that?

! 25 MS. SWARTZa I made the request of my office and

i

;
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() 1said tha t that should be somethinc that we handed to the

2 parties at the same time we handed them the supplemental

3 testimony.

4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Do you know now whether you will

5 be able to provide that information? If you are not sure,

6 it is possible we could get it from Mr. Ross.

7 MS. SWARTZ: I do not even know if the inf ormation

8 exists. I do not know if they have a copy of before and

9 af ter. I do not know what information they get, I made the

10 request and said that we would want it when we filed the

11 supplemental testimony.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You are telling me it is

13 possible we will not even know wha t the changes are.

O 14 MS. SWARTZ It is possible. I do not know what

15 inf o rma tion th ey have.

16 MR. G3LDBERGs We are also talking about something

17 else, as I understand it, and that is the documenta tion tha t

18 is the basis for it.

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: We are talking about several

20 dif ferent things.

21 MR. GOLD 3 ERGS We have not been requested to

22 provide tha t and it is not our intention to provide that.

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I realize that.
%

s-) 24 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

25 Q Mr. Ross, do you have accurate records of the

t
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() 1 specific documentation that you gave to the NBC staff as'

2 part of your review?

3 A No, I would have no reason to have that nor do I

4 suspect they would allow me to keep it, take it cut of the

5 room with me.

6 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Keep going, Mr. Ross.

7 THE WITNESSs Any kind of records of what key

8 changes we would have.

9 BY MR. ADLERa (Resuming)

10 0 So you would not have a list of what procedures

11 you gave them at that time?

12 A No, sir.

13 MR. ADLER: It appears that the NRC staff would be
O
C' 14 the most accurate source of tha t documentation. I presume

1

15 they maintained all of the --

16 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Do you know, Mr. Ross, what

17 documents you provided to the NRC in order to document this

j 18 change in the answer key? I think you said you provided

19 them with some handouts.

20 IHE WITNESS: Yes. As I recall my recollection is

21 we provided them with an additional handout on main steam

22 isolation valves. That is my recollection. And also --

| 23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Was that handout used in

() 24 t raining?

25 THE WITNESS Yes, sir. Yes, sir.

i
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1 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Well, then it should be possible

2 to find it.

3 THE WITNESS: I am sure I could.

4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All right.

5 5R. ADLER4 I would like to request counsel for

8 Licensee to provide that document if he can.

7 MR. BLAKEs I do not have a problem with this one

8 but I am really wondering if it would not make more sense

9 that once we get, what I understand is going to be next

10 week , the difference in the keys and it is provided to

11 everybody, if that would not be a good time for us to go

12 back , if we are going to have to recapture documents, at

13 least use that as a starting point. If it turns out they

14 did not make any changes in their key, for example, then it

15 is not going to be --

16 MR. ADLER: I would agree with that, and that was

17 my original intention. Tha t is why it occurred to me at

18 this point. I wanted to get this information on the reccrd,

19 and when we get the additional information, we could see if

20 there was any --

21 JUDGE MILHOLLINa All right. Well, perhaps what

22 we could do is go through Mr. Ross's responses question by

23 question , he could note that eventually the documents would

O 24 be required, and then it will be assumed that they will be

25 provided at the most convenient time. In the meantime

O
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(]) 1 perhaps the staff can advise us as to what information they

2 are going to provide on the modifications.

3 MS. SWARTZ: I have no idea what the information

4 is now. I will certainly have it when we are back here on

5 Tuesday. I hope to have the testimony and the answers to

6the interrogatories when I come back on Tuesday.

7 MR. ADLERt Also if the staff could determine

8 whether there is just one file with all the documentation

9provided at that time, it would seem to be the most logical

10 source of that information. They would be the sole party in

11 possession of that.

12 MS. SWARTZs If you are asking if we have a file

13 of the information, I am certainly willing to aske I am not

O' 14 sure I am willing to have my witnesses sit down and go'

15 through reams of paper to try and figure out what it was

16 tha t Mr. Ross or anybody else supplied. I will certainly

17 inquire if they have it, if they kept the material all

18 together and can get at it easily.

19 MR. ADLER: Thank you.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLINt Well, I requested you to

21 determine which of the changes was suggested by which

22 reviewer .

23 ES. SWARTZs That is something that we tre

() 24 endeavoring to do, the information I requested from the

25 staff .

O
1
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1 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 All righ t. I will expand the(}
2 request to include the documentation which would be

3 necessary -- which would go along with each change, if it is
\

4 available.

5 MS. SWARTZ That is fine.

6 BY NR. ADLER: (Resuming)

7 Q I think we are ready, Mr. Ross, to proceed to the

8 nex t question.

9 A We are still on the RO Exam A?

10 Q Yes, sir.

11 A On that exam that is the only one I can come up

12 with right off the top of my head that I can remember.

13 0 Did you discuss any others? You do not remember

14 discussing any other ones?

15 A I am sure we had some discussions as we went
i

| 16 through but I do not remember asking for changes on too many

17 other items that I can remember.

18 Q Do you recall how long the review of this

19 particular exam took?

20 A I think it was in the time frame of 1-1/2 hours by

21 the time you go through ar.d look at the question and make
i

22 sure it reads right.

23 0 One and a half hours. And that is the only

() 24 question that you can recall that you suggested a change in.

25
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C~l
1 MR.,BLAKE The only question in which -- ?

/,

2 BY MR. ADLERs (Resuming)

3 0 Question or answer key.

4 A It is the only answer, keeping in mind it is more

5 than a year since that happened.

6 JLOGE MILHOLLIN: Mr. Ross, your testimony is you

7 made the suggestion with respect to B4; is that right?

8 THE WITNESSa Yes, that is my recollec tion , that I

9 did not like something that was there and I provided them

10 something else.

! 11 MR. BLAKE Judge Milho111n, I would really like

12 to interject here. This is the second time that Mr. Ross

13 ref erred to more than a year since he did this, which I do

14 not understand. Maybe Mr. Adler will cure that.

iS BY MR. ADLER (Resuming)

16 Q As I understand it, these exams were given in

17 April of 1981.

18 A ch, yes. I stand corrected, Mr. Adler.

19 0 Now, do you recall any other proposed changes in

1

20 the answer key for this exam mace >y other reviewers in the

21 room, other licensee reviewers?

22 A In thumbing through and looking at them, I do not

23 recall anything specifically that was requested.

() 24 Q All right. Let's turn to the reactor operator 9

25 exam. For this exam I presume you had input into both the

O
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{} 1 phrasing of the questions and the scope of the answer keys;

2 is that correct?

3 A Yes, sir, that is correct.

4 0 Let's begin with the phrasing of the questions,

5 then. Can you recall what changes were suggested in the

6 phrasing of the questions by you personally?

7 A I think the first change that I can recall was

8 under Section "B" as in Boy, and at that point, question B2

9 discusses provisions to eliter emergency feedwater valves can

10 be controlled by the operator. There was some confusion

11 there in our mind that the question accurately showed what

12 we had. We at that time had a very sophisticated air backup

13 system. We had a no rmal system, a backup system, an

14 emergency system . So we asked for s0me changes to clarify

| 15 wha t they were looking for. So the changes, I think, were
t

16 loss of normal instrument air with offsite power, that type

17 of thing.

18 0 So, it is the insertion of the wo rd "no rmal"?

19 A Yes.

20 Q On my copy of this exam there are are cross-outs

211n that question. Are there on yours?

22 A There are no crt ss-outs on the copy I have.

23 MR. BLAKEa There are cross-outs in the copy I

() 24 have, and I must observe on the last one, when we were

25 ref erring to cross-outs of the words " assume" so and so, we

i

i

r
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(~] 1 did not have it on ours, so I am afraid we are all looking
V

2 at different copies of the exam.

3 MR. GOLDBERG Judge Milhollin, I do not have anygsb
4 cross-outs but I have some additions written in mine. This

5 emphasizes the problem of using a document which is not a

6 part of the record to examine the witness on. I am very

7 concerned about that. The record is not going to be clear

8 as to whether we are all looking at the same thing as to

9 exacty what the witness has in front of him, and I think it

10 is important that we do this properly.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 Mr. Adler, why is it we all seen

12 to have dif f erent copies of this document?

13 MR. ADLER: In response to discovery request the

(~)\s 14 NRC staf f provided copies of all the exams, and these are

15 the copies that were provided to me. Since I had multiple

16 copies taken by dif f erent examiners, I simply distributed

17 the copies around the room. Now, these obviously are

18 variants in what different examinees wrote on their exams,

19 and tha t is the source of the problem.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I see. So some examinees would

21 have made certain changes and other examinees would not.
i

22 MR. GOLDBERG: Yes, I think we each have a

Z3 dif feren t examinee 's copy of this exam.i

(]) 24 MR. ADLER: That is correct.

25 MR. GOLDBERG: And I assume that was done to save

O
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() 1 duplication efforts and/or because this was what Mr. Adler

2 had with him , 'nc'. I can understand tha t; but th e problem is

3 that we are trying to 'tild a record here. We are all

'4 looking at dif ferent documents, and I assume that when Mr.

5Ross suggested changes, he was suggesting changes to an

6 original, unmodified copy of the exam questions and an

7 unmodified version of the answer key.

8 MB. ADLER: I agree with Mr. Goldberg's

9 observations, and perhaps the best thing to do is to

10 restrict our questioning to Mr Ross' recollections of what

11 changes were made rather than any indications we have on our

12 copies.

13 Is there any objection to that procedure?

14 MR. BLAKEs No, I would favor it, trying to get

15 Mr. Ross ' testimony completed today to the extent you need

16 him as a witness on it, and if you want to get a sense for

17 what questions he was involved in or his recollection at

18 this point of the questions, I think that may be of some

!
19 help to us.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So Mr. Ross' recollection is

21 tha t he suggested the insertion of the word " normal" in that

22 question B2, is tha t right?

23 THE WITVISS: That is correct.

() 24 JUDGE MILHOLLINs In the "A" part of the question.

'

25 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

O
|

|
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() 1 'DGE MILHOLLIN: Is that the only one you

2 reco? t ' ig sugge sted ?

3 'E WITNESS: No, we had trouble with this

4 par tii:ala c. area because of a change mod we we7e undergoing

5 in the pla nt. So we had asked for some changes in there in

6 wording, and I do not recollect wh a t they were. But I know

7 we had trouble with this particular question because there

8 was a big change going on in our plant at the time the

9 examiners arrived.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Well, perhaps the disparity

11 among the copies could lead us to -- could give us a clue

12 about what the changes were that you do not remember. If

13 some people have words marked out, perhaps that would tell

O'd 14 us something.

15 MR. GOLDBERG: Others do not. Others have
,

16 additions that others do not have, and we do not have all of

17 them here. I mean the only way I think we could do a

18 Complete job of that is to have Mr. Ross look at all the

19 examinees' copies and see what everybody put on it, or

20 crossed out.

21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Do you have words crossed out on

22 yours, Mr. Ross?

23 THE WITNESSs No, sir, I do not.

() 24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN Do you remember suggesting that

25 any words be crossed out? Hr. Adler, do you have words

O
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(} 1 crossed out on yours?

2 HR. ADLER: Yes, quite a few, but I realize that

3 that may not be a very productive exercise and it may take a<3

')t..

4 long time. I recall when I took exams as I answered a

5 question I might cross it out, and there may be absolutely

6no significance to that, and it would take a long time. I

7 do not believe it would be productive.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I agree.

9 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

to Q Please continue with your changes to questions.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 Your response was there may have

12 been other changes. Please go ahead.

13 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

14 (Pause.)

15 Under Section D of the same exam. there were

16 questions raised under D1B. We had recently put a change in

17 to give us automatic actuation of the emergency feedvater

18 system but only as f ar as the pumps are concerned , so we had

19 talked about some changes in that particular area. The one

20 I have is marked up I assume to reflect the change we had

21 asked for, a change in wording.

22 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

23 0 Can you identify what that --

(]) 24 A Just the fact that it relates to the fact that

25 only the emergency feedvater pumps automatically start is

O
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(]') 1 wha t it was . supposed to be.

2 JUDGE MILHOLLINa So there should be the word

3 ' pumps" af ter EFW.

4 THE WITNESSa Yes, sir. Under D5 on the same

5 page, we had questioned the insertion of the word "new" flow

6 indicators for HPI because there were no new flow

7 indicators. We were using the same ones.

8 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

9 C So you requested that the word 'new" be deleted?

10 A Yes, sir, that is my recollec tion . Under Section

11 E, under E2, during our revieu of the exam we realized the

1211ght indiration in the question was not consistent with the

1311g ht indication in our plant, so we had requested some

14 change in the color of those lights as part of the question.

15 0 That was a result of changes in the control room

16 panel; is that correct?

17 A No, sir. They we re pre-existing. It just looked

1811k e it may have been a typographical error or something.

19 Q I see.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I am sorry, that was question

21 wh a t , the last one?

22 MR. ADLEP: "E" a s in "Every," 2.

23 (Pause.)

(]) 24 THE 'AITNESS: That is all the changes I recall for

25 tha t particular exam.

O
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(]} 1 BY MB. ADLER: (Resuming)

2 0 In questions. Now let's ask what changes were

3 recommended by you or by other reviewers from Licensee in-

4 the answer key.

5 A I am sure that even af ter we corrected the words

6 in the questioning under B2, that we had an answer key

7 problem when we came to that. I am sure we requested some

8 changes. I do not know exactly what the answer key said or

9 what we changed at this time.

10 Q You do not remember at all the na ture of the

11 change.

12 A The nature of the change was the system that we

13 have. It is an automatic changeover-type system. It has an

14 air compressor used to back up in existing system.

15 Q Would that really change the terminology used in

16 the answer key?

17 A My recollection is it did because the air

18 compressors were ES powered, and it got into whether or not

19 normal power could be lost and you could keep these air

20 compressors, and it got into lines like that.

21 Q Would it change the breadth or scope of the answer

22 or just the specific ite's that you might list?

23 A I do not think it would have changed the breadth

() 24 or the secpe. I think it changed the specific in tha t case.

25 0 Did you provide any documentation regarding that

I ()
|

|

I
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(]) 1 change?

2 A I do not remember. I believe we provided

3 something. I am not absolutely sure. We provided a-

4 detailed discussion of how the system is planned to be put

5 in.

6 0 Do you recall whether when you suggested a change,
I

7 the NBC examiners asked you for documentation? This is a

8 general question.

9 A In most cases yes, they did.

10 (Pause.)

11 Of course, where we acde the changes in E2, where

12 we made the changes in ligh t color, that would be reflected

13 in the answer sheet.

14 0 And that change was restricted exclusively to

15 color.

16 A Yes, sir.

17 0 Again, do you remember if there was any

18 documentation of that?

19 A I think we provided a one-page out of a procedure,

20 reflected light colors at that time. Under ES on the same

21 page of the answer key, there was some confusion about what

22 was a local alarm and what was an alarm in the control room

23 only, and we provided something there. The way their answer

() 24 key came cut, they came out with an answer that had local

25 alarms at the unit which did not exist in the control room,

O
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1 whereas there was only a certain amount of alarms in the

2 c o n't r o l r o o m . There was some difference in the alarar the

3 way the key was written.

4 0 What was the source of that error? Was it new

5 information or was it changed information?

6 A I am not sure. There was a change that had added

7 alarms to the control room to give you better monitoring of

8 the diesel. I think it was in the training material that

9 they had received.

10 0 It was in the training?

11 A I think in the training material they had received.

12 0 So you think that was an error by the NRC

13 examiners.

14 A I think they used the material they had and I

15 think it did not reflect what we had in the field.

16 0 Do you recall whether.you provided documentation

17 to support that?

18 A Ihat I am not absolutely sure. We showed them an

19 ala rm response. Whether or not they took it with them, I am

20 not sure about that.

21 (Pause.)

22 That is all I can remember for this exam.

23 0 Those are the only answer key changes you can

O 24re e= der-

25 A Yes.
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O ' o oo rou rec 11 ao 1oaa the revie or ta1=

2 particular exam took ?

3 A Well, this is the B exam on 80. It was in the two

4 days, A total time for all four exams was somewhere

5 around, I would guess, eight hours, so this was part of

6 tha t time period.

7 0 Yes, we have that information. I am just wondering

8 if you could recall with any specificity each exam.

9 A No, sir, I really cannot. I assume they were

10 pretty much split.

11 Q To the best of your recollection, they were

12 approximately equal.

13 A That is the best of my recollec ti on .

O 14 Q Let's go to the Senior Reactor Operator "A"

15 examina tion. Again, I presume you had no input into the

16 phrasing of the questions on that exam.

17 A That is correct.

18 Q All right. To the best of your recollection, what

19 changes in the answer key were recommended by Licensee

20 reviewers?

21 (Pause.)

22 A I remember something on question L2 that had to do

23 ith the valve EUV3. I do not remember the specific of it,

O 24 hut there wes some x1nd of proh1em with it end we.

25 recommended some kind of a change.

O
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O ' o rnet t2

2 A 2.

3 0 2. And you do not remember the specific?

4 A It had something to do with the operability of the

5 valvo and the timer that is on the valve. If I would see

6the key, I would probably be able to know what it was.

7 Q Do you remember if t''ere was any documentation

8 associated with that?

9 A No, sir, I do not remember.

10 (Pause.)

11 On Section 3 there was some question on the design

12 flow capacity of high pressure injection pumps.

13 0 I am sorry, I missed that.

O
14 A Question N5 -- I think it is A.

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: "N" as in Nancy?

'

16 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, "N" as in Nancy.

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: NSA.

18 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

19 0 And what was the nature?

20 A Our training had given the people design flows at,

21 a couple of different parameters, one being normal operating

22 pressure and one being 600 pounds. I think at that time we

23 requested they consider both answers because of the training

24 people had gotten on the design flow for that pump. I

25 believe we provided them with something on that.

O
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() 1 Q Yeu requested both answers. I take it during the

2 review of the questions the dai before, to the best of your

[}
3 knowledge -- I re alize you did no: ca r cicipa te that was--

4 not brought up; is that correct?

5 A To the best of my knowledge, it was not.

6 0 Was any documenta tion provide 1 on that?

/ A As far as I know, we covt them something. I do

8 not know what it was right now, but we gave them scuething

9 from a tr:iaing handout.

10 (Pause.)

11 Q You can proceed. Is that it?

12 A That completes it for that exam, sir.

13 0 All right. We have one more. We have the Senior

O 14 Reactor Operator "B" examination. Let's start with

15 ruggested changes in questions.

16 A I recollect we had more changes in the wording for

17 this exam for some reason. I do not know why. I think in

18 the first question we wanted to make it clear that they had

19 20 counts per second and a cartain K effective. Then ther

20 were withdrawn to insert 3 percent reactivity. I think we

21 added something to say then the next step you did was

22 withdraw the rods and make it clear it was sequential.

23 0 So it was a grammatical change?

) 24 A Ies, that is all it was.

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: This in question 1.17

O
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(]) 1 THE WITNES$4 1.1, yes, sir, under I6C. The next

2 to the last sentence, we were not sure what they were

' - 3 looking for when we read the question. The examiner

4 proposed a change then af ter we questioned him on it. He

S knew what he was looking for.

6 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

7 0 That was I6C?

8 A Yes, sir. I do not believe we changed anything on

9 J.

10 (Pause.)

11 There was some discussion on N1, and I think the

12 examiner made some kind of clarification.

13 0 "N" as in Mancy?

O 14 A "N" as in Nancy, yes, sir.
,

15 0 You do not remember the nature of the question?

16 A Yes, it had to do with what do you mean by a fluid

17 dynamic consideration for the difference, and it came back

18 and made some kind of a change to the examinee's and under
.

19 N 4B , what additional capacity does the addition of MUV217

20 give the opera tor. That is under Nu"B" as in Boy, the

i

| 21 question what are you looking for there. He came back and
1

22 made a cle rifica tion.

23 Q Then what he was looking for was flow capacity?

() 24 A That is my understanding.

25 Q And your testimony is that you recall that he did

t

!
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.

0% 1make that change.

2 A Ihat is my r e coll ection .

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Do you recall whether any of the
O(~N

4 changes we previously discussed were actually made while you

5 were discussing the question? You say you recall that this

6 one was made, right, N4B?

7 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. I do not recall that all

8 of them were made. I think a large percentage of them were

9 made.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN. Ducing the discussion?

'
11 THE WITNESS Yes, sir, and then he would go out

12 and make the change in the classrooms or whatever he did. I

13 assumed he wrote them on the board.
7

O
14 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

15 0 Mr. Ross, wha t is MUV-21"'? Is that a valve?

16 A Yec, sir, that is a valve that has been recently

17 added to our system.

18 0 In the amergency feedwater system?

19 A No, sir, it is in the makeup and purification

20 system. It has to do with additional capacity of water

21 available to the pressurizer.

22 0 What else could additional capacity refer to

Z3 besides flow?

() 24 A We did not realize what else he would want there

25 and we did not know -- our question was what do you want for

O
:

(
|
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(]) 1that answer, what additional capacity?

2 0 Well, could additional capacity refer to anything
,

- 3 but flow for a valve of that type?

4 A Not perhaps to me, but perhaps to someone taking

5 the exam it would make a big difference.

6 Q My concern, you see, is that by telling the

7 operators that was additional capacity regarding flow, you

8 might be suggesting to the operator what the valve was or

9 what the answer might be.

10 A No, I do not think you would be suggesting what

11 the valve is by saying flow. The answer was very concrete.

12 It was x number of gallons for this. He had to know that

13 the f act that it added flow would not have helped them much.

O 14 0 Looking at the designation MUV-217, would the

15 operator automatically know tha t it was a valve?

16 A Yes, the "V" tells them it was a valve.

17 0 I see.

18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You say the answer to this

19 question was simply a quantity of water or whatever?

20 THE WITNESS: As I recollect the answer key was so

21 m an y gallon s of wa ter additional capacity, but it was a

22 quantitative number.

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN. All righ t .

() 24 THE WITNESS: So whether or not I added the word

25 " flow" did not help the answer.

O
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(]) 1 Under N6, we had some problems with their wording

2 of questions, and my recollections are that the changes were

3 made under N64 A. It says show Figure N6A represents a

4 general head curve for low pressure injection pump, show and

5 explain on the figure how the total head and flow will

6 change if the second LPI pump is started. Our question was

7 basically they are separate systems, there is not going to

8 be any effect, what were you after here? Then my

9 recollection is he came back and changed it to say

10 something, if pressure is increased in the system, to get

11 the concept that he wanted out of that.

12 BY MR. ADLER. (Eesuming)

13 0 You said that the original question in essence war >

O 14 wrong because the second system did not affect the first

15 system.

16 A In our perception, that is correct.

17 0 Was that a result of changing doc umen ta tion ?

18 A No, sir.

19 Q It was simply an error by the examiner?

20 A It could be a typographical error. I do not knov

21 why it was written like that. He may have been looking for

22 som ething else and when we asked him, he changed it.

23 0 Was documentation provided to support this chance?

() 24 A No, sir. We were asking him what he was looking

25 f or , wha t concept he wanted on the paper. He made the

O
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/"> 1 change to reflect the concept that he wanted to get. So we
d

2 gave him no documentation.

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So are you saying -- my copy

O
4 ref ers to a second pump. What is that, L -- I cannot read

5 it very well -- LPSI?

6 MR. ADLER: That is correct.

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: And you are saying that tha t

8 pump has nothing to do with the flow rate on the figure.

9 THE WITNESS: What I am sayino, Judge Milhollin,
,

101s if the second low pressure injection pump was started,

11 they are parallel systems and not in f act in series, and

12 they do not affect each other.

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 That was my question.

( 14 IHE WITNESS: Yes, sir, that is what I am saying.

15 JUDGE MILHOLLINs That the head and flow rate

16 ref erred to there is independent of whether that pump is

17 sta rted , in f act. Is that what you are saying?

18 THE WITNESSs Yes, sir.

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 Okay.

20 THE WITNESS: And we asked the questien, if that

I 21 was the concept he was looking for. It would have been

22 satisfactory. We just wondered where he was headed, that is

23 sll, because we knew they were separate systems. My

() 24 recollection is he made a change after that.

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So the correct answer as written
!

O
|
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(') 1 woud be no change or something like that.

2 ThE WITNESS: It would be no change or he would

{} 3 have said change it to say if the pressure increase is

4 made. There was some change made there and I do not recall

5 exactly what it was, but there was something made there.

8 Clarification is what it really was.

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: My copy says RCS.

8 THE WITNESS: Yes, tha t is reactor coolant system.

9 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Which changes the question

10 considerably, doesn't it?

11 THE WITNESS: Not really if the concept that he is

121ooking for is if you increase the suction pressure of a

13 pum p, the flow goes up, the head versus flow curve changes,

O 14 and if that was the concept, by changing those words he

15 would get that answer if the gentleman he was examining gave

16 him the correct answer.

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: If we substitute the words which

18 are written on mine, which is "RCS begins to represssurize,"

19 for the words "second LPSI pump is started," then the answer

20 changes dramatically, doesn't it?

21 IHE WITNESS: No, sir. If you had a system and had

22 o ne pump in series with another, basically the answer would

23 have been the same, increase in the RCS pressure. Our

() 24 systems are totally parallel and not a ttached to each other.

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I realize that, but I got the

.)
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(') 1 impression from what you alread y said tha t if someone read

2 this literally, they would answer the question "no change;"
!

3 is that righ t?

4 IHE WITNESS: That is the way I would have

5 answered tha t, yes, sir.

6 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: And if they answered it as

7 rewritten, they would answer it by saying the flow increases.

8 THE WITNESS: Flow increases and tells them

9 something else, yes, sir.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Now, to me those answers are

11 quite different.

12 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.-

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So what I asked you was would

O 14 that change the answer if you rewrote the question in the

15 f ashion which is indicated on my page?

16 THE WITNESS: Yes, it would.

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So your answer is yes, that

18 would change the answer.

19 THE WITNESS: For Three Mile Island Unit 1, yes.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes, that is the only one we are

|

|
21 talking about.

|
22 IHE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN Okay.

() 24 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

25 C Were there any more changes proposed in questions,

|

|
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O ' one 1ae or aue tio= 7

2 A Then as a result of the "A" change, the "B"

3 section also had a change involved with it.

4 0 What was that?

5 A When you go into a piggyback situatior., there are

6 two pumps involved. Show and explain on Figure N6 the

7 response of the head and flow rate of which pump? Both?

8 That was our question to him.

9 Q So the clarification indicated --a

10 A The additional pump.

11 0 I see.

12 A That was his clarification, as I remember.

13

O
14

15
,

16

17

18

19

| 20 ,

|
21

22

23

O u

25

O.
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(]) 1 Q All right, let's go back now and see what cha70es

2 in the answer key you can recall for this exam.

3 (Pause.)
)

4 A On J1 th e re was some problem between the examiners

5 and us as f ar as the correct answer and we gave them no

6 documentation, but our map did not agree with theirs. We

7 asked him to look into it.

8 Q Simply a question of arithmetic?

9 A And method, yes.

10 Q And method. I am not sure what you mean by method.

11 A Our answer did not agree with theirs. When I say

12 our answer, what we would have calculated out as an answer

13 for this did not agree with what they had on their answer

O 14 k e y .

15 0 Did you quickly perform the calculation?

16 A Yes, sir.

17 Q About how long did that take you, do you recall?

18 A A relatively short period of time with a

19 calculator.

20 0 Could you pinpoint the reason there was a

21 dif ference at that time or not?

22 A It looked to us like just math.

23 Q All right. Any others on this exam?

O 24 < reuse.)

25 A I have a vague recollection under L5A. That is L

O
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() 1 as in Lucie. Some difference in our perception of

2 mechanical maneurvering rates as to theirs. I believe we

3 resolved that by giving him a copy of a revised procedure

4 that we had just gotten from Babcock & Wilcox.

5 0 That you had just gotten?

6 A That we had put in some time period previous. It

7 was a change in procedure.

8 0 It had already been effected, the procedure

9 change, and the operators were aware of that?

10 A Yes, sir. That is all I can recall right now off

11 my memory.

12 0 It seems that based on your recollection, it seems

13 tha t the changes were fairly limited. Would you agree with

O 14 tha t?

15 A I would descri'be them as limited, yes, sir.

16 Q Do you recall during these meetings'-- can you

17 give an approximation of what percentage of the time was

18 spent doing substantive work reviewing the exams and the

19 answers, and what 9as spent chit-chatting?

20 A One thing we did is we looked at everY answer and

21 actually did calculations where necessary to verify th eir

|

| 22 answer. So there was some time on our own just working out

23 wha t we tho u gh t would be a correct answer to see if it

() 24 compared with what they thought would be a correct answer.

| 25 And we would look a t their method and we would look at our

)'

!

i
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(]) 1 method to make sure we agreed if they showed their work.<

2 0 When you were actually taking your reactor

(- 3 operator exam, how long did tha t take you? When did you
V)

4 complete the exam?

5 A I used basically the f ull time. I was over eight

6 hours for my April exam.

7 0 I see. How much of that time was spent going back

8 over your exam af ter you had completed it?4

9 A 3h, aboot I guess two and a half hours is a rough

10 estimation.
|

'l 11 0 Two and a half hours reviewing?

12 A Yes.

13 0 So you finished maybe five and a half?

O 14 A Right.

15 0 Two and a half reviewing, okay. Let's go back to

16 the allegations concerning Mr. YY. First of all, do you

17 recall on the 23rd and the 24th of April approximately when,

18 you lef t the plant f or the day?

19 A The 24th was a Friday ?

| 20 0 Yes.
I

21 A I think I left rather late on the 23rd, and when I

22 say rather late, 6 :00, 7:00 o' clock at nigh t. And on the
,

i 23 2 4t h my recollection is I lef t f airly early; 3:00 o' clock in

() 24 the af ternoon or 2:30 in the afternoon.

25 0 And you have testified that the mornings of both

()
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.

1 of those days were spent reviewing exams.
(}

2 A That is my recollection, yes, sir.

- 3 0 I see. One of the allegations from the ICE

4 report, Mr. YY 's allegat: ion , is that the conversa tion that

5 he referred to occurred in the TMI Unit 1 shift supervisor's

6 office on April 23 or 24, 1981. So that would mean th a t the

7 conversation he was referring to would have occurred between

8 epproximately noon and 6:00 c. 7:00 on the 23rd or noon and

9 2:30 or 3:00 on the 24th. DoA3 that at all refresh your

10 recollection of those conversations?

11 A No, sir.

12 0 Have you thought about this before? I am

13 surprised at the rapidity of your response.

14 A No, I have not thought about it. It is hard for
,

15 me to pick a day out and sa y I was here a certain day,

16 particularly with all the exams going and the review and

17 what have you.

18 0 Did you read the IEE report that contains these

19 allegations?

20 A I did.

21 Q And did you try to stretch your memory when you
I

22 read tha t it occurred on the 23rd or the 24th to try to

23 recall that particular conversation?

() 24 A Yes, sir, I did.

25 0 Do you recall whether Mr. 00 could have present

}i

|
t
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() 1 during the -- QQ? '

2 A I do not recall specifically him being there, but |

3 it is very possible he could be there. His duty station
)

4 cives him access to that area.

5 0 Did you go back and check your shif t schedule to

6 see who was on shif t during those time periods?

7 A No, sir.

8 0 What about Mr. PP7

9 A Could you give me the letters again?

10 0 Peter, Peter.

11 A Ihank you. Again, no specific recollection that

12 this gentleman was in the area. His duty station could have

13 given him access to tha t area . I am not even sure he is

O 14 still with the company or was with the company at that time,

15 without looking back.

1S Q What about Mr. KK7

17 A Very much the same holds true for Mr. KK. He

18 would ha ve access to that area and could easily have been

19 there .

20 MR. ADLER: I have no more questions at this

21 time. Thank you, sir.

22 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

23 BY MR. GOLDBERG:

() 24 0 Mr. Poss, my name is Jack Goldberg representing

25 the NRC staff. You testified that you vaguely recollect

O
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!

() 1 being called to the doorway of the room in which you were

2 taking the April 1981 exas, and at that time you were asked

3 a question. Do you recall that testimony?

4 A Yes, sir, I do.

5 Q Do you remember who called you to the doorway?-

6 A Yes, sir, it was Bruce Wilson.

7 0 Okay, thank you. At the time of the April 1981

8 NRC exams, would you state who at that time was Director of

9 Operations and Maintenance at TMI 17

to A Mr. Ronald Toole.

11 Q And who was the training manager at TMI-1 at that

12 time?

13 A The training manager was Mr. Samuel Newton.

O 14 0 Mr. Ross, I take it f rom your testimony that you

15 have taken a total of six NEC reactor operator exams, or

16 senior reactor operator exams all to taled; one in 1969 that

17 was an RO exam, one in 1973, an SRO exam, April 1981 RO and

18 SRO exams and October 1981 RO and SRO exams. Is that

1S correct?

20 A Yes, sir, all that is correct with the addition

21 that there would be an additional RO exam in 1973.

22 0 In your experience in taking NRC exams, was there

23 any differance in the way the April 1981 NRC exams were

! ) 24 administered or proctored compared to the other NBC operator

25 exams that you have taken?

O
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() 1 A No, sir, there was no difference.

2 0 Is it your understanding tha t your company

3 requested that the A pril 1981 exam be administered by the,

4 NRC to the operators?

5 A Yes, that is correct.

6 Q Is it also your understanding that the company

7 supplied information to the NRC on which that exam was based?

8 A I am sure tha t we did supply them exam material.

9 Q Concerning Mr. Maines' touring of the plant,

10 during the time when the April 1981 exams were being

11 administered, do you have any knowledge as to whether or not

12 during the times that he was touring the plant and not

13 proctoring, other NBC proctors were in the room to which Mr.

O 14 Maines had been assigned to proctor?

th't there were or15 A I do not have any information a

16 were not. There were ICE people in the rooms at some time

17 during the exam.

18 Q Was it a common practice f or IEE employees to take

19 over practoring for periods of time when the primary proctor

20 was out of the room?

21 A Do you mean previous to this exam, sir?

22 Q During the April 1981 exam.

23 A Duriaq the April 1981 exam I have recollection of

| () 24 proctors of TSE being in the room and relieving people for

25 some time period .

}
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O ' o are there our=oses or rour co 9 ar treiaiaa or

2 reactor operators other than preparation for TRC exams?

3 A Absolutely.

4 0 Could that be a possible explanation as to why an

5 examinee might be in training shortly after taking an NRC

6 examination ?

7 A Yes, sir.
;

8 (Pause.)
,

9 0 Do you know whether the results of the ATTS exam

10 were known by the' company before they certified operators

11 for the April 1981 exam?

12 A My recollection is the results were known.

13 Q Were known?

O.

14 A Were, yes, sir.

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: By known you mean known to the

16 people during the certification, I assume.
,

17 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

18 (Counsel for the NRC staff conferring.

19 BY MR. GOLDBERG (Resuming):

20 0 Do you know when your company -- the date on which

21 your company certified the operators to the NRC as prepared

22 to take the exams in .pril of 1981, the April 1981 exam?

23 A I do not know the specific date, sir.

24 0 In your opinion, Mr. Ross, is passing an NRC

25 operator exam evidence of an operator's confidence to

|
|
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(]) 1 operate TMI 17

2 A It is definitely evidence; maybe not the only

3 indicator, but it is definitely evidence that he can operate

4 the plant.

5 0 Is an operator's failure of the NRC licensing exam

6 evidence of his incompetence to operate the plant?

7 A It can be an indicator. There are rare

6 individuals that cannot write things on paper, but as a rule

9 it is a definite indicator.

10 0 Do you know whether or not the NRC reviews OARP

11 training that the company gives?

12 A I do not know.

13 0 Is it the company 's practice to send to the NRC

O 14 all changes in their training materials as those changes are

15 made?

16 A I believe previous, this was not the practice. I

17 believe it may be the practice now.4

18 0 But to the best of your knowledge, before April
;

i
19 1981 that was not the practice of the company.

20 A That is correct, sir.

21 (Counsel for the NRC staff conferring.)

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: While we are on the subject,

23 could you explain why it was not the practice?

() 24 THE WITNESS: C quess the only reason I could give

251s previous to this exam veriod, we did not have a

O
.
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(]) 1 prescribed training tanual where we listed everything by

2 system, by category, that we were training our people op.

3 Without that, it is difficult to update the material thatr-}(-
4 somebody has. So now that we have a prescribed manual, we

5 can update that manual and it is a controlled manual. It is

6 one of the things we are trying to get in effect and make it
/

7 really work 'for us.

! 8 We have a training manual and we have the ability

9 to issues changes to it and everybody gets the changes.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLINs When have you begun this

11 practice of maintaining a training manual?

12 THE WITNESSs I cannot give the exact date, but

13 the training manuals were issued prior to the last exam in

O 14 October , prior to that exam.

15 BY MR. GOLDBERG (Resuming):

16 0 nr. Ross, with respect to your review of the

17 answers to the A version of the RO and SRO exams in April of

18 1981 --

19 (Counsel for NRC staff conferring.)

20 -- do you have any knowledge as to whether or not

|

|
21 someone specifically requested that you participate in that

|
22 review?

23 A I have no specific knowledge of that. I assume

() 24 tha t it would be done that way.

25 Q Did you suggest that you participate in that

I

f
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O 'revie '

2 A I think we suggested we participate in all the

3 review, the A and the B, at some point.

4 0 What I would like to know is whether or not you or

5 the company, if you have any knowledge of that, suggested

6 that you personally participate in that review.

7 A I do not have any knowledge of the company

8 suggesting that. My thoughts or my recollection is that the

9 way we reviewed the eram was set up previous to them coming

10 onsite. They being the NRC.

11 (Counsel for the NRC staff conferring.)

12 0 I would like to direct your atten tion now --

* 13 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Well, wait a minute. Would you

14 ancwer t hat question? Did you personally volunteer your

15 services ?

16 T!!E WITNESS: Yes, sir, I did, but it was done

17 previous to them coming on the site. That is all I was

'
18 trying to say.

19 In other words, the method was set up previous to

20 them coming to the exam.

21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Was your participation

22 volunteered by yourself?

23 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

| () 24 JUDGE MILHOLLINs All right.
;

25 (Counsel f or the NBC staff conferring. )

O
|
|
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Q 1 BY MR. GOLDBERG (Resuming):

2 Q Let me see if I can refresh your recollection

3 about something. I think you testified that Mr. Toole and

4 Mr. Newton reviewed the questions to the A version of the RC

5and SRO exams because, as you have explained here and in

6 your direct testimony, all the available people who normally

7 might participate in that review were taking either one of

8 the two versions of the exam at that time. Is that correct?

9 A Yes, sir.

10 0 And I guess I would like to know if you have

11 knowledge as to whether or not anyone determined that the

12 input that Mr. Toole and Mr. Newton could provide to the NRC
; .

13 examiners was adequa te.

14 A I think that was determined in the pre-setup,

15 pre-conf erence with the NRC that we would provide somebody

16 with intima te knowledge of the plant, and Mr. Toole and Mr.

17 Newton would not be used for that purpose. But that was, I

18 believe, in a telephone call sometime before the exam took
,

19 place.

20 MR. GOLDBERG: Judge Milhollin, just to perhaps

21 assist y o'u r , I yas hoping that Mr. Ross would have a ,

22 recollection as to a certain f act. We will bring that other

23 f act out with an NRC staff witness concerning the subject of

O 2.Mr. Ress s perticipetion in the review of the i exems.

25 BY MR. GOLDBERG (Resuming):

O
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(]) 1 0 Er. Ross, I would like to direct your attention to

2 the SRO exam version B that was given in April of 1981, and

- 3 specifically, I would ask that you look at item N4.

4 JUDGE MILHOLLINs N as in Nancy?

5 ER. GOLDBERGs Correct.

6 BY HR. GOLDBERG (Resuming):

7 0 There was . nome discussion earlier about the change

8 that was suggested with respect to item N4B, as far as what

9 was meant by additional capacity. And you testified, I

10 believe, that what you were told was the additional capacity

11 that was meant there was a flow.

12 A Yes, sir.

13 0 I think there was some concern as to whether or

O 14 not that might have unfairly assisted the examinees, and I

15 a t this time would like to direct your attention to the

16 preface of N4, and ask if you found the word " flow" used in

17 the preface of N4.

I
i 18 A I do.
l

19 0 Does that suggest to you that the specification of

l 20 the meaning of " additional ca pacity" being " flow" would not

21 unf airly assist the examinees in answering that question?

| 22 A It does.

! 23 MR . GOLDBERG: Thank you, I don't have any further
l

() 24 questi ons.

I

j 25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Let's take a break until 3:15,

O
l
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(} 1 which is about an eight minute break.

2 (A short recess was taken.)

- 3 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Does any party wish to question

4 the witness further?

5 MS. BRADFORDs I have just a few follow-on

6 questions.

7 BY MS. BRADFORD:

8 0 Mr. Toole -- excuse me. Mr. Ross, in response to

9 some -- a question this morning, you indicated that you had

10 knowledge of the incident in 1979 involving M r. VV and Mr.

11 0. Is that correct?

12 A Yes, ma'am, that is correct.

13 Q At that time, were you in a position to certify

14 candidates for the NRC exams?

15 A Yes, I was.

16 Q And would you also be in a position to re-certify

17 their license? I am not sure if I am stating that

18 correctly. let me ask you another question. Is when an--

19 operator holds a license, is it true that he must re-qualify

20 every two years? Is that correct?

21 A Re must be re-issued a license every two years,

22 and he must re qualify, by company rules, every year. And I

23 believe that is an NRC rule, also.

() 24 0 In your capacity to re-qualify, would you have

25 knowledge of the training backeround of the candida te?

(}
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i

(]) 1 JUDGE HILHOLLIN: Do you mean re-certify?

2 MR. BLAKEs Yes.

3 THE WITNESS: I would have knowledge of the

4 training background of the individuals.

5 BY MS. BRADFORD (Resuming):

6 Q Are you aware if in 1977, M r. VV took a

7 re-certification test?

8 (Pause.)

9 A Was that the end of the question? I'm sorry,

10 m a ' am . Not explicitly aware of it, no.

11 Q Are you aware if in 1978 Mr. VV took a

12 re-certification exam?

13 A I make the assumption that he took a

O 14 requalification exam every year.

15 0 Do you recall if Mr. VV passed every section that

16 1t was necessary for him to pass in order to re qualify his

1711cen se , re-certify his license?

18 MR. BLAKE: Objection. Mr. Milho111n, I have to

19 observe here th a t this witness was put on with a certain

20 breadth to his testimony, that in the course of cross

21 examina tion by the other parties here, I realize what you
;

22 indicated earlier would be the opportunity that they had

23 based on their trial plan, if they had one shot at a witness

() 24 to go beyond it.
'

.

25 I see nothing in TMIA's trial plan which would

O
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1 tell me that they intended to seek Mr. Ross as a witness on("]ju
2 this subject or to question him about it. In fact, they

3 asked no questions on this during their initial cross.
7_s

(_)
4 Now, a couple of follow-up questions is the

5 procedure which you have allowed. My recollection is that

6 Ms. Bradford indicated she had a couple of questions. By

7 count at this point is a dozen, and it does not seen to be

8 nearing an end, and we are developing an entire new area.

9 I object at this point.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Es. Bradford, I think that is a

11 sound objection. I, too, assumed you would have just a

12 couple of questions and they would grow out of previous

13 cross examination. You do seem to be starting a new line of

14 inquiry .

15 MS. BRADFORDa Then I have no further questions.

16 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Does the licensee wish to pose

17 any further questions?

18 KR. BLAKE No, I have no redirect, Judge
|

19 Milhollin. But I would make the observation tha t the

20 Aamodts, in a supplemental discovery request at the time

21 they served their trial plan, requested from the NBC the

22 original of Mr. Ross's NRC exam for the purpose of reviewing

23 tt, because in their view it indicated, or it might

(]) 24 indicate, their review of the copy which they had indicated

25 that %r. Ross, who had reviewed the NRC exam, -- there may

}
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() 1 have been additions made to Mr. Ross's exam after his review

2 of the NRC key was the implication that I got from the

{} 3 Aamodt papers.

4 I recall earlier this week that the NRC said that

5 they had tnat exam here and made it available to them, and

6 while Mr. Ross is here, I have heard no questions from the

7 Aamodts along this line. But if there are going to ,be no
8 questions because their review has turned out negative

9 result, I guess I would like that report.

10 MR. GOLDBERG I would like to add to that that

11 the original of both the RO and the SRO exams taken by Mr.

12 Ross in a April of 1981 were made available to the Aamodts.

13 They have reviewed them and they were just 'recently returned
O

14 t o m e .

15 MR. CLEWETT4 We had also hoped tha t an additional

16 party would be able to review these. We have not succeeded

171n arra nging this. We do not mean to imply by our lack of

18 questions in this regard that we have necessarily given this

19 test a clean bill of health.

20 The NRC staff has requested that we not remove the

21 test from the hearing while they are here, and we were

22 considering requesting the Special Master to allow us to

23 k ee p it over the weekend so that we could review it with one

/~T
(_/ 24 additional person.

25 We had not, at this point, decided necessarily

O
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(} 1 whether we were going to make that request, but we want to

2 clarify the record that we do not intend to have any

3 particular conclusion drawn from what we have or have not
r3)(_

4 done at this point.

5 This would perhaps be a good time to request that

6 the Special Master direct the staff to allow us to keep the

7 test over the weekend on the promise not to alter it in any

8 way. And I make that request at this time.

9 MR. GOLb8 ERG 4 Judge Milhollin, I would like to

10 respond to that. The original of the exams have been

11 available to the Aamodts since we a rrived here for the

12 beginning of this re-opened hearing. Mr. Ross was scheduled

13 to take the stand in the order in which he took it.

14 He has been on the stand for a number of hours

15 over the course of a couple of days. The Aamodts have

16 reviewed the original of the exams. We voluntarily agreed

17 to make the originals available to them for inspection in

18 our presence. We have no obligation to mak e the original

19 exam, which is NRC property, available to them outside of

20 our presence and have a strong objection to doing so.

21 MR. BLAKE. Judge Milhollin, at a minimum, I think

|

! 22 we are deserving of a report on the status of their review

23 of the exam at this point. In their pleading they

() 24 indicated, for example, whether or not it might have been

25 done with a dif ferent pen or with a different pencil. I do
I
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|

() 1not know -- they have not divulged who the other individual

2 is who might do that, determine that, but I suggest tha t

3 that is not a difficult determination to make by the Aamodt

4 representation that is here now.

5 MR. CLEWETT: I would like to note for the record

6 that regardless of what our final opinion on this would be,

7 it was not our intention to recall Mr Ross. We are not

8 attempting to inconvenience him in this regard. I do not

9 believe that counsel for the licensee has any particular

10 right to a status report on what our review may or may not

11 have indicated at this point.

12 MR. GOLDBERG: Judge Milhollin, the NRC rules of

13 practice provide for making documents available for

O 14 inspection and copying at the NRC's public document room.

15 Copies of Mr. Ross's exam have been given "to the Aamodts.

16 They further requested that they see the original because of

as there was sore improprieties17 their concern that perhaps n

18 and the copies were not true copies. And that the

19 improprieties nigh t be detected only because of different

i
20 colors in ink, for example.

21 We have made the originals available to the

| 22 Aamod ts. They have had adequate time to inspect them to
!

23 make those determinations. I have heard no good cause why

() 24 the original is needed in lieu of copies which they have and

25 possess, and until there is such good cause, there is no

O
I
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() 1 obligation on the part of the staff and no requirement under

2 our rules of practice tnat NRC staff property be loaned or

- 3 given to any party in any proceeding. And I would resist

4 having the originals of those exams removed from my

5 presence . They may continue to review the exams if they

6 think it is necessary during the course of this hearing in

7 ay presence. I have no objection to that.

8 MR. CLEWETT: Well, the request which we

9 originally made of the staf f, or the motion which we made

10 for supplemental discovery was not based upon the procedures

11 set out in the NRC Bules of Practice concerning the public

12 document room, so I am not sure exactly of the degree of

13 relevance of that.

14 If the Special Master is not disposed to allow us

15 to take the exam away, we could probably work it out so that

16 we could do any further review which we desire in the

17 presence of Mr. Goldberg. Our original request had

18 con templated being able to actually have possession of the

19 test for a while under the assumption that we would not

20 damage it or alter it in any fashion. And when the staff

21 proposed an alternative arrangement, we decided to see if

22 tha t would work well.

23 It vould work better if we could keep it for a

() 24 while , b ut to the extent the Special Master does not wish

25 that arrangement to prevail, we will accommodate to whatever

O
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(]) 1his wishes would be.

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN : So far, we have established that

3 the Aamodts do not intend to recall Mr. Ross, and that the

4 Aamodts are not disposed to give the licensee a status

5 report.

6 * cannot rule tha t the licensee is entitled to a

7 status report.

8 MR. BLAKE: I would just add at this point that it

9 seems to me insof ar as the Aamodts are asking for some

10 special opportunity to review the report, that I think the

11 Special Master may be deserving cf an interim report, if you

12 vant to call it that, by way of showing tha t there is some

13 subsequent need. Have they discovered anything in their

O
' 14 review over five days of this report which would indicate to

15 them that there is a need f or f urther review?

16 I still see Mr. Ross as being in some jeopardy,

17 despite quite frankly the indication at this point of no

18 intention to recall Mr. Ross.
,

19 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Well, I suppose tha+ I agree

20 t ha t Mr. Ross is still in some jeopardy, conceivably, but I

21 am not sure that anything Mr. Clevett is likely to say today

221s likely to remove th e j e o pa rd y .

23 I get the impression that this other person M r.

() 24 Clewett is talking about may be a person who is going to be

25 used to determine whether the handwriting on the exhm

O
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1 belongs to Mr. Ross. Is that righ t?

2 MR. BLAKE: They have a handtriting expert? Is

3 that it?

4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I do not know. That is my

5 assumption.

6 MR. BLAKE: I see.

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So far, I have not been told

8anything in particular. I am disposed to agree with the

9 staff that the Aamodts have no right to take the examination

10 away, which means it is simply up to the staff to be

11 accommodating. If the staff does not wish to accommodate

12 the Aamodts, then that is what the situation will have to

13 b e . I do not feel that I can order the exam to be furnished
/

14 as an accommodation in the f ace of resistance, which simply'

15 brings up a practiccl problem, which is that this person

16 will have to be brought to the presence of staff counsel in

17 order to do the examination.

18 It seems to me the dispute is a little bit silly.

19 I do not see why you cannot cooperate to the extent you have

20 already, and I do not see why, if there is a legitimate

21 reason for having it, you cannot convince the staff to

22 cooperate with you. Apparently, that has not been done. I

23 will ref rain f rom making anymore charac'erizations of this

O 24 di oote .

25 3R. G3LDBERG N.1, if the Special Master is

|
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() 1 suggesting that the staff has not cooperated, I certainly

2 take exception to that.

(~)T
3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I have not suggested tha t . I

m

4 have simply suggested that it is open to the staff to make

5an accommodation, which the staff has no obligation to mak e.

6 Of course, I do not think there is anything that

7 prevents the staff from making it, either. So as things

8 stand, not having been presented with an argument sufficient

9 to overcome the staff's lack of desire to accommo late the

10 Aamodts, I am going to hold that the Aamodts must bring

11 their -- the person whom they wish to provide to look at the

12 exam into the presence of the staff.

13 MR. CLEWETT: I think that will he a workable

O
14 a rrangement in the absence of a desire on the part of the

15 staff to accommodate us in any other way.

16 MR. GOLDBERG Just so the record is absolutely

17 clear, we ha ve been accommodating the A amodts; we will not

18 accommodate them in the f ashion which they request as f ar as

19 taking the exam home with them out of my presence. To every

20 0th er ex tent we have accommodated them; we have brought it

21 here , it has been available every single day, they can

! 22 examine it all they want each day of the hearing while I am

23 h er e .

() 24 MR. BLAKE: Judge Milhollin, in view of no report

25 f rom the Aamodts and you are not requesting from them any

Ov
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(} 1 report of their review, I would like the opportunity to ask

2 one question of Mr. Ross before he leaves.

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Go ahead.

4 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

5 BY MR. BLAKEa

6 0 Mr. Ross, following your review with the NRC

7 personnel of their key to the NRC April examinations in

8 which you took place, did you alter in any fashion your own

9 examinations which you had taken? That is, the Section A

10 examinations of the NRC exam?

11 A Absolutely not.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Mr. Ross, I have a few questions

13 I would like to ask you.

14 EXAMINATION

15 BY JUDGE MILHOLLIN:

16 0 The first ones have. to do with ma terials used to

17 prepare for an examination. In your interview with NRC

18 investigators -- and if any of my questions refer to

19 documents which you do not have which you would like to

20 have, just let me know. You stated in your interview with

21 N RC investigators that some of the questions on the exam had

22 been covered on earlier tests.

23 You also said that the handouts had sample

() 24 questions, some of which probably appeared on the exam. Or,

25 in any case, that is how your interview was reported by the

O
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(]) 1 NRC investigators. This is the report of August 11, 1981.

2 If you do not remember it, perhaps your counsel can furnish

)
3 you with a copy of it.

,

4 A Yes, sir, I would like to see tha t if I could.

5 MR. BLAKE: You said the report of August 11, Mr.

6 Milho111n?

7 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Yes.

8 (Counsel handing document to witness.)

9 JUDGE MILHOLLINs My copy has a stamp on it,

10 August 11, 1981.

11 MR. BLAKE: Yes, sir, I have the same report.

12 Wha t is the pagc?

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I believe the page is 21, 22.

O
14 BY JUDGE MILHOLLIN (Resuming):

15 Q I am thinking of the statement at the bottom of-

16the page 21, and it reads as follows: "When asked, he..."

17 (meaning you) ... stated that some of the questions and"

18 material which appeared on the exams had been covered on

19 earlier tests, and could therefore have been studied and

201ea rned by memorization."

21 What percentage of the questions would you say

22 were covered on earlier tests?

23 A A very small portion of any NRC exam has the same

() 24 questions; in fact, I wou3d be hard pressed to say that

25 * here were more than ever appearing one or two questions

)i

l
i
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(]) 1that we had seen written exactly the same on different

2 exams. Some of the concepts are, in fact, there.

3 0 Well, when you said studied and learned byp) '

%
4 memorization, what did you mean by that?

5 A At this poin t , I believe I had not seen the exams

6 and they were asking me, is it possible you could have

7 similar exams or exam answers and my answer was yes, you

8 could have similar exam answers.

9 0 I'm sorry, you are saying you had not seen the

10 exam at this time?

11 A I feel there is the possibility I may not have

12 seen it at that time and they were asking me, can I justify

13 the answers being the same on exams, and yes, I could, in

O 14 the f act that they studied together and there are some

15 memorization answers. Radiation protection limits are a

16 memorization type answer.

17 Q Ihis was on July 28, 1981, this interview.

18 A Yes, sir. It was in the course of that interview

19 that they did show me the exam.

20 Q So I do not understand your statement that you had

21 n o t seen the exam.

22 A I am saying there is the possibility I may not

23 have seen the exam when I made that statement. My statement

() 24 was that it is possible to have the same answers on an

25 e xa m . I still feel it is possible.

()'
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() 1 0 Which exam are you saying you had not seen?

2 A I may not have seen the two gentlemen in question,

3 0 and W 's, exams as of yet when I made that statement.

4 0 Oh. But you had seen the exam you took, of

5 course, and the exam you reviewed with NRC staff. You had

6 seen those two exams.

7 A Yes, sir.

8 0 Those exams are the same exams on which the

9 cheating occurred, isn 't that right?

10 A That is correct, sir.

11 0 So, since you took the exam and reviewed the exam

12 which we are talking about, obviously you had seen it.

13 Isn 't that right? I mean, there are no exams we are talking

O' 14 about which you had not seen, isn't that correct?

15 A Yes, sir. If I could offer a clarification, when
.

16 I said I had not seen the exams, I meant I had not seen the

17 two individuals' exams that were accused of cheating perhaps

18 a t that moment. I think that was the inference. Can these

19 two individuals have such similar exams? My answer to that

20 was it is possibles there are questions that are the same

21 f rom time to time. There are some concepts that are the

| 22 sam e. That is how I would take th e way I was answering that

23 question at that time.

24 0 Well, it says "had seen covered on ea rlier

25 tests . " Did you mean to say that the material -- that the

O
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{}
1 questions on the exams which we are talking about had been

2 covered on earlier tests? Is that what you meant?

3 A There are some questions that do appear, maybe one

4 or two, some do appear on more than one exam. So, yes.

5 0 Here you say "had been covered on earlier tests"

6 or at least, that is what the person writing this up csys

7 you said. And my question to you is, how many questions

8 were there which had appeared on earlier exams, if you know?

9 A Again, I cannot put a quantitative number and say

10 there vas exactly 'three or there was exactly four, but

11 really a small portion.

12 0 But there were some on this exam which had been on

13 previous exams?

14 A There were one or two; some of the concepts had

15 been on previous exams.

16 Q All richt. Did you study with other people when

17 you prepared for the exam?

18 A Normally, I did not. During the preparation of

$9 the April exam I did attend sOme home session studies, more

20 or less to show an interest. There were ctudy sessions at

21 individ uals ' homes. I attended one or two of them.

22 0 How many candidates would you say would be present

23 a t a typical session of tha t kind?

() 24 A Four or five.

25 Q You say on the next page, page 22, that the

O
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(~s) 1 handouts had sample questions, drawings, some of which you
m

2 felt probably appeared on the tests. Do you recall any

3 particular questions which appeared on the tests, meaning.

4 the exams, which had appeared on the handouts?

5 A Yes, sir, I do. We were studying high pressure

6 injection and we were learning to drav it f rom memory, and

7 that did sppear in the exam. At least one of the exams.

8 0 I see. And where was the material which appeared

9 on the exam ? It was in a handout, is that right? Or was it

10 in some other form?

11 A The material varied that the people used in their

12 home training sessions. It could be a handout, it could be

13 a g uy 's self-written notes, you know, an exam to another

O 14 person, giving his 15 questions. That was one way of

15 studying ; asking a guy 15 questions.

16 0 How many prior exams, NRC exams, were being used

17 b y these groups which you attended?

18 A I cannot remember using any whole NRC exam in any

19 group I attended, and I do not feel that they used a lot of

; 20 NRC exams as such. They used portions of it or concepts out

21 of it .

'
22 Q Did they use questions?

23 A Yes. The questions came from many sources; our

| () 24 training program, a guy's conception of outlining a

25 procedure. He would come back and ask a question that he

O
|

|
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(]) 1 had outlined out of one of our documents. They came from

2 NRC exams that people had. There were a large number of

3 sources for these questions.

4 0 Yes, I am pursuing right now the source, which

5 consists of prior NRC exams. You would say that people did

6 use questions from prior NBC exams?

7 A Yes, sir. They did.

8 Q And were there a fair number of those questions?

9 A My recollection is no, it was a mixture of just

10 what I have gone over with you where our material and our

11 questions came f rom.

12 0 Where did these individuals get the prior NRC

13 exams?

14 A I think every licensed individual builds a

15 training notebook of some kind, and he will keep his own

16 exams, I'm sure , in the training notebook as a matter of

17 review.

18 Q Do operators or candidates exchange exams when

19 they study together?

20 A I am sure some of tha t goes on. I have not seen a

21 lot of it. I am sure it does go on.

22 0 I cannot totally disregard my own experience. I

23 have gone to both college and law school. I studied

() 24 engineering in college. I seem to remember at least one

25 occasion upon which a prior exam was passed around and

|

CE)
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,

() 1 certainly, my experience was that when people study together

2 they usually pool their resources. Would you say that

3 occurred here?g

4 A I think that is accurate, yes, sir.

5 0 What percentage of the materials would you say

6were prior exams? Could you make an estima te?

7 A Ten percent maybe.

8 Q Did the company keep a file of prior exams?

9 A To my knowledge, no compan y file of prior exams

to exists. I do not have one, other than my own.

11 Q But each examiner, as you have said, keeps his own

12 file?

13 A Each trainee.

O 14 Q I'm sorry, I meant to say each candidate would

15 have a file, and you had ycur own file.

16 A Yes, and I surmise the other candidates to do so,

17 a ls o .

18 0 How many old or prior examinations did you have

19 available to you when you studied?

20 A I stated before, I was not able to obtain any of

21 my exams from 1973 or 1969, so --

22 Q I am not speaking of your own exams; I am speaking

23 of exams in general.

() 24 A Dh, exams in general? I may have had one or two

25 tha t had been routed around as typical questions coming from

O
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f

1 NBC exams.
[}

2 0 Did the handouts from the Training Department

3 contain questions used on prior NRC exams?

4 A I am sure some questions were in their handouts,

5 but they were never flagged, this is an NRC question, or

6 anything like that. I believe that there were rome data

7 from NRC exams on it.

8 Q And -- well, all right. So a candidate could have

9 memorized an answer to a handout, and that question could

10 have appeared on the NRC exam, which might explain parallel

11 answers. I think that is what you are trying to say on page

12 21.

13 A I am saying it is possible, yes, sir.

14 0 Did you know in advance which examiner was going

15 to give this exam? In advance, I mean in advance of the

16 exam .

17 A I knew that Mr. 'Jilson would be coming to the

|

| 18 site. I surmised he would be the guy giving the exam.

19 0 How -- is he a regional examiner?

20 A Yes, sir.

21 0 Do you know how many regional examiners there are

22 in this region?

23 A No, sir, I do not.
,

(]) 24 0 But there would be no t more than four or five one

25 might assumo, or are there dozens of these people?

| (
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(]) 1 A That I am not sure. I normally do not deal with

2 more than fou? or five, but they change from time to time.

3 Q All right. Did the other candidates also know who

4 would be coming to administer the exam?

5 A I do not know for sure. We did not make a point

6 that Mr. Wilson was coming, but they assumed it would be Mr.

7 Wilson; he is our regional examiner.

8 Q I see. I ha ve a couple more categories in which I

9 would like to ask you questions.

10 There is a statement in the ICE reports to the

11 eff ect that you said to Mr. Z -- Mr. Z is reported to have

12 said that you said, " Don't worry, you did all ri gh t . " And

13 that statement Mr. Z alleges occurred in the conversation to

O 14 which we have already alluded and which you must, by now, be

15 f amiliar. Did you make that statement?

16 A Very probably. I mean, I do not remember it

17 specifically, but I was trying to quell this uprising we had

| 18 because they felt the exams were very hard and they really
I
! 19 were not going to do very well. I was saying yes, the keys

20 reflected what our training was and yes, you know, the key

21 was not something way out in left field. It did reflect

| 22 what our training was, so you do not have to verry.

23 Q So your testimony is that you did not assure Z

() 24 personally that Z personally did all right, or did you?
|

i 25 A I would have no knowledge or ability; I just

O
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1 assumed that we did all right.{}
2 Q All right. You also testified I think that you

3 did not -- you were unable to say whether the suggestions

4 you made were adopted by the examiner with respect to

5 changes in the answer keys.

6 In response to questions by Mr. Adler, I think you

7 have now said that you did know whether some of your

8 suggestions were adopted. Is that right? My question is,

9 do you want to change your testimony on that point as to

10 whether your knew whether your suggestions were adopted or

11 not?

12 MR. ADLERa Excuse me, sir. I believe that the

13 testimony was that he did know whether changes in the
A
\s/ 14 phrasing of questions was changed. I do not believe he said

15 that he knew that changes in answer keys were effected.

16 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: ' Jell, all righ t . It is a good

17 thing I an asking for clarification, then.

18 BY JUDGE MILHOLLIN (Resuming):

19 Q Is your testimony that you still do not know or.
i

20 did not know at the time whether your suggestions for

21 changes in the answer keys were adopted?

22 A That is correct, sir, I still do not know today.

j 23 0 According to my notes -- and we can verify this if

(]) 24 you like -- Mr. Boltz in his interview on page 22 of the ICE

25 report of October 2, page 22 of the ICE report of October 2

O
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O ' ~ ~'

2 MS. SWARTZ: You are referring to the ICE report

3 of October 137

c tober 13,4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I am sorry, it is c

5 yes.

6 (Counsel handing document to witness.)

7 (Witness reviewing document.)

8 BY JUDGE MILHOLLIN (Besuming)s

9 Q Do you have page 22 before you?

10 A I do, sir.

11 JUDGE MILIIOLLINs Mr. Blak e , are you going to

12 return to your seat?

13 MR. BLAKE: Yes, sir, I just want to take a look

14 at it myself. It is my copy that I am providing to the

15 witne ss, unless you have two copies, Judge Milho111n.

16 JUDGE MILHOLLIN No, I only have one.,

17 BY JUDGE MILHOLLIN (Resuming):
i

18 Q I am going to refer to the last couple of lines on

19 page 22. I have directed your attention to the last th ree

2011nes on page 22. Mr. Bolt says that as a result of this

21 review, several answers were modified due to design changes
|

22 and/or the proctor's reference material being incorrect. Do

23 you see that?

O 24 x Iee, sir.

25 Q So my question to you is, how is it that Mr. Boltz

O
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{) 1 knows whethe r the answers were modified and you do not?

2 A I cannot answer that, sir. I think the NRC

3 examiners indicated they would consider it, but they never,

v
4 said this will be a change in the answer key. I assume he

5 just drew a parallel to that.

6 0 On page 19, last para g ra ph , where it says " Brown

7 recalled that based on the review there were some changes

8 and/or clarifications made in the questions and/or answers

9 by Bruce Wilson." Could I have your reaction to that? What

10 do you think Mr. Brown is talking about? Is he wrong in

11 saying he knows whether Mr. Wilson made the changes?

12 A I think that it would be safe to say that Mr.

13 Brown felt that some changes were in f act made because they

C
14 asked for the reference and we provided the reference, and

15 then he thought it was over and done at tha t point, and

18 there were other ones that they just said hey, we will

17 consider tha t, and that was the end of it.

18 Q All right. There is also a statement in the

19 documents with which you probably are familiar, to the

20 eff ect that when you made your statement concerning the

21 expansion of the answer keys to the operators, that people

22 chuckled . Do you recall that?

23 A I do not recall specifically the chuckling or the

(]) 24 specific incident, but there was an attempt there to

25 increase morale at the same time also, so it could have

)i

.

!
|

'
=
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(]) Ihappened.

2 0 All right. The next question I have is about

(~' 3 certification. I take it from your testimony that you
(

4 participated in the decision to certify Mr. H.

5 A Yes, sir.

6 Q Were you aware at the time of certification of Mr.

7 H's record on examinations? Was that part of your

8 consideration of Mr. H7

9 A We were aware of his scholastic record, yes, sir.

10 0 Can you tell me what the record was, as you recall

11 it ? I can give you some help if you need it, but perhaps

12 you do not. Do you recall what his scholastic record is or

13 wa s ?

O 14 A Are you talking about for the April exam, sir?

13 0 Well, in the audit -- you said y'ou had the results

16 of the audit exam when you made the decision. I am looking

17 now a t the results of the audit exam. Mr. H cot a 62.7 on

18 that exam, according to my copy here.

19 As I recall, Mr. H failed the Category T

!

| 20 examination three times. He failed the Category T

|
|

21 examination when it was given by Mr. Kelly, and he failed

22 the first round of makeups, ar.d then he failed trie second

23 round of makeups, and also, as I recall, there were 11 sets

() 24 of parallel answers between Mr. G and Mr. H.

25 Given tha t record scholastically, why did you

O
|
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'

1 decide to certify him?
}

2 MR. BLAKE Excuse me, Judge Milhollin, given the

3 record including the similarities which he.ve been identified

()
4 recently? I do not regard that as a fair question to the

5 witness.

6 BY JUDGE MILHOLLIN (Resuming):

7 Q Did you know the similarities at the time you made

8 the decision?

9 E When we certified Mr. H for those exams, I do not

10 believe we had any knowledge of similarities of those exams

11 a t that time.

12 0 All right. Well, explain to me the basis f'r the

13 certification decision which you made.

( 14 A Basically, we had talked to the gentleman and he

15 had not had exam experience difficulties before. In fact,

16 even in college he never f ailed any exams. He was very

17 sha, ken by his inability to pass the ATTS exam. We asked

18 him, did you have a bad day, what was your problem, how come
i

19 you cannot pass this exam. And are you willing to get

20 yourself back, and he came back saying, I thought I wrote my

21 answers too brief and perhaps did not put as much effort

22 into the writing of my answers as I should have.

23 After some discussion with him, we decided that we

() 24 would give him an opportunity to go on, but he must apply

25 himself.

O
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(~ 1 Q The second round of Category T requalification is
(-)/

2 the same exam as you took, is it not?

3 A I think it was, sir. '

O
4 0 The second round was a take-home exam for those

.

5who had failed the first -- the original Kelly Category T

6 examination.

7 A I do not recall mine being a take-home exam the

8 second time. I took mine in a classroom.

9 Q You did?

10 A Yes, sir.

11 0 Did you take the first round requalification or

12 the second round on Category T7 You failed it the first

13 time, did you not?

) 14 A Under the ATTS exam I believe I did get less than

15 90 on that the very first time.

16 0 Yes, that is what I mean. I think -- according to

17 my records, Mr. Kelly administered the -- administered the

18 Category T examination when you took it.

19 A Okay. Different exam, yes. One of the vendor

20 exams we took had a Section T on it, and I got less than 90

21 on that sec tion , sir.

22 Q And then you took a makeup?

23 A Yes, sir.

() 24 0 And you passed the makeup?

25 A I believe I did.

O
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1 Q And you do not recall whether -- do you recall{}
2 whether that was a take-home or not?

3 A No, I do not, sir.

4 0 You did not take the first round -- according to

5the records I have, you did not take the first round

6requalification examination. I am sorry, you did not take

7 the first round of makeup examinations which were given

8 af ter the original Kelly examination; you took the second

9 round according to my records. Does that refresh your

10 recollection ?

11 A I am not sure, sir, I do not have a recollection

12 of which exam section I took on the makeup. My recollection

13 is I took one of the exams in the classroom. The last one I

14 took was a classroom-administered exam , other than the one

15 we h a ve taken in the last month or so.

16 0 All right. When you were evaluatino Mr. H, were

17 you provided with the detailed results of his examination

18 experience?

19 A I think we had the results of everything that was

20 known at the time and available to us, yet, sir.

21 0 So you had the results of his experience on the

22 Category T Kelly examination, and his performance on the

23 makeups bef ore you ?

() 24 A I am not sure that we had his performance on the

25 mak eups. That is the only part I am a little queasy on. I
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|
,

{} 1 do not know for sure.

2 Q All right. Do you know whether H passed the NRC

3 examination in April?

4 A H did not pass the NRC exam in April.

5 Q So H failed the NRC exam in Aprils he failed

6 Category T three times, and he received a mark of 62.7 on

7 the audit examination. Has H passed any examination?

8 A H was a licensed operator of record. He had an RO

911c en se .

10 0 Did you certify him for the October examination?

11 A Yes, sir, we did.

12 0 If he should fail th a t examination, would you

13 certify him for the next one? What I am getting at, is

C'. 14 there is a point at which his scholastic record would -- a

15 scholastic record would cause you not to certify someone for

16a succeeding examination?
.

17 A Yes, sir, I think there is a poin t. I think it is

18 based on circumstance. In the case of Mr. F, we were

19 worried tha t perhaps being he could pass the exams before

20and now he was having trouble, he had an improper attitude,

21 and we put that away, so he got extra training designed to

22 take care of the problems he had with the exams. We were

23 hoping -- we have yet to know. We feel that he will pass

() 24 this exam based on the interest he has shown.

25 If he does not pass this exam, his record will

O
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(} 1 definitely show a bad trend as far as passing any exam. We

2 will not have a good track record for him.

3 Q Do you think he is a competent operator?

4 A I think he is a competent operator, but in his

5 words, he just did not write enough. He felt that -- now on

6 the exams we have to write a lot more and be more detailed
r

71n our answers than we were before.

8 Q If he is a competent operator, how can he continue

9 to fail the exams?

10 A When you say continue to fail the exams, sir, he

11 did pass one NBC exam. He did f ail one vendor's exam and he

12 has shown a desire to improve himself and has been working

13 ha rd .

14 0 When did he pass the NRC exar?

15 A I do not have the specifics, but he is a licensed

16 operator.

:7 Q Do you know how long ago it has been? If you do

18 n o t know, you can say you do not know.

@ A I do not know the exact date, sir.

20 0 All right. The witnesses we have already heard in

21 particular I think both the witnesses whom we have heard,

22 stated that there was a problem with respect to attitude

23 concerning training and examinations. Would you agree that

() 24 there has been a problem in that regard? A problem meaning

25 that operators in general have not taken th e examination and
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1 training obliga tions seriously enough. Would you agree with
[}

2 that or not?

3 A I do not think I agree that operators have not

4 taken their training seriously enough. I think it is more

5 of a problem that operators have felt that their training

6 should be different and more detailed and more

7 classroom-oriented. I do not feel there is a problem with

8 their attitude about training, other than they think it

9 ought to be a lot better and a lot different.

10 0 You are familiar with the inciden t involving Mr.

11 VV?

12 A Yes, sir, I am familiar with it.

13 0 Would you say he took his training obligations

( 14 seriously enough?

15 A I would have to answer he did not.

16 Q Do you think the people who worked for him took

17 their training program responsibilities seriously?

i 18 A I do. I think that.each operator has impressed on
l

! 19 himself the ability and desire to succeed in whatever it is

20 tha t maintains his license, and that includes going through

21 t he training. And I think he ha s ma de the commitment to do

22 that training as best he can.

23 Now, he may complain about it while he is doing

(]) 24 1t , thinking it is not correct, but he is committed to go

25 through that training, even if it means doing it on his own

! ()
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1 time .{}
2 0 Well, all right. Mr. T in his interview with NBC

- 3 said that he was angry at the lack of proctoring, which put

4 him in a position of being solicited. Do you think Mr. P is

5 justified in that attitude? If you would like Mr. P's

6 remarks, you may.

7 A I am familiar with Mr. P's remarks. I think based

8 on the f act that there was cheating, and now that the

9 operators feel that there was some lack of proctoring, that

10 perha ps they f eel there is a chance that someone could come

11 back and point the finger at them. And I think it is normal

12 for them to respond that way.

13 He says, geese, they are going to accuse me next.
rm

14 0 Well, Mr. P apparently thought there was a
,

15 definite lack of proctoring, and he wa s in th e -- a s I

16 recall, he was in the smoker's room next to where you were

17 reviewing the exam, isn't that right?

18 A Tes, sir.

19 Q Did you know that there was not going to be a

20 proctor in that room for a substantial period of time? Or,

21 h a v e yo u -- I am not sure what your testimony is on that

22 point.

23 A I did not know that there would not be a proctor

() 24 in that room, and I do not know that there was not anybody

25 in there. I do know that Wilson was out of the room but in
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fl 1 the immediate area a long period of time.
ud

.

2 0 Do you think the training program was adequate to

3 prepare the operators for the exam? The NRC exam.

4 A The overall program, yes, sir.

5 0 Do you think the operators felt that it was?

6 A I feel that they do not -- they -- I think the

7 average operator feels that he should come into the

8 classroom and sit down and that everybody would present

9 everything to him, and he would just have to sit there and

10 absorb it. A t lea st, that is how he perceives training as

11 being real nice for him.

12 The way it is now, you have to do some on your

13 own , but I think that is beneficial to retaining the

14 inf ormation, to have to dig for it and get it on your own.

15 0 Do you feel the NRC exam was a fair exam?

16 A Yes, I do.

17 0 Do you think the emphasis on the exam was the same

18 as the emphasis in training with respect to the subject

19 matter?

20 A I do not think it is one for one. I do not think

|
21 we stand up and teach people Section I of the exam. I do

22 think we teach them the concepts of Section Is I do not

23 think we teach the NRC exam.

() 24 0 Well, there has been a f air amount of information

25 to the effect that there was surprise as to the extent to

O
i
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1 which the examination covered material which was not

2 expected, or perhaps emphasized material to a greater degree

3 than was expected. Would you agree tha t that occurred?

4 A In the April exas I think there was a lot more

5 site-specific, nitty-oritty detail on the exam. I would

6 agree with that.

7 0 The operators felt that that was a surprise?

8 A I believe it is the first one we have seen that

9 specific.

10 0 Why would the degree of specificity make the

11 operators f eel that it was a surprise? Wouldn't they be

12 expected to know the things that were specific to the site?

13 A Yes, I think their surprise was rather in the

14 detail of the components. An example I can give you is we

15 operate diesel generators and they are required to be

16 operable under our technical specifications. But this

1rparticular exam asked questions on the savenging air system

18 tha t is part of suppor ting that de tail, dow n to the real

19 nitty-oritty piece on equipment.

20 We expect the operators to have a knowledge of

21 each piece, but to pick out ane specitic piece like tha t and

22 have two points rest on it, they felt that was unfair.

23 Q They felt this was a pattern throughout the

24 e xa mina tion ?

25 A Yes, although I do not necessarily agree with

O
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p 1that. They felt that was it.'

U
2 0 I see.,

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Than- you very much, I have

4 nothing more. Does anyone have a question prompted by

5 questions I asked?

6 (No response.)

7 Mr. Ross, you are subject to the sequestration

8 ord er. I assume that Mr. Blake has perhaps mentioned it to

9 you already.
.

10 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLINs If you have questions about it,

12 I would be happy to answer them for you, or you can ask Mr.

13 Blake.

O 14 THE vITNESS. I have no oueetions, eir.

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well. Thank you, you are

16 excused .

17 (The witness was excused.)

18 MR. BLAKE: Judge Milho111n, I checked again

19 during the last break and there had been no call back which

20 indicates to me no f avorable word on Mr. Miller 's being ablei

21 to come in. I again have confirmed that that is not a

22 disappointment to those in the state of preparedness here.

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: My view with respect to his

|

24 testimony I perceive is a minority view.

25 (Laughter.)

|
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1 Is there any other business today ?"

2 Under our schedule, the plan is f or us to

3 reconvene in this room on Tuesday, at 2s30. So, until

4 Tuesday at 2:30, we stand adjourned.

5 (Ehereupon, at 4: 10 p.m. the hearing in the
i

6 above-en titled matter recessed, to reconvene at 2:30 p.m. on
;

'

7 Tuesday, November 17, 1981.)

8
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